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Circadian Rhythml

iw

cb,day we go throlagh a cycle. This cycle is caned a

circadian rhythm and rang from high activity to low activity.

Not only do we find these" rhythms in, the systems of oir body,

but they are also found in the way we feel.
A
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Worksheet Ill

r
Circadian Rhythms

Bodily Rhythms

each cycle is about 24 hours long

relate to systems of the body

you took your temperatute, it would be highest

'around late afternqpn, then would fall Ito its

lowest point near 4 or 5 a. Then it would rise

gai the next dftenoon.

Example If you were to take ybur pulse in the afternoons

would notice that it was higher than if you

took it in the early morning.



Bodily Myth ms

ch cycle

elate to sys

morkshegt #1

Gircdian Rhythms

about 2 hours long

t=he body,

Example If you took you=ir temperature it would be highest

around late aft= ernoon, then would fall to its loWe'sr

point near 4 or= 5 A.m. Then it would rise again

the 'next aitxoon.

Example If you were take your pulse in the.afternoon,

wouldnOtice t1= t it ..was higher than i ,you took it

in the early -=. ing.



A Scientistsjiave,found that-the amount of sugar in your blood,
rises and falls at regular intervals. These changes in sugar
concentration' would be a circadian rhythm if they

affected your eating habits.

occurred every 12hours.

occurred every 24 hodrs.

d. changed how lively you felt.

o



kaheat #2

Circ Alan Rh

al Rh theta

--comma ho 7 people 1=webave

- ugh cycle is about 4 hours lori5

x8 le Studies, of accidents, a Mies

kers:are mx=?re alert

$ar..a that

11 0p.m e..P_ch day

Little babies are usually and,==ry a lot in the

morning, but they rattt

lunch time.

more rieriealy around



Worksheet /2

Circadian Rhyth

Psychologicalthythms

concerns how people behdim

ExpetiMeillae GAOUri 0-

each cycle is, about 24 hours long

Example Studies of accidents at factories show that

_rkeraare more aler around 5 p.m. each day.

Example little babies are usually cranky and _cry a lot. in
S

:the morning, but tby are much more friendly around

lunch time.



Nancy always feels sleapy'around 3 or 4 p.m. each day
no matter what.- This is an example of which of the
following?

a. A psychological circadian rhythms-

b. The periodic release of serotonin.

c. Disturbed sleep patterns.

ambulism.

10



Sei

Measuring 'Sleep

Overview

s who study people's sleep have to measure it somehow.

They do this with machines that record either brain waves or heart

beat patterns on graph paper. These measurements are made by

hing small metal disks called.electrodes-to sleepers' skin

=while they sleep in a laboratory= These electrodes help

the 1 1 of elect ical activity in the Si-np 's body.

asure



Worksheet #3

Measuring Sleep

Measuring Bleep by Electrical Activity in the Brain

- equipment is used in laboratory

- produces- a pattern of zig-zag waves called an E.E.G.

Example One baslawshape of brain 'waves during sleep is about

1 to 4 tall spikes per second. entists usually

observe 4111.s shape using thei aboratory equipment-

aft the person has been asleep in lab for an hour

or more

Example Just'after falling asleep, people's brain waves have

about 10 ripples pc:- second. Tocters have found this by

using machines in rooms designed to do research on sleep.

12
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Worksheet #4

Measuring Sleep

Neasurng deep by Electrical Activity in the heart

records the number of beats pe

- equipment used in laboratory

_late called an E.K.G.

Example To measure E.K.G., a set of electrodes is placed on

a person in the laboratory. It makes a picture on graph

paper that shows that the heart slows down as the person

falls asleep.

Fample Researchers in -sleep laboratories often see that an

E.K.G. shows an increased heart rate as a. person beg

to dream.

13
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A. A sleep scientist was measuring aspects of sleep. He used
a machine in his laboratory that recorded a zig-zag pattern

electrical activity in the sleeping person's body. The,
part of the body being measured probably was the

1.

a. blood vessels

heart

c. muscle system

d. brain

B A measure of sleep that records a sleeping person's heart
rate is

a. an'OMG.

b. an g0.

c. a MOT.

d. an EEG.

14-



Awake or in Light Sleep

Overview

In this lesson, we explorL ways to tell whether a person is

really awake or sleeping lightly. Both conditions occur over each

,_day's 24 -hour cycle, aid the body's uncontrollable activities or

reflexes keep working in_both conditions' People who are awake are

aware of things that happen around them. When they are sleeping

lightly, though, their reflexes and uncontrollable activities slow

down.

15



Worksheet #5

Awake or in Light Sleep

Awake

- reflex behaviors are normal

person is aware of events going of

'Example Walking through a room in the dark, Todd can hear the

cars outside his house. If he should step on-the point

of a pencil, hi,.wo:Ild move his foot back right away with-

out thinking about it

Example Wan watching A hockey game, Linda knows which team is

wearing which colors. When her father cal her name

loudly she turns around automatically.

16



Jerry is lying on the sofa with his eyes closed er
the radio is playing. His mother asks him if he wants
a hot dog for lunch and. he says "Sure, do we have any
potato chips?" We know that Jerry is awake because

his reflex behaviors are operating correctly..,

he is not rapidly fluttering his eyes.

his h beat is not slow.

d. he is aware of what is happening around him.

17



Worksheet #6

Awake or

IrlLiktLA4ME

Light Sleep

person's.rate of breathing gets slower and steadier

reflex behaviors are normal

Exaople Mike knew his brother was asleep because he was

breathing deeply only every 15 seconds or so-

when he dropped the jar of jelly on the floor, Mike's

brother was startled and jumped up.

Example When we are just falling asleep, we begin_to breath less

often than -he_ e awake. But, if we start to roll out

of bed or off the couch, we put out our hands to break a

possible fall right away.

18



B You have been watching TV with your family for a half hour.
You notice that your dad's eyes are closed and he is breath-
ing more slowly and steadily. The cat jumps on your dad's.
chair and he gets startled. Your dad has probably been

a, in light sleep,

b. experiencing REM sleep.

awake.

d, in deep sleep.

19 2r-



Times When You Dream

Overview

This lesson ip about dreams which ak a series of visual

Images or mental pictures. Some dreams occur in light sleep when

your eyelids are not moving. -Other dreams occur in deep sleep

Shen your eyelids move.

20



Worksheet #7

Times When You Dreat

s in light Slee

- occur as you fall asleep or wake up

- little or no movement of eyelids

- seems like you are living the events rather
watching-them

Example After a long drive to Vernon, Sue begins t

just

p-

Sue's father sees her eyes and body are very still.

She is dreaming about how cold ft felt.when she

spilled her coke on her lap.

Example Mike has fallen asleep again after his alarm went off.

He is perfectly still. He dreams about yesterday's gym

class, and then fooling around during the movie in

science class. He'll wake up again in a moment.

Dreams in Deep Sleep

- eyelids flutter rapidly, called REM

- seems like you are living the events rather than just
watching them

- happen only after sleeping at least 11/2 hours.

Example Around 2 in the morning, Henry's eyes are moving a

lot as he dreams about playing professional hockey.

He feels a hard check, then falls down and slides

10 metres before the whistle blows.

Example Your dog starts to bark, move his legs and blink after

he's been sleeping for a dew hours. He's probably

chasing the neighbor cat in his dream.

.21



A Jan woke up in the morning, then fell back to sleep.
His eyes are very still and he is dreaming about going
swimming. He can feel the cool water and:the warm sun.
This pattern is an example of

a. a circadian rhythm.

b. dreaming light sleep.

c. dreaming in deep sleep.

a REM drew.

If you wanted to watch someone's: eyes
shou

sleep, you

a. wait until the person in a state of relaxed
wakefulness.

b. watch the person as soon as he falls- asleep.

c. wait until the person has been asleep for about
2 hours.

d, use an EEG to record=sleeping times.

22



remembering and Forgetting Dreams

Overview

Everybody remembers some dreams and forgets others. People

who are better.at remembering things in general also tend to

remember dreams well And, people who dream more than others

have more dreams to remember than people, who dream less. Many

of the dreams you tend to remember occur just before you wake

up. And some dreams you tend to forget were about events

that would make you very upset.

23



Worksheet 08

Remembering and Forgetting Dreams

s you tend to remember

- about events important to you

- usually occur near to time you wake up

Example A wife hea ;d her husband mumbling loudly in his sleep about

6.10 a.m. At breakfast, the husband told about a.dream in

which he had been promoted to vice president at work.

Example Tommy told his sister that he had a dream about ming home

from the hospital last night. The nurse said, "I thought so.

I saw you with a big big smile on-your face just .before you

woke up around 7 this morning."

you tend to forget

usually about things that make you very unhappy or embarrassed

about events Important to you

Example A young girl went to the school counselor because she was

unhappy about something she couldn't remember. The counselor

helped her recall a very bad dream where she was playing in

a car and accidentally ran over her puppy.

xam le A man at his doctor's complained of being 4set. After

talking a long while, he remembered a dream about breaking7

a vase that his great grandmother, had given him long ago.

It was an especially_favorite vase beOause it held the

flowers she gave him when he got married.



Compare and contrast the characteristics of dreams you probably
forget with dreams you are likely to recall.

Ideal An went

They are both the same because they are about things that happen

to you that are important. They are different because you

usually forget' dreams that are about events that embarrass

you or make you very unhappy, and you tend to remember dreams

that occur just before you wake up.

25
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A. Don was having a dream about biying his first motorcycle on
his 16th birthday. Ile would probably renember this dream if

a. he was in REM sleep,

b. there were no other dreams to mix up his memory.

c. he'd had a sound night's sleep.

d. he woke up in about 10 minutes.

B. Fran had a dream about the time when she lost her mother's
wedaing ring. Fran probably wouldn't remember this dream becauAe

a. it is about a very unhappy topic,

b.' the dream wasn't very long.

o. most drums are forgotten.

d. she-couldn't afford to buy her mother a new ring.

26



Theories About Why Sleep is Useful

Overview

This lesson is about theories of why animals sleep. A theory

is a set of ideas which help scientists invent experiments. We are

going to speak about one theory which explains why animals sleep

different amounts of time. This theory is about how sleeping adapts

to an animal's life. The other theory we are going to discuss says

that animals sleep to refresh their body and that dreams help refresh

the brain.

27



Worksheet

Theories About Why Sleep is Useful

Theories about Adapting. to Life

:plain why different animals sleep different amounts of time

- explain why animals bleep,

Example Gorillas sleep about 14 hours a day, but deer sleep

only about 2 hours a day. Gorillas don't need to spend

lots of their time searching for food, but deer must

move around and avoid-predators like-wolves

Example An elephant sleeps only seyeal hours a day, while a

baboon can sleep all through the night. The elephauk

needs lots of awake time to find enough food. A

baboon can easily find plenty of food in nearby

trees and bushes.

ies about Refreshin= the Sod

explain why animals sleep'

- deep sleep with dreams helps refresh the brain

EL;Amplt After a lot of exercise during the day, cats spend lots

time in deep sleep. During dreams, more blood was

pumped to the brain bringing more oxygen to it.

Example As people get very old, they spend-less of their sleep

time in dreaming. Since about 5% of their brain cells

have died, they need less dream time to refresh mental

activities.

28



What are the similarities and differences between theories of sleep
about adapting to life and theories of sleep about refreshing the
body?

Ideize An

These two theories are similar because they both explain why

imals sleep. They are not alike because the theory about

adapting to life explains why different animals sleep different

amounts of time, but the refreshing the body theory doesn't'

explain this. The refreshing the body theory claims that

deep sleep with dreams helps refresh the brain.

29



One of the major
that it

i.racteristics of adaptive sleep theory is

a. shows how chemicals influence sleep cycles.

b, explains why a lion would sleep more than an antelope.

c, predicts when an animal won't need sleep.

d. does not help sleep scientists do experiments about sleep.

B. Dolphins have brains that are much larger than the brains of
horses. Theories of sleep based on the principle of refreshing
the body would predict that

a. horses and dolphins would sleep about the same amount of
time aach day.

horses would sleep more than dolphins.

c. dolphins would sleep more than horses.

d. neither kid of animal would sleep very much.

30



Drugs and Sleep

Overview

This lesson is about how drugs affect the length of time we

sleep. We are going to discuss drugs which make us sleep by

lowering our bodily functions. Also, we are going speak about

drugs hich raise our bodily functions and prevent us from sleeping.

31
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Worksheet #I0

Drugs and Sleep

bugs that Bring_on_Sleep,

- not always prescribed by doctors

- lower level of body functions to bring on light sleep

Example Many people drink alcoholic beverages during dinner.

These drinks often reduce the person's rate of

breathing and their pulse, while also making them

drowsy.

Example Recent scientific studies have shown that drinking

warmed milk can help bring on sleep. It helps the

body release a chemical that decreases the amount of

activity in __ rain.

Dru s that KeeKee= people from Ce e

not always prescribed by doctors

- increase activity in systems of the body

Example A chemical in coffee, called caffeine, is drunk by a

large number of people. By speeding up heart.rate, this

chemical helps people stay awake at night.

Example Not many children know that many soft drinks, like Coke,

contain a chemical that is a stimulant. It can keep you

awake becausa it makes you breathe faster and increases

your heart rate.

32



Compare and ci=mtrast drugs that bring on sleep and drugs that
keep people f-om getting to sleep-

Ida Ana wen

Some of the digs that bring on sleep and some that keep people

from getting o sleep are not prescribed by doctors= They are

different bet use drugs that bring on sleep lower the levels of

body function so that light sleep starts, but drugs that keep
people from f 1lin.g asleep increase the levels of activity of

body systems



A. Some foods or dr_ -k like warm milk, he_vpmple fall
happens because dp-ossin these foodsasleep at night.

a. make people dre4a=m more -so they will seep more.

b. slow down body fLLzanctions which helpS king on sleep.

speed up body f ions so that pec p1eget tired.

d. cause REM sleep, which causes peoplre tasleep more
deeply.

L George drinks three l'sepsies every night Vbilewatching
TV. He probably has 1- trouble falling a51esp because drugs
in some soft drinks

a. interfere With care earning in deep sleep in the middle
of the night.

b. interfere with el readian rhythms and pause people to
sleep at the wropEgzg time_

c cause people to Atrtay in light sleep.

d. speed up body aE_Ivities which tends do kelp people awake.

34



Chemicals in tne Zrain and Sleep

Overtii_ ew

For today, we are going to d_iscuse some of the natur.--i.-a

emicals found in the brain vzhc-h affect sleep. These c TAlemicals

a.,--7fect the way we feel and behaV. Some chemicals found in the
bm-.ain help us to sleep; we will c_all these facilitating c:_hemicals,

w=iile other chemicals tend to k p us awake; we will call these

chemicals.



Worksheet I

Chemicals in the Bra ti and Sleep

Facilitative Chemicals

chemicals made in the body
encourage sleep,

Example A chemical called seroton r is made in your brin
in an area called the rape= - It is released b_-4 --y the

brain to help you get to $3_eep.

Ex-ample Scientists have found dust giving animals a stk--ot 6f a
chemical called A.C. can vu- ---z them to sleep in few

seconds. A.C. is made in your body where the -Elaack of
the skull meets your neck.

Inhibiting Chemicals

keep you awake
chemicals made in the body

Example A gland on your kidney nialcs a chftnical called
adrenalin. When scientisrw.-= give sleeping aniimls a
shot of this chemical, they usually wake up veuorry
quickly.

Example- In your body, a chemical ea_i_led M.0,I, tends tc-
reduce the effects of other chemicals that put you

to sleep.

.36
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A. Facilitative chemicals in the brain affect people by

a. helping them fall asleep.

b. making them stay awake.

c. starting REM sleep.

d stopping reflex behaviors.

B. The chemical called N.A. is made by your body. If it is
called an inhibiting chemical, it

a. doesn't affect psychological rhythms.

b. slows down your EEG.

c, keeps you from fallingasleep.

teases dreams sleep.



PeopleIs Sleeping Problems

Overview

Often people have problems with their sleeping to the

extent that their sleep problems cause them trouble. Se -e people

have trouble getting to sleep. do call this Insomnia. Other,

people try to act out their dreams by sleep walking.

42
39



Worksheet #12

People's Sleeping Problems

difficulty in getting to sleep or staying asleep

must seriously interfere with daily life

Example A 30-year old man complained to his doctor that he

could sleep only a few hours each night. He said this

made him so tired thr-,t his boss might fire him for not

working hard.

Example A 7-year old boy could not sleep in the bedroom where .a

thief had- broken into his house. Because he was always

tired, he began to_get _poor-marks-at-school.

Sleep Walking

- must seriously interfere with daily life

- may be acting out a dream

Example A wife kept getting calls from the neighbors when-her

husband sung while sleepwalking in the hall of their

apartment. Several times, people called the police.

The husband tWought he was delivering sing!_ng telegrams.

Example A young girl often walked in her sleep believing she

was playing hide and seek with her cat. She chipped

a tooth and broke her finger by falling over furniture.

40



In what way are insomnia and sleep walking alike? How are they

different?

41



A. Several weeks after Nancy had escaped a fire in her aunt's house,
she could not sleep well throughout the night. She was very
cranky during the day, and was sent to the principal's office
for the first time this year. Nancy probably'has

a. hypersomnia.

b. somnambulism.

c. sleeping sickness.

d. insomnia.

B. Peter's parents often found him sitting on the floor, sound
asleep and playing with a toy. When Peter awoke as he was
put back into bed, he said he was dreaming about playing
in a really neat sandbox. Peter wouldn't be called a sleep
walker because

his activities didn't disturb his life very much.

b. he never really walked around while asleep.

he was dreaming while playing on the floor.

he. woke up as its parents put him to bed.

42



What Happens When You Don't Sleep

e_ iew

In this small lesson we are going to talk about what happens

when people don't sleep. We are going to talk about people who

don't sleep at all for a few days, as well as people whose sleep

pied frequently.

43



Worksheet 4/I3

What Happens When You Don't Sleep

Sy :i22s._Ace for or ery_Long Time

- makes animals and people act strange

- no sleep for several days or more

Example A scientist studied a man who did not sleep for

five days. The man said he tried to help a woman

out of the rain by opening his refrigerator door.

The man insisted the woman was real.

Example A dog not allowed to sleep for a week. He would

not let his-owner pet him, and sometimes howled at

his _food._

Not Getting A Full Night's Sleep

- sleep is disturbed often so sleeper wakes up

- makes anfrols, aid people act strange

Example' A monkey was woken"up every three hours.- After a week

of this, she stopped cleaning herself and spit all the

other monkeys. A few good nights of rest cured her,

.however.

Example A mother who gets up several times a night to take care

of a new baby often is hard to get along with the next

day. She may even not want to take care of the new baby

who she spent time with during the night.

44 47



Compare and contrast staying awake for a very long time and not
getting a full nights sleep.

45



A. Larry complained to his doctor that e could hear his radio
even when it wasntt on and that he lt small drops of w ;ter

always falling on his hands. It is ikely that Larry

a. has been skipping light sleeb d going directly to
deep sleep.

b. was once infected with a disturbs his sleep
habits.

c. has not slept in several lays or more.

d. would not have dreams dur tonight's sleep.

B. Mr. Danat's wife usually began to kick or hit lightly as she
started to dream in her sleep. To break her of this habit,
Mr. Danat began to wake her up eachtime she did this.
Mrs. Danat,

a. probably has a short REM period.

b. probably will be irritable this week.

Is a sleep walker that doesn't actually get out of bed.

d. will be cured of her thrashing about using this method.

4b



Overview

Lots of Sleep

In today's lesson, we'll explore wo very different situations

in which there is a lot of sleeping happening. In the first segment

of the lesson, the topic will be PEOPLE WHO SLEEP TOO MUCH. This will

be about illnesses which cause people to sleep too much. One illness

is narcolepsy which seems to run in families and the other illness,

hypersomnia, is often caused by problems with various parts of the

body.

The second segment of today's lesson is HIBERNATION. It is

about some animals whO experience a long period of sluggishness,

sleepiness and numbness at particular times of the year. We'll be

speaking about two kinds of hibernation; true hibernation, which is a

slow down of an animal's bodily processes to a very low level, and

fake hibernation, where the body temperature is at the usual level.

47



Worksheet #I4

Some People Sleep Too Much

Narcolepsy

- attack of uncontrolled sleeping

- believed to be inherited within families

sample Scientists have bred special families of dogs to do

research on narcolepsy. These dogs sometimes just fall

over asleep for 2-3 minutes when they're playing on

the lawn.

ample Tim's father sometimes falls asleep very quickly

while gardening or playing checkers. The doctor thinks

Tim may have the same problem.

Hypersomnia

- uncontrolled sleeping

- often caused by problems with other systems in the body

Example A student in college o en fell asleep slowly at

practically any time of'the day. His doctor found that

a growth in his skull caused this problem.

Example Some people fall asleep as soon as they get home in the

evening, even before dinner.. Sometimes -this means that

their thyroid glands in their necks are not working properly.

48



Worksheet #15

Hibernation

Real Hibernation

body processes slow down to very low levels

- helps animals survive periods when food is scarce

Example Frogs are cold-blooded animals that burrow in the

mud over the winter since their food, like in3ects,

is gone in this time of year. They stop breathing

entirely and absorb oxygen through their skin.

Example In the winter when your garden dies and there are no

leaves and vegetables, the garden snail digs a burrow,

_turnSit_self=npside down and covers the shell opening

with a membrane with only a tiny breathing hole. The

snail barely breathes in comparison to its active state.

Fake Hiberna ion

helps animals survive periods when food is scarce

- keep body temperature at usual level

Example A bear's food supply of insects and berries and fish

gets very low in winter, so it sleeps through this

season. It stays warm by using up fat it has gained

in the fall.

Example The cold and snow of winter make it difficult

for skunks to find grubs, rodents, plants and

insects to eat. In groUps of 4 to 20 they sleep

in dens. They use up the body fat they have stored.
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Overview

Getting Along with People

It is very important that people be able to get along with other

people. In this lesson, we'll examine three kinds of situations

where psychology can help you to get along better with people.

The first situation we'll learn about is how to get along better

by learning how to really listen to what other people are saying. One

way that shows another person that you are really lidtening to them

depends on how you behave. A second way to show you are really

listening is based on things you say to the person who is talking to

you.

The next part of the lesson will explore ways that people learn

LO it in with the other people around them. One of the ways

psychologists describe this process of learning to be like others is

called modelling. The second way that people learn how to be like

others is called peer pressure. This is when friends influence what

you do.

-Finally, we'll learn ways that psychology can help people to be

less embarrassed. By teaching'people to talk-to themselves, they can

learn to be comfortable in situations that usually might upset them.

Also, learning to make up positive rages about ourselves is another

way to be less embarrassed and get along better with people.
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Worksheet

How to be a Good Listener and a Better Friend

Non-Verbal T istenin, Skips

show that you are listening by the way you behave

help people recognize that you are friendly

Example People can see that Mr. Kincaid, the principal, is

a nice person because he looks right at them when

he is sitting and talking with them.

Example- One thing that makes Jennifer very popular is

that she always looks directly into your eyes

when you speak to her.

Verbal Listenin- Skills

- show that we are listening by what we say

help people recognize that you are friendly

Example People think that Miss Carver is a very friendly

teacher. When they say something in class, she

usually talks to them for a few seconds about what

they said.

Example Mr. Smart, the bus driver on the way to school, is

always friendly. One of the ways we know this is

because he always calls us by our names.
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Worksheet #2

Why People Follow the Crowd

Modelling

observing others

- causes you to change

Example Ed used to cut his spaghetti into pieces so he cculd

eat it without slurping. After watching his friend

twirl the spaghetti by resting a fork full of spaghetti

on a spoon, Ed stopped cutting and took up tYirling.

A newnew.g rl in the school used to wear mostly plaid

sweaters and skirts. Now she wears solid color sweaters

and slacks after looking at what the other girls wore.

Peer Pressure

friends have direct influence on you

causes you to change

Example Bob hardly ever swore before he joined a local hockey

club. All the other guys called him a sissy, so he

began to swear like they did.

Example When Linda moved to a new school, all her new firends

studied really hard at night. They said that Linda

should study hard, too, so that their teacher would be

happy with their marks. So, Linda began to spend more

time studying.
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Worksheet #3

How to Feel More Comfortable in Embarrassing Situations

Talking to Ourselves

- happens in our mind

positive statements like "I can do it"

Example A teenage girl felt uncomfortable when boys who

she didn't know talked to her. Her aunt told her

to think thoughts to herself like "I can talk

with him without being embarrassed. I know a lot

of things that I can talk about." It worked.

Example A mother was always embarrassed when she went to the

doctor. Her doctor, noting her embarrassment, suggested

that she think more positive thoughts such as "everyone

likes me - I shouldnt be' embarrassed."

Ima Jilin About Ourselves

- positive images of,ourseives doing something

happens An our mind

Example George was always embarrassed when as introduced

to his father's friends. B ed his feelings-

when he started to picture himself as a famous hockey'

player who his father's friends wanted to meet.

Example A young boy at his first school dance was-embarrassed

about the way he danced. His mother suggested that he

imagine that he was John Travolta at the next dance and

he would feel better about his dancing.
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erview

How Feel Better About Yourself

There are lots of times when people wish they could do something

that would make thew feel better about themselves. In this lesson,

you'll'learn about ways that psychologists have discovered to help,

people make this wish come true. The first part of the lesson will

be about some ways people can use to stop themselves from worrying

too much. One way, called thought stopping, will be presented along

with another procedure that simply involves keeping busy.

Another situation where people may not feel good about themselves

is when they have to do a job that they don't like to do. In other

words, they just aren't motivated. In the lesson, we will explore two

ways to help people with this problem - learning to motivate yourself,

and learning how to get other people to motivate you.

The last section of this lesson will be about another problem that

often makes people feel bad about themselves - not being able to relax.

Ways that psychologists help people with this problem will be examined.

One way to teach people to relax is called relaxation therapy. Another

way that we'll study is called biofeedback.
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rksheet #1

How to Stop Worrying

Stopping Your Thoughts

- something you can do to stop worry

use a thought to stop thoughts

Example Marty is very worried before every tennis game that

she plays. Her coach suggested that she think about

making her mind "blank like an empty chalkboard."

Marty did this and was not upset at her next tennis match.

Exampl. A young girl always worried that she was too short. When

she spoke to her counsellor, the counsellor suggested

that she could stop the worry by yelling to herself in

her mind, "It is really stupid to worry about something

I can't change ", every time she began to worry.

KeepingYourself Busy

- something you can do to stop worrying

- use activity to stop worry

Example A student teacher usually became very worried as he

planned the lessons he would give the next day. The

regular. teacher said that making up worksheets might

help. So, that evening, the student teacher made

several neat workshedts. He found that he wasn't worried

anymore.

-Example Aman was worried that he would never find a wife.

This made the man very unhappy. and most unattractive.

His family physician recommended that he find himself

a hobby and spend time on it everytime he began to

worry. After a few months the man had found a good`

hobby and began to worry less.



Worksheet #2

How to Get Things Done Which We Don't Like to Do

Motivatin Ourselves

- waiting until we do the thing we don't like

giving ourselves rewards

Example Sally always hated mowing the lawn. She decided to

give herself a little present after each time that
c.

she mowed it. Now, right after' Sally mows the lawn

every week, she goes to the movies.

I

Example A man who was trying to lose weight found that he

could lose abut three pounds a week if he bought

himself some new clothes after each week that his

weight dropped.

aH Others Motivate Us

waiting until we do the thing we don't like

- asking others to reward us

Example Betty really wanted to get better marks, but hated

doing homework. HoWever, she asked her mother fE,
_

let her stay up an extra half hout each night after

she did all her assignments. In only a few weeks,

Betty. was getting all her homework done.

Exam le A father was trying to quit smoking. He asked his

children to bring him breakfast in bed only when he

had not smoked any cigarettes on the previous day.

Soon, he was not smoking at all on Friday and

Satutday.
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Worksheet #3

Now People Can Learn to Relax

Relaxation Thera v

feeling tense, then relaxing

helps you learn to reduce tension

Example A soccer player was very up tight before each game.

A friend taught him to lie down and make his body stiff

as a board, then loose as-a wet rag. Doing this back

and forth several times cured him of being up tight.

Example A businessman had been under a great deal of pressure

at work and had just lostja large sales contract because

he was so tense. A frien_ ecommended that he go to the

company counsellor and join a relaxation group. In this

group, he was taught to tense all of his muscles then

let go and relax. He was told to repeat this for

30 30 minutes a day. Soon, he could Stop being up tight:

Rio - Feedback

- watching your bodily functions on a machine

helps you learn to reduce tension

Example A man at a very expensive vacation club was taught-how

to relax by trying to change his brain waves shown on

a special TV screen. When he could make the waves very

slow, he was relaxed and not upset.

E.221.e- An army officer who had just come back from a war com-

plained he was extrelly tense. The army doctor taught

him to relax by plating him on a machine that measured

how tight his arm muscle was and telling him to try_to

lower his muscle tension. He wasn't tense any more when

he used this technique away from the doctor's office.
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Overview

Understanding Your Pet

One of the things that psychologists have studied a lot is

why animals behave the way they do. They also have examined ways

to change animals' behavior. In this lesson, some of the things

that psychologists haire learned from these studies will be applied

to people's pets.

Some animals seem much smarter than others. The first part of

lesson will describe two things that are important causes of how

smart your pet might be. One of these is the health of your pet, and

the second is how quickly your pet can learn new things.

In the next part of the lesson, you will learn about ways to

train your pet using rules from psychology. One rule, called re-

inforcement, can be a good way to teach your new pet to do tricks

and obey you. We'll also study a second rule that is called shaping.

It, too, is useful in teaching your pet.

In spite of all your work, pets sometimes misbehave. The last

major part of the lesson will explore two rules that psychologists

have found are Valuable to stop pets from misbehaving. One of the

rules is familiar to you. It is punishment. The second rule is

based on preventing your pet from misbehaving in the first place.
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Health

Worksheet ill

What Makes Your Pet Smart or Dumb

- what is inherited from parents

- how nutritious the animal's diet is

Example Sheep herders have carefully bred their dogs from

bright parents over many generations. When these

dogs are also fed a healthy diet, they learn their

duties very quickly.

Example The dogs that are exhibited at dog shows are usually

very bright. These dogs are bred over many generations

to have high intelligence. In addition, their owners

make sure these dogs always have a very well balanced

diet. This guarantees that the dog's nervous system

develops properly.

LI2EgaiEnx,!5Animal Learns

depends on good teaching

depends on what is inherited from parents

Example Police dogs are very smart. The pups are chosen

from especially intelligent families. Then, they

go through a special school for about g months to

learn all the things they need to do.

Exam-le Tim's dog knows a lot oftricks. The dog comes from

a family of very smart dogs in general. And, Tim

used all the psychology he knew to make his dog's

training program very effective.
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Worksheet 112

Psychology to Train Yor.,r Pet

Reinforcement

giving a reward after your pet does something

will result in the behavior happening more often

Example Kelly trained her hamster to jump over a deck of

cards. First, she poked it to make it jump and then

she gave it a food pellet. After lots of this, the

hamster would jump over the cards whenever Kelly

pointed her finger at him.

Example My aunt found that her budgy could be taught to sing

more often when she rewarded his singing with a small

cracker.

Shaping

- rewarding behaviors which are closer and closer to the

behavior you want to teach

- will result in the behavior happening more often

cf
Example I taught my cat to shake paws with me. First, I got

her to rift one of her front, paws just an tach.',Then,

I trained her to lift it up to her head. Next, I taught

her to put her paw In my .hand when I said,,"Shake."

Now, all I have to say is'"Shake" and my cat does it.

Example A dog owner who wants to teach her dog to roll over

might first reward her dog for lying on his side, then

for rolling half-way over aid ;finally for rolling all

the way over. This would teach the dog to roll over

more often.
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Worksheet 113

How to Stop Your Pet From Misbehaving

Punishment

doing something your pet dislikes

decreases misbehavior

Exam ls Larry's cat used to beg at the table. He didn't like

this, so he shot the cat with a water pistol every time

shewbegged. The cat didn't like water, and soon, she

stopped bothering Larry at meals.

Exale Sally's dog Tiny was in a terrible mess. For some

reason, he chewed his tail until it would bleed.

Sally's vet suggested she rub on In on the dog's tail

so he would not like the smell of it. This really worked.

Tiny stopped chewing his tail almost immediately. Soon

it was healed.

Preventin: Misbehaviors

do something so the pet is unable to misbehave

decreases misbehavior

Example Maria's cat always killed birds in the yard. To fix this

prgblem, Maria tied a bell on its collar that frightened

the birds away whenever the cat got close. After lots

of failures to get any birds, the cat simply sat and

watched the birds instead of killing them.

Example Whenever Mary came home, h r 'dog would jump all over

her. She was able to stop this by putting a box of dog

biscuits in a flower tray just outside the front door.

Now, just as she opens the door, Mary tosses a dog

biscuit on the floor for her dog. Since the dog is

eating the biscuit, it can't jump all over her.
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Overview

Psychology About Yorng Children

Young Children often seem to behave in ways that don't make

sense to us. Psychologists have studied why young children act

the way they do, and this lesson is about some of their findings.

It is very common for babies to make funny noises, called

babbling, and to cry. But do you know why they do these things?

In the first major section of this lesson, we'll explore the

reasons why babies use these behaviors.

The next part of the lesson will look at why young children

think in different ways than you think. For instance, you will

learn that children who are about six years old don't always

see things in the same way you do. Also, young children at this

age often can't understand why other people behave in certain ways

toward them. You will learn some reasons why this happens.

Next, the lesson describes how young children can learn to

avoid the very unhappy situation of being teased.. One way that

psychology can help here is by showing that sometimes it is best

just to ignore the teasing. Another way to reduce teasing is to

show that people who tease you will not be treated as nicely as

people who don't tease you.
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Worksheet #1

Baby Talk

Babblina

sometimes used to get attention from parents

often done for fun

-.-

Example Ann often bal.,,1ts for the Martin's 4-month-old

child. Whe b.by makes lots of noises and seems

to grin like Me is talking to himself about

something funny. But when he makes a noise that

Ann thinks is her-name, she always talks back to

him,

Example A father believes his 7-month-old son can say

"Daddy." When the baby is all by himself, he

often just mumbles "ba-ba" or "goo-goo," smiling

all the time. But when he says "da,,' his father

rushes in as if his son has called him.

sometimes used to get attention from parents

can help the baby get extra air to breathe

Example We showed my baby brother some home movies last

night. At first, he got really excited and out of

breath When he saw our dog in the movie. .Then he

started to cry and Mom picked hiM up and rocked

him in her arms.

_--
Example A 10- week -old baby began to cry very loudly right

in the middle of its nap. Its mother mined into

the nursery to see if he had fallen out.of the crib.

He hadn't, but may have been having a scary dream that

made him so excited he needed to breathe more air.
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Worksheet 112

Younger Children Think Differently Than You Do

tinderstandir

can't keep two things in mind

can't convince the child he's wrong

Example My sister, who is six, said she wanted the smallest

hamburger on the platter. She took one that wasn't

very big around but was really fat. I -tried to tell

her another one that was slightly bigger around but

thinner was the smallest one, but she wouldn't believe

Exam le Gerry, who is five, always complains that he gets

less chocolate milk than his sister. His glass is

short and fat and his sister's glass is tall and thin.

His mother tells him that, while his sister's

chocolate milk glass seems taller, he should remember

that her glass is thinner. So there

amount in both their glasses.

Understanding Other People

can't keep two things in mind

can't see some One else's position

the same

Example Five-year-old Cathy always wants her own way. She: can

seem to understand that if she gives in a little this

time, so I can have my way that I will give in next

time for her.

Example Mark thinks it's unfair for the babysitter to send.him

to bed at 700. She tells him that she will get in

trouble if he 'is not in bed by 7:00, but Mark doesn't

seem to-care about her problems. The only thing Mark

sees 16 that he has to go to bed at 7:00.
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Worksheet #3

How To Stop Children From Teasing

Ignoring

showing them you d-

_ reduces teasing

_ care

Example Barb's brother used to tease her about her freckles.

One day, arb decided she just wouldn't pay any

attention to this teasing any more. Pretty soon,

her brother stopped teasing her.-

*Aer._]& The kids on Jeanne's block used to pull her long hair

and then she would cry. Her older brother told her

not to cry and to walk away whenever the kids pulled

her hair. After a few weeks of trying this,_ Jeanne

found that her hair was not being pulled.

peAn2LL14

doing nice things to people who 't.tease you in front of

those who do tease you

- reduces teasing

E2pleaill Lots of the kids at school would tease Walt because he

couldn't see well even with his special glasses., One

day, Are asked if Walt wanted some help reading a fuzzy

ditto sheet and Walt said, "Hey, thanks 7 that's really

nice." When the. kids who used to tease Walt saw this,

they ---_ted to help instead of teasing Walt.

d
ample Michael was always being teased by little kids infthis

neighbourhood because he was very short. When kids

calld him "Shorty" he would ask the other kids he was

playing with to come swim in his pool. Soon, no one
,

called him Shorty because they wanted to swim in his pool.
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APPENDIX B

Illustrative Script Used in Producing Videotape Lessons

for Studies II and III
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INTRODUCTION

All videotapes for all of the 24 lessons (12 each for Sleep

and Psychology) followed the same basic format that is illustrated

in this Appendix. The teacher was seated next to a flip chart

upon which the title of the lesson was printed. Four students sat

in a semicircle in various arrangements, sometimes with the teachey

in the middle and sometimes at one end of the arc. The teacher

briefly intro uced the topic, naming the two concepts to follow.

Next, the first concept and its two defining attributes were

presented, sometimes embellished by the elaboration content. Each

concept name was written on the flip chart as it was presented. Then

the two examples were presented for the first concept. A brief

summary followed, with a transition to the next concept. The

examples were presented either by the teacher (approximately

70 percent of the concepts) or by one of the students. The sources

of information were randomly ordered over the various lessons.

The instructional stimuli were always presented by the teacher.

The first consolidate instructional stimulus was always presented

before the second concept was introduced. The compare-and-contrast

instructional stimulus was presented at various times, but always

after the second concept and its.att ibutes had been presented.

The second consolidate instructional stimulus was presented at

various times after the second concept and attributes were discussed,

sometimes before and sometimes after presentation of the compare-and-

contrast instructional stimulus.

All videotapes were in color, and varied in camera angle and

students' seating arrangement to enhance interest. Copies of the

videotapes are available at cost from the principal inveatigatorS.
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AWAKE OR IN LIGHT SLEEP

involuntary body systems operating

occurring in a cycle over 24 hours

A. Awake

reflex behaviors are normal

person is aware of events going on

Coy t t or EZabotat-Eo

voluntary systems operating (person can decide to

move arm, leg, etc.)

eyes usually open - sometimes closed

heart rate and breathing varies

Example 1. John is talking to his mother at lunch, telling

her about- his soccer game. He jumps in his

seat when the door slams. (Pkezented by _cachet)

ConSoZidate ImotAuctionat Stimutuz:

BEFORE WE GO ANY FURTHER, LET'S SEC IF_EVERYONE

IS CLEAR ABOUT THE TWO CHARACTERISTICS OF BEING

AWAKE

Example 2. When watching a hockey game, Linda knows

which team is wearing which colors. When her

father calls her name loudly, she turns around

automatically. (PAUented by teAcheA)

S. In Light Sleep

person's rate of breathing gets slower and steadier

reflex behaviors are normal
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CompaAe-and-Cor 5 IrL.5ttuct iona. St-Emu-CD-4

DOES EVERYONE KNOW HOW LIGHT SLEEP IS

DIFFERENT FROM BEING AWAKE? HOW ARE

THEY THE SAME? THINK ABOUT THAT.

Content 604 EtaboAation:

- voluntary systems

person is unaware

- imagined pictures

- eyes closed

Example 1. When we are

breath less

if we start

not operating

of surroundings

that the sleeper is aware of

just falling asleep, we begin

often than when we're awake. But,

to roll out of bed or off the

couch, we putout our hands to break a

possible fall right away. (Fteoented by

student one.)

Example_2. Gary knows that his little sister is asleep

because she is breathing slowly. When he

tickles her foot she immediately jumps up

and screams. (PAe4ented by student two.)

Con 4o e InAtkuctiona &t. lna:AA:

BEFORE WE LEAVE THIS LESSON, MAKE SURE YOU

KNOW THE TWO IMPORTANT FEATURES OF LIGHT

SLEEP.
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APPENDIX C

Scripts Used in Training Croup, Study II
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These scripts are p_ in two differ nt fonts.

Ma._erial in regular font depicts what students saw on the

-dorksheets In their training packets (see Appendix A).

Italicized materials were cues about procedures or information

delivered orally by the trainer. These are positioned on the

worksheet to show approximately the sequence in which the

trainer delivered instructions in relation to information

that students were attending to on their worksheets.
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1. natulte 06 !teseatch pAefeet
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a. M, W, F -60A 2 weeks

3

DAV

FLU £v
F.

b. each day: vi,deotape Ze**on*
dtIscuss how to think in ways that riomote

ZeaAning
p4acti_ce thinking stItategy and how to

*how you'Ae using it
quilz item*

OIL videatape

2 tesson*Iday

put youueZti tight in the ca**toom
whe4c the teaching is happening
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Circadian RhytIrs

Overview

Each day we go through a cycle. This cycle is called a

circadian rhythm and ranges-from high activity to low activity.

Not only do we find these rhythms in the systems of our body,

but they are also found in the way we feel.

temembn, put aou- e n e s too n and to

the hZue page,
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(I) Repeat
each majOA
ehauteCeA to
youueZ6
twice

- Teadtv. has just asked ucu to thirch '1 a spat oL way when he said ..

(1) Pee 4;104 you whot to th-4nk

(2) How can yaa show u that you...te thin

Worksheet 01

Circadian Rhythms (OA)

Repeat IS

Bodily .'

each cycle is about 24 hours long

relate to systems of the body

Way

Example If you took your temperature, it would be

highest around)late afternoon, then would

fall to its lowest point near 4 or 5 a.m.

Then it would rise again the next after-

noon.
3'

(2) Read,
example -= Zook
don majok
Chatactett4tidS
to See how they

---make-the example
1.it the deriint.tion

-. o6 a eZteadian
bodily .rhythm.

(a) dicers these
paAt4

(b) make Aulte that
both majok
chart cteAtsties
ate theite

TURN PAGE

Th.Ls example Example If you were-`tom take your pulse in the I'LL show you

was one
exaetty wh.at I

discussed afternoon, you would-notice that it was mean.

in the lesson
higher than if you took it in the early

Morning.
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Workahvei Y1

iihythms (1A)

504 ily Krly 1=d

each cycle is about 24 hours Iona

- relate to systems of the body

Example If you took your temperature, would be

highest around late afternoon, then would

tall to its lowest point near 4 nr 5 a.m.

Then it would niae again the next after-

noon.

=1:11n2Ls If you were to take your pulse in the

afternoon, you would notice that it was

higher than if you took it In the early

morning.

(I) has lat
trial c
06 .1 ci=lc.1,i (icy PJ:y

(2) you eine& tltc
and connect
to the
ehatactutatia

we've just done is completed Pec,iat way that you 4houtd think when the
reache,t g4Ive4 you 4ignae4 to make sa4e that things ate clean. Let's tcvicew exactly
hc.te you shoutd think and exactty how 40u indicate to us u've been thinking
that LCay,

1. Read and try to memotize the Lilo majot chataete
troff_iiy ,thythms. Say them to youaset6

7. Read the 6iast example on the woakaheet to-locate the plats o6 it that
correspond to the major chaaaete--istics oti ciAcadian bodLty Ithythm.5.

3. As you /Lead the exampte, cileZe the peat o6 it that eottesponds to
each major chaAacteAZ4Ue o6 ciAcadon boday rhythms.

4. Oaaw a tine that connects the ciaeted peat; o6 your exampte with its
cokAezponding major ehataetetistic zated above.

The reason that d think tki4 way when the trachea gives you the 4ignat teWng
you to make smote things art. ateaA is that thinking this way wait hap you answea test
questions. TUAn the page and we witt see a test question based oh ciAcadian bodily
ahythms.

2nd



W.CL (-tCM Ccrrmont "Suaa

A. Scientists have found that the amount of sugar the both'

in your blood rises and falls at regular
intervals. These changes in sugar concentration
would be a circadian rhythm if they

(2) need to pic, out
2nd major
chaAacte&Lstic

a. affected your eating habits.
to clt$WcA

b. occurred every 12 hours.

c occurred every 24 hours

d changed how lively you felt.

(5) These we e_xacteu the hc s o:r

uou tO. nom.
atio the teacha4 wanted

Now that you have: a bt.t o an idea abdut how you 6houtd thinh when

the teachet asks i6 things are eteaA, Zett4tetuitn to the videotape

and 6ini,sh thi5 Ze6,5on on ciAcadian rhythms. FiA6t I'Lt show you

the videotape, and then we'Le go through how you 6houtd be thinking

and how you'wouid indicate to u4 that you were thiniting that, way.

Toren to woAksheet numbe'L two and Let's watch the tape.
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Worksheet 02

Circadian Rhythms (IB)

Psychological Rhi

concerns how people behave

each cycle is about 24 hours long

Example Studies of accidents at factories show that

workers are more alert around 5 p.m each day.

Exarle Little babies are usually cranky and cry a lot

in the morning, but they are much more

friendly around lunchtime.

Rey steps:

Read acid fti mvoloq(ze the two mar"oit chaAacte

o6 c.,Leadian ogehoZoclioaL-thythos. Say each twice to you

Read the 61.A.stexampec on the woksheet to Locate the
paftuts o6 it that co.vte,spond to the majoA c atactut..sti_cs
o6 ciAcadian oychaogicat Ahuthm.

As you read the exampe.e, ciAcfe the pant o 6 t that
COtAin-,fridS to each majot chatacteti4tic o6 c-ctcadian

ogic uthms.

Vkaw a Uwe that connects fhe,eLtceed o6 ,yours exampee

with cot..L major cha.:,acte -ts. "c -fisted above.

(2) Not Zet',s Loc ft ana1.n at what

w0A-_1 t to t P.0 us uou we,te

88
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Worksheet #2

cadian Rhythms (1B)

Psycholog_ical Rhythms

concerns how people behave

each cycle is about 24 hours long

Example Studies of accidents at factories

show that workers are more alert

around 5 p.m. each day.

Example Little babies are usually cranky

and cry a lot in the morning, but

they are much more friendly around

lunchtime.

1) hute's the
1st maio,t
chaAactetist4=a
o6 ciAcadian
psychoZogicai
khgthm5

(2) Lid the 2nd

(3) Now, .tty to artswe, the quiz item on t{te next page.

86
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bey aviot cucc about 24 1100, -5

Nancy always feels sleepy around 3 or 4 p.m. each day
no matter what. i'his is an example of which of the
following?

A psychological circadian rhythm.

b. The periodic release of serotonin.

c. Disturbed sleep patterns.

d. Somnambulism.

These Wne exac tttf the bits o 'H ation the
ignaeed think abou

Now I'm g live you a chance to p4actLc_ this by youtoe.C6,
and then Ove i.t with You. Helte LS a new Ze4son about
measuqing weep. 1 pi:aa the eesson 6oit you on the TV, and
when the teaches: g You the 6ignaZ to make ,suke that thinas,ake
ceeaA, 1 t stop the tape. When I stop the tape, on yours own,
make suite that (1) you think in the ways that we have toed you to
and that (2) you dAaw the apooptLate indications 06 youA thinking
on the wolksheet. 1' e.£ toil you exactey when the teachet to going
to signai you Bike thi-s , and l'it-stop the videotape 60n. a Lew
seconds whire abu do [(out thimkina and You& wtiting on the wotk-
sheet. Any quest

(1) Read view

(2) Pray t A 06 video-tap ; stop at piLoce_ e i4:

(1) lead ova/Tx-we
(2) watch Zesson put youluser6

in the resson
(3) think; witi-te; Aevicw the 4

-s t 06

(4) answvz 2 gull: ter-5
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Measuring Sleep

Overview

Scientists who study people's sleep have to measure it

somehow. They do this with machines that record either brain

waves or heart beat patterns on graph paper. These me,

meats are made by attaching small metal disks called

electrodes to sleepers' skin while they sleep in a

laboratory. These electrodes help measure the level of

electrical activity in the sleeper's body.

stop at IS

turn to woAkshect #3
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-e

Measuring Sleep (2A)

surf n Sleep_by Electrical Aetiv

equipment is used in laboratory

he Brain

produces a pattern of zig -zag waves called an E.E.G.

Example One basic shape of brain waves during sleep is

about 1 to 4 tall spikes per second. Scientists

usually observe this shape using their laboratory

equipment after the person has been asleep in a

lab for an hour or more.

Example Just after falling asleep, people's brain waves

have about 10 ripples per second. Doctors have

found this by using machines in rooms designed to

do research on

_ woAlnheet #4

stop at IS
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M--surin Slee by El

Worksheet #4

Measuring Sleep (213)

the Heartical Ac_ivit-

records the number of beats per minute called an E.K.G.

equipment used in laboratory

Example To measure E.K.G., a set of electrodes is placed on

a person in the laboratory. It makes a picture on

graph paper that shows that the heart slows down as

the person falls asleep.

Example Researchers in sleep labcratories often see that an

E.K.G. shows an increased heart rate as a person

begins to dream.

tuAn past g,teen
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A sleepscientist was measuring aspects of sleep. He used

a machine in his laboratory that recorded a zig-zag pattern
of electrical activity in the sleeping person's body. The

part of the body being measured probably was the

a. blood vessels

b. heart

c. muscle systei

d. brain

A measure of sleep that records a sleeping person's heart

rate is

a. an 0MG

b. an EKG

c. a MOT

d. an EEG

go oveA wo-ksheet #3 and #4

ie answet; taate to the tht _t=ttg -6tA_ _egtf

et -tact * today -- ,signat / 4-,ste1 s ting teo_ que4

prLeuteLV next time

coe_Zect paper
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NAY'

SCHOOL:

.C.ROUP:

(I) teviet'

READ

THINK

'RITE

101

tca:

'Lead and memotL:e majors c hatacte,

say twice to yout5ce.6

Acad 1st exampee on wotk4hee anaeyze to identZ6y .thQ

maic,t chatactetic.5 iii patts oti the exampZe.

concept

cilcZe patts o exampeo
chaAac tis_

esponding to majo)

connect citceed patts to majoA chatacteAistics

keeps to answet quiz ques_ because_you'te nevi exactey

the in6otmation uou need to get it tight.

Iket: imaocne vot aas snoom on TV

(3) teams kinking s t %zteg y:

(JJ

15 -seconds!

give exampecs o6

eet15 do 15

make 4c1Ae you undet-
stand the =jolt ideas
about x

make sane x Ls ctea4

do you see what x
supposed to be tike?

do you know the Z
impottant katultez o X?

think hand about the
key things about X.

(1) watch and rise thinking _st:i
thinkLng 5t,latcay and qui:

WAIT FOR SIGNAL

95

(2) answet q _ (3) CVC1.



in Light Sleep

rview

In this lesson, we explore ways to tell whether a person is

really awake or sleeping lightly. Both conditions occur over each

day's 24-hour cycle, and the body's uncontrollable activities o

loxes keep working in both conditions. People who are awake are

aware of things that happen around them. When they are. sleeping

lightly, though, their reflexes and uncontrollable activities sl

down.

Set Pc'

put yOu'z,Sceli the cea s

(2) eco1 ;ion_ the .teaclick's si_goaC to

WATT ,yo k si,gna to use _tir -trrft tirg

96

he



Awake

Worksheet #5

Awake or in Light Sleep (3A)

- reflex behaviors are normal

- person is aware of events going on

Example Walking through a room in the dark, Todd can hear the

ears outside his house. If he should step on the

point of a pencil, he would move his foot back right

away without thinking about it.

Example- When watching a hockey game, Linda knows which team

is wearing which colors. When: her father calls her name

loudly, she turns around automaticall.

(1) ACvieJW 4 pcft

(2) give arras we

C

left and Uric

(3) check 15o.t agreement



Jerry is lying on the sofa with hi, e
closed and the radio is playing. His Je,-, 6 m-
mother asks him if he wants a hot dog for .that's )o,,'
lunch and he-says "Sure, do we have any and knows
potato chips?" We know that Jerry is ch(:ps go

awake because hot dogs.

his reflex behaviors are operating correctly

b. he is not rapidly fluttering his eyes

c. his heart beat is not Si

d. he is aware of what is happening around him.

ma 5 answe,': ques

(2) se.t Acot 2n It

. NOTE auo the l. oA nae Awl a (16lki: ig 5 t4ategy

we'tc' teatn about omo game SOA now
l'tt tce.t you

f:dent.c:Ay on tape IS

a. put c/c!u 5CC the c

b. watch 441 slg ae to use

c. I L

98

2nd thinking -stAategy

.5 scc, dft-t

tAategy and do



Worksheet #6

Awake or in Light Sleep (3B)

In Light Sleep

person's, rate of breathing gets slower and steadier

reflex behaviors are normal

Example_ Mike knew his brother was asleep because he

Example

was breathing deeply only every 15 seconds o so.

But, when-he dropped the jar of jelly on the floor,

Mike's brother was startled and jumped up.

When sae are just falling asleep, we begin to breathe

leSs often than when we're awake. But, ii we start-

to roll out of bed or off the Couch, we put out our

hands to break.apossible fall right away.

111 as-t--61T1 nV-L,44

(2) q ye an6 60t &i and Pine

(3) check 5c= aqteeent

o 4 thing3 in ,th.i.niz. ng ,stAategy

99



,B You have been watching TV with your, family
for a half hour. You notice that yOur dad's
eyes are closed and he is breathing more
`slowly and steadily. The cat,jumps on your
dad's chair and he gets startled. Your dad
has probably been

a. in light sleep.

experiencing REM sleep

awake.

in deep sleeF

bneat ing goes
down

kegex no/unc

2 majo4
chaltacte/tistics
o6 tight bleep

(1) de6chibe how knowing 2 major Ghana tenis.ttc4 hetps-an4weA
question

(2) 4e.t fort pitactEce exercise

a. 'Lead aveAview

b. tuhn to wonfz4hee.t

NOTE: both topics now n one tesso

atch .tape and learn

uSe thinking stAategy

-r I'll tete. you when the other stgnae OCCUA4

e. answet quiz questions

we'LLgor over the wokksheet and qu z qu

yor e. in the ee44on

100



Times When:You Dream

Overy e

This lesson is about dreams _which are 'a series visual'

images or Mental pictu'res.-
..7

Some dreams odour id light sleep..

when your eyelids are not moving. Other dreams occur in deep

sleep when-your eyelids move.

101



Worksheet #7

(4A) Dream_ s_ in Eight Sleep

When You Dream

as, you fall asleep or wake e-up

'- little or no movement of-eyelids

- seems like you are living the events rather than
just watchini them

Elample' After a long drive to Vernon, 'Sue begins to nap.

Sue's father sees her eyes and body.are very still.,

.She lis dreaming about how cold it felt when she

spilled her coke on her lap.

Example Mike has fallen Asleep again after his alarM Went

off. He is perfectly still.- He dreams about

yesterday's gym class, and then fooling afdund

during the movie in'science class. He' 1, wake

up agin.in a moment.

(4B -Dreams in Deep_ .Sleep

flutter, rapidly, called HEN

seems like you-are living the events rather than ust-

watching.them.

- happen only after sleeping at least 1 hours.

!Inspilt Around ? in the morning, Henry's eyes are moving.a

lot as he dreams about playing'profeasional hockey.

He feels a hard check, then falls, down and slides.

10 metres before the whistle blows.

mompie Your dog starts to bark, move his legs and blink

after he's.been.sieeping for a few hours. He's

probably chasing the neighbor's cat in his dreams.

() aok con de4 Aiption 06 thinking 6thategy

42) g-ore anzuwo-ifot cacte4 aptd ne4

(3)_ check OA agiLeement

'102--



a

A Jan woke in the morning, then fell back to
sleep. His eyes are very still and,he is
dreaming about going.:slamining. He can 'feel..

the cool water and the war sun. This
pattern is art example of

a. h circadian rhythm

b. dreaming in light sleep

dreaming in deep sleep

d. a REM dream A

If you wanted to watch someone `s eyes
In RE sleep,. you

a. wait unt 1 the person is id a state of
*relaxed wakefulness.

watch the person as soon as he Malls
asleep

wait until the 'Person has been
for about 2 tours.

use an EEG to . record sleeping

--ng A tegy hetp4-.

J

asleep

Imes.

oft

chaka e4istic4
oiS 4/teaming in

f tight steep

oni 06 the =fat
chakactekistics
'06 &teaming in
deep 4ftep

,-dne (:), the ftlajoA

chgAdatoiotic4 oi
&teaming in deep

.Zte

(2) oft FAiday

use this -hi.
some mate

teakn anothek thinking
signat

tkaagy when signaZed pAactiee-

y to u6e with the-otheA



( 1 .th.Ln tnateg y4# 1, when .teacher give

(21'

signae othe' things the Lesson may be on quiz

give aeteknative lohkas1 of Is

b. Use thinking stAategy

1. .repeat .each majoi thane ctekistic twice
2. aeadt6texampteandsook6oApattsconitesponding

_to =jolt chatacteitistic
cikcee part-a
connect to majoA chakactekisti

tack -- onEy -15 seconds!

oday weree begin to tealin anothek thin

when teacher gives 2nd kind o6 signat, l'tt shop
tape and exptain the 2nd thinking stkategY'

b. then we'LZ-Zook at .the kinds o6 qu. z qt es th-ink.ing

stAategy #2 hetps you ta an&We4

e. use thinking ..stAategy #1 by o When the eacheit sign

you
1. think, /mad, white
2.. we'fl answek quiz ques.t.ons tike be6one
3'. go ove)t worksheet and qwL questions

105
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0.

Every rer St1

gettipg Dreams

rry.rvie ,

dreams and forgets othera.

who are better f. rmrmem Igthings its general also :tend

remember di -amb we_11

have more

the dreams

rid, people who dream more than Others

tuber- than people who dream, less. Many

to remember 'occur just before you wake up.

some dram s vu tend to forget were about events that would '94t

make you very oset.

videotape

put YOUAS in the .ee6461---pay-attention to ALL of it,

2. wait bon bJpna.i -to uSe. thiyiking ,stAategy #1

rte. Elitetil.upetape at 2nd kind os zignat to teach
4inking strategy #2

e-and-co

106
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Worksheet406`

Remembering and,Forgetting Dreams.

Dreamer you tend to,temember

about events important to you

uausllyAccur.near-to time you wake up

Exam A wife heard heriOuaband mumbling loudly in his sleep about 6:30

a.m. At breakfast, thehUsband told about a dream.in which he had

been promoted to vic sident at work.

EsamLit Tommy told his aister'that he had a dream about coming home from

the hospital lest night. The nurse said. "I thought so. I saw
.

you with'a big smile on your face, just before you woke up around

7 this morning."

Dreams you tend to for'et

- usually About'things that make you very unahppy or embarrassed

- about events important to yeti

ExaA A young girl vent to the school counselor because she Vas unhappy

about something she couldn't remember. The counselor helped her

recall A very bad dreaM where she was playing in a car and

accidentally ran over, her puppy.

1:25AMPle A man at his 'doctor's complained ,of beineupeet. After talking a

long-while, he remembered a dream about breaking -.a visit that his

great grandmother had given him long ago. It was an especially

fayorite vase because it held the flowers she gave him when he got

married.

thZnhing sthategy 02

(1) signal uM4

'(2) comparing and contnnetAsng meart4 to took bon majoA ahaltattentott
mon chakacteA.14tale4

'18

and to took

Remember .(3) thiplant.stAategy hoe
a. say each majors chdAgeteaiatie to yOulmet6 - 411.0'to agmembek it pcom

WAite the lees on rather than 6impty 'leading -it

Repeat 6., 0 the one that ane'eouat,'X the ones not eguat

anoweA c. repeat to yowet6 the answer= dreams j tend to Aememben and thole

I tend Iv ioitget aAe the dame becaaie both .../ailment because ...
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Compare and contrast the characteristics of dreais you probably
forget With dreams you are likely to recall

fi

They are both the same because they Are about

things that happen to you that are important.

They are different because you usually forget

dreams thai are about events that embarrass

you or make you very unhappy,-and'you tend to

remember areamd that occur just/before you

wake up@

due be how thinking 6tAategy #2 he answe1l
this

YoU'-ciActed
these

You. Xed

thme

repeating whote:
answe'A
what :you have
to wtite

queAtio

exactey the thing6-you do in youA mend and on the wonk4hget
cue the things needed to answeA these kind's 06 quiz questions

back to VT and 6int..sh to son; use thinking ttategy
when .teaches gives you the Signat

-108



imwas having a dream about buying his poAtat
first, motorcycle on his 16th birthday. Ie . one majo.k

would. probably-remember this dream if ,chatactetiztic

a. 4he was in REM sleep

b. there were no other dreams to mix up
his memory

c. he'd had a sound night's sleep.

he woke up i1 about. 10 minutes

Fran:hada Aream about the time she lost her
'mother's wedding ring. Fran probably wouldn't
remember this dream because_

. a. it is'about a vary unhappy topic

aemembet

wtite'

repeat

b; the dream wasn't very ldhg

most dreg are forgotten

d. SlieLcouldn"t afford to buy her
mother a new ring.

.pnaice session:

occult nears iatting
asZeep (VErvaking

LIP 2nd majoA.
chhAactenistic

.important

_unhappy at
embalow44ing

1. neviemthinking4 ateg y 0/ WATT got bignat/

2. nev.Lew thinking 4ttategy.#2 g 4ignat wotk VgICKLY

a. tty to temembet each majon. chaAactelustic 6Aom
the lesson

b. 0 and X tame /d,ig{etent majors the

c. tepeat whole answet to younseeli

pnocedute

a. 'Lead ovekui

b. watch tape : .11,Et cue you got thin 'lig ttategy #2
(ALL OF IT) and stop tape momenta/Lily. Use.thinking

4.ttategy Y 1 by youltseii.

c. check 4hcitt e44ay qiiiz question by tead,Cng

d. do matige choice quiz question

e. go oven witkzheet and check quiz qu

109



Theories About Why Sleep is Useful

Over View

This esson is about:theories f why animals sleep.

A theory is 4 set of ideal which help scientists invent

expirimentg. We are gaihg,to speak about one theory which

explains why animals sleep'differentramounts of.time. This

theory is about.how sleeping adeptsto An animal's life.

The other theory we are going to discuss says that animals

sleep to refresh their body 4nd dreaMs help refresh the brain.

1. put you44et6 ___4on

aLt Got 4ignat4 .to use the tkaking 4t4 tegLe s

tape at /S
CO

and cue. 4tude e4pon4e4



Worksheet #9

Theories About Why nee-
-

Theories About Ada to Life

explain ,why. differentaniMels sleep d

explain why 'animals sleep

Useful

f2EleaL, Gbrillarsleep.about 14 hours

about 2 hours a day. Gorillas

'of theintime searching for food r but deer must, move

ferent 'Amounts of time
/.

but "deer sleep only

don't need to spend lots

4

Around and avoid predators like wolves. '
A

Example An elephant sleeps only 'several hours: a day, Whiles.

baboon can sleep all through tie night Th0 elephant

needg lotaof awake time to. find enough food. A baboon',

can easily find plenty of food in nearby trees and bushes:.

Theories About Refreshing the Body

- explain why animals sleep

deep sleep with dreams helps refresh the brain

Example :ter a lot of exercise during the 'day, cats spend lo

of time in deep sleep. During dreams, tore-blood was

pumped- to the brain bringing tore .oxygen to it-.

Example As people get very old, they spend-less of their sleep .

time in dreaming. Since about 5% of their braitecelis

have died, they need-lesd dream time to refresh mental

activities.

nevew hnfng A egy #1 : tepeat majoA chakactek.atich twice'
head and'anatyze /st exam&
etActe and connect exampee with

majok chatactekisties

Aeview thinking ategy # kemembek majors dhakactekatic4.
0 and X on aw4ksheet'
repeat who& compaite and conttast

amwek.to s,i_gnae
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What are the similarities and differences between theories
sleep about adapting to Dife avid theories of sleep, about
refreshing the body?

Ideal An4wa

These two theories are similar because they both'

explain why animals, sleep. They are nut alike"

ng4 you
eALIT-eted the

because the theory about adapting explains- thing4 Oau:xed
di66e)Lenst

'why different animals sleep different amounts of

tiVe,-but the refreshing the body .theory doesn't

explain this; The refreshing the body theory extAa 4.40
one 06.the

claims that deep sleep with dreams helps refresh chartactuthstics

the brain.

due be. h.ow thiniu:ng 4 y #2 h

112
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A. . One of the major characteristics of adaptive sleep theory

is that it

shows how chemicals influence the
sleep cycles.

b. explains why a lion would sleep more
than an antelope.

c. predicts when an animal won't need
sleep.

d. does not help sleep scientists do
experiments about sleep.

B. Dolphins have brainS that art much larger than

the brains of horses. Theories. -of sleep

based on the principle of refreshing the body

would-predidt that

a. horses and dolphins would sleep
about the same amount of time
each day,

b. horses would sleep more than dolphins.

dolphins would sleep more than horses.

d. neither kind o :animal would sleep
very much.`

:review hoto_thi:-n.ng 4. gy 1 helps o

quiz que6tion4

one. 0-6 Ma o

chalthcteki6tic4

basdd on a
=jot
ChataCteAA.4tiC
about steep
needed
ptopoAtionat
to size o
4/tain

-e -choice-

set next time.

,Imactice using th aing 6 ategteo #1., and

15 secoilds

you' Le begin
questions

out ark

113

2 4._

to 6,10At es
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SCHOOL:

GROUP:

1) ovetview 6 toiN

a. Aeview thinkZng stimtegy
quiz questions

d usa Son muetipZe- oice

b. teview thinking sttategy #2 and use Son shout essay quiz

questions

c. ptactice-in tesson on "i2itug4 and Seep: tread shoat e4say

quiz question answek

d. ptactice in Zesson on "Chemicals in the
you venue shout essay

e. schedate 6ot temaindek 06

tactice Wed.
2. tceczL quiz FAi.

3. net week: watch 20 min. o6 Zessons each" day
test on Fitiday coveting entite week

d Steep"

(2) tnfing egy #1

signae

b 4-4tep4

1- Aepeat each majoA chatacte4 tic twice .

2. tead.and analyze example to Sind pa/as otvice s ponding

to majoA chaAactc:ti4tie
3. citcZe pattS
4, connect with majo4 -chaAact

c. u6e
1. matipee choice qutz queStionS usuatey'have.

-example with chatcactet istics in it - you iden y conceP4

-name oic concept - you choose Aight chatactetistic

"nfing sttateqy #2

signs.

b. 3Steps
1.'tty .to 4emembet each chaAact emembet which arcs

Some, which di6lietent
2. 0, X on woAksheet
3. Say who& ansiwet that corripalteS S contAa.6t4 concepts to youlu

use' exactly what you do sok shwa answet essay
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Drugs and Sleep

Overview

This lesson is about how drugs affect the length of time

we sleep. We are going to discuss drugs which make us sleep

by low'ering our bodily functions. Also, we are=going to speak

about drugs which raise our bodily functions and prevent us

from sleeping.

set OA videotape

(1) put youtseZ6-in t the tc66on pay ateatter ion to- ALL o6 it

(2) watch. So& -6 gnat that cues you to use thinking
t&ategy 15 seconds

watch 6ot signat that cues you to use thinking to do it
-st&ategy#2

(3) aiite& Lesson

a. /Lead a pet6ect answe& to shoat say question
b. take mattipZe7choice quiz
c. go oven wotk6heet
d. go ove& Matipte-choice quiz
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Worksheet 1I0

DrUgl and 'Sleep

Drugs that Bring on Sleep

not always prescribed by doctors

lowers level of body functions to bring on light sleep

. Example any people drink alcoholic beverages during dinner.

These drinks often reduce the person's rate of
sso

-breathing and their pulse, while also making them

drowsy:
s)

Example Recent scientific studies have shown that drinking

warmed milkmilk can help bring on sleep. It helps the

body release a chemical that decreases the amount of

activity in the brain.

that Keep People from Getting to Sleek

7 not always prescribed by doctors

- increase -activitrin systems of the body

Example A chemical in coffee, called caffeine, is drunk by

a large number of people. By, speeding up heart rate,

this chemical helps people stay awake at night.

Ixample Not many children know that many soft drinks, like

Coke, contain a chemical that is a stimulant. It

can keep you awake because it makes you breathe

faster and increases your heart rate.



Compare and contrast drugs that bring on sleep and drUgs that

keep people 'from getting to sleep.

;I dec

Some of the drugs that bring on sleep and some that keep people

from getting to sleep are not prescribed by doctors. They are

different, ecausa drugs that bring on sleep lower the levels of

-
body functions so that light sleep starts, but drugs that keep

people from falling 'a sleep increase the levels of activity of

body systems. .

neview nfzhng 6 egy 2

(1) Aignat

(2) 3-ztep4

ticy to tem
Aame/di

ben chatai e
anent

b. 0, X an woth4heet

a. uty whae anwet That camp
concept60 yout4e4

o Ahott e, bay queLtion
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A. Some foods or d.rinks, like warm milk, help people fall

asleep at night. This happens because drugs in these foods

a. make people dream re so they will sleep more.

b, slow doWn body unctions, which helps bring on sleep.

speed up body functions 'so that people get tired.

d. cause REM sleep, which causes people to sleep more

deeply.

B. George drinks three Pepsies every night while watching TV.

He probably has trouble falling asleep because drugs in

some soft drink*

a. interfere with dreaming in deep leep in the middle

of the night.

interfere with circadian rhythms and cause people to

sleep at the wrong-time,

c. cause people to stay in light sleep'.

d: speed tip body activities which tends o keep

. people awake.

review nh ng egy #1

signat

(2) 4-stepi

3)

a. Itepeaf each major charm enistic juice to younset6

b. nead'exampte to iiind paAts oti it that cotkespond

to each =jot chanactetistic
c. circle pare is
d. connect with major chanactenistic

o muttipte-choice queb4ons

a. in these 2, given name o6 concept in question

you choose chalLactetistic
b. anothex kind: gives chanactenistics in question

you choose name oic conceljt



Chemicals in the Brain and Sleep

Over_

For today, are going to discuss some of the natural

chemicals found in the 'brain which affect leep. These chemicals

affect the way we keel and behave.- Som6 chemical k found inthe

brain help

while other chemic-als tend tc keep us awake; we will call these

to sleep; ,we will call these.facilitating chemicals,

inhibiting chemicals..

set Sot videotape

(1) put yodhseZ6 Ln the

(2)

on. - pay attention to ALL

sedonds
watch bon 4ignaZ Sot thinking stAategy #I.

watch Sot'LignaZ Sot thinking stAategy #2

(3) aliteA tesson

a. yqiiitetite shoAt essay answe&

b. take matipZe-choice quiz ques

go oven wotkoheet

d. oven Oho tt .64ay an4wet

e. go oven muetipZe-ehoice quiz que t on
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Worksheet

Chemicals in the Brain and Sleep

Facilitative Chemicals

chemicals made in the'body

encourage pleep-

Faca_2:

Exalaole

A:chemical called serotonih is made in your brain

in an area called the raphe.. It is released by

the brain to help you.get to sleep.

Scientists have found that giving animals a/shot

of a chemical called A.C. can put them to sleep

in a few seconds. A.C. is made in your body where

the back Of the skull meets your neck.

Inhibiting Chemicals

keep you awake .

chemicals made in the body

Example A gland on your kidney makes a chemical called

adrenalin. When scientists give sleeping animals

a shot of this phemical, they usually Wake up,very

quickly.

'ExamLe In, your body, a chemical called M,O.I. tends to

reduce the effectasof other chemicals that put

you to sieep.-
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There Ile two kinds of chemicals in the brain, facilitative

chemicals and inhibiting chemi'als, that are related to sleep.

How are they the same ana how are they different?

signat

(2) 3-steps

a. -ay .to -bet ch-
same/ etent

b. 0, X on ulotizSheet
c. say wilate answet to you

( ) ,tetate to Ahott essay question
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A. Facilitative chemicals in the brain affect people by

elping them fall asleep

b. making them stay awake

c. starting REM sleep

d. stopping reflex behaviors
tk&

B. The chemical called N.A. is made by your body. If it

is called an inhibiting chemical, it

a. doesn't affect psychological rhythms.

b. slows down your EEG

c. keeps you from falling asleep

d. increases
adreams.in deep sleep

/Levi.ew ng

(1) bignut

Legy #1

4 -4 tees

a. tepeat each major chanac e c to younset twice
b. nead examptg to find pants had colfte6pond to

each majok chanactenistic
c. ciAcLe pants
d. connect to majon chanacteus

(3) n.efate to matipZe-choice qukz questions

a. concept name in question, you choose chanactenistic
15on. anwelt (Wm A, 8)

b one/both chanactenistics in question, you choose

concept name
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SCHOOL:

GROUP:

(1) oveaview

neview thinking strategy #1 : pants, signaa, u4 e
muttipte choice questions

aeview thinking strategy #2 pants4 signats, use
Shoat essay questions

c. paactice in tessons on

1. People's Steeping PtobZemb
2. What Happens When You Don't Beep

d. Ftidav watch 2 -Cu.:sons and take test

(2) thinking ategy

a. signats

6. 4-steps : tepaat, anaZyze, ciacte, and connect

c.- kinds o ma ttipZe-choice que6tion4

(3) thinking sategy #2

signab

6. 3-steps : aemembet, 0 8 X,

c. 4hott essay que4tio

(4) geneaat

ar swe men-tc tty

a. pay Con to aee the on : content and zignaes

wait 6o1L Aignath that way you can pay attention to att the

Zesson

c. woak quickty when signat. .Z.6. given

d. don't 6otget the thinking pants to the Staategies:

tkey alie most impottant
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People's Sleeping Problems

Overview

Often people have problemS with their sleeping to the

extent that theirsleep problems cause them trouble. Some

people have trouble getting to sleep:r-We. cell this insomnia.

Other people try to act out their dreams by sleepwalking.

bet Act Adeotape

nemen+ben. h.e paint4

a. attend

b. wa4t

C. woll.k.quickty

d. 11.6e thinking

. watch tesson

3. /Lite shott- ay

4. take muttipta-choice

5. go oven. wo4k6heet, 4ho ,say, matt choice
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Worksheet #12

People's Sleeping Problems

Insomnia

difficulty in getting to sleep or staying asleep

must seriously interfere with daily life

Exa le A 3O year old man complained to his doctor that he

could *sleep only a few hours each night. Be said

this made him so tired that his boss might fire him

for not working hard.

Example A 7-year old boy could not sleep in the bedroom

where a thief had broken into his house. Because

he was always tired, he began to get poor marks

at school.

Bleep Walling

-.must seriously interfer'e with daily life

- may be acting out a dream

Example A wife kept getting calls from the neighbors when

her husband sung while sleepwalking in the_hall of

their apartment. Several times, people calked the

police. The husband thought he was delivering singing

telegrams.

Example A young girl often walked in her sleep believing.she

was playing hide'and seek with her cat. She chipped

a tooth And broke her finger by falling over furniture.

keview nk4ng 4U tatgies

1. emphasize 'nking paAt4

2. thinking stAategy #1 : tepeat, anaeyze, a/Lae, connect

3. thinking,stAategy #2 2 temembet,' '6 and X, bosun anwet mentaeey
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In what way are insomnia and sleep walking alike? How are

they different,

u4t_intehge Aiougy with daily e to
meted i omnta on 6ZeepWak-Eng

Ln4omnka dilgiedtty in getting to sZeep/4taying awake

leep.waZ Lg may inOotve acting out a &team

l28



A. Several weeks after Nancy had escaped a fire in her aunt's
house, she could not sleep well throughout the night. She
was -very cranky during the day, and was sent to the principal's
office for the first time this year. Nancy probably has

a. hypersomnia

b. somnambulism

c. sleeping sickness

insomnia

Peter's parents often found him sitting on the floor, sound
asleep and playing with a toy. When Peter awoke as he was
put back into bed, he said he was dreaming about playing in
a really neat sandbox. Peter wouldn't be called a sleep
walker because

a. his activities didn't disturb his life very much

b. he never really walked around while asleep

c. he was dreaming while playing on the floor

d. he woke up as his parents put him to bed
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What Happens When You Don't Sleep

Overview

In this small lesson we are going to talk about what

happens when people don't sleep. We are going to talk about

people who don't sleep at all for a few days, as well as

people whose sleep is interrupted, frequently.

_et lion video ape

1. pay attention o ALL oiS the tezzon

2. WAIT lion. 4ignats

3. woAk'quickty when signa gtxen

4. don't ioAget thinking pants to the 4 tegiez

5. tame ptocedune a4 tazt time



Worksheet #13
4

What Happens When You Don't Sleep

Sta ing_Awake for a Very Long Time

- makes animals and people act strange

- no sleep for several days or more

Example A scientist studied a man who did not sleep for

five days. The men said he tried to help a woman

out of the rain by opening his refrigerator door.

The man insisted the woman was real.

ample A dog was not allowed to sleep for a week. He would

not let his owner pet him, and sometimes howled at

his food.

of Gettin= a Full N h Sleep

sleep'in disturbed often so sleeper wakes up

makes animals and people act strange

Example .A monkey was woken up every three hours. After a

week of this, she stopped cleaning herself and spit

all the other monkeys. A few good nights of rest

cured her, however.

Example A mother who gets up several times-a night to take

care of a new baby often is-hard to get along with the

next day. She may even not want to-take care of the

new baby who she spent time with during the night.

AgvieW thinking tAategies

emphatiize thinking paw

tkiriking ittategy #1= upeat, anaze, eeLe, conne

thinking_4ttategy 02 : ulnembe4 and' X, alawe't mentattg
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Compare and contrast staying awake for a very long time and
not getting a full nights sleep.

both kends o wtobZems can maf e you act stAange

you mu.s t stay awake 6o)t seyeAae days to be considelted
awake bon a vent' tong time

not getting a 6uLt night's sZeep means ng-waked up
du/Ling the night

-132
26



Larty complained-to his doctor that he could hear his
radio even when it wasn't on and that he felt small
drops of water always falling on his hands. It is

likely that-Larry

a. has been skipping light sleep and going directly
to deep sleep,

b. was.once infected with malaria that disturbs his
sleep habits.

c. has not slept in several days or more.

d. would:not have dreams during tonight's sleep.

MrDanaes_wl_fe usually began to kick_or hit lightly as she
started to-dream in her sleep. To break her of this habit,
Mr. Danat began to wake her up each time she did this.
Mrs. Danat

a. .probably has a short REM period.

b. probably will be irritable this week

c. is a sleep walker that doesn't actually get out of bed.

will be cured of her thtashing about using this method.
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APPENDIX D

Essay and Multiple - Choice Tests

for Studies II and III



Name

school

Group

Sleep Tests

129
137.



Describe the similarities and differences between hypersomnia and

narcolepsy.

13
138



Compare and contrast fake hibernati ©n and true hibernation.

139
131



Name

School

Group

141



Beavers sleep through the winter staying warm in their dens.
They occasionally wake up to eat bark and branches they've
stored in the den for the winter. Beavers are

a. insomniacs.

b. re.l hibernators.

fake hibernators.

cold blooded.

2. Harriet's mother has a problem with her thyroid gland and she
gets very sleepy. Her doctor said that she probably has

a. insomnia.

b. hypersc

c. narcolepsy.

sleeping sickness.

Sally, who just turned 16, has begun to fall asleep rapidly at
odd times during the day. Her mother has the same problem. It

is likely that Sally has

narcolepsy.

b. insomnia.

hypersomnia.

sleeping sickness.

Toads sleep through the winter like many:other animals. If the

toad is a true hibernator; it

a. will live off body fat,

b. can survive even if it gets frozen for a while.

c. may awake once or twice to eat.

will lower its heart rate drastically.

142 133



5. Patrick has hypersomnia. Which of the following is true?

a. Patrick has a problem with one of the systems in his body.

b. One of Patrick's parents had sleeping sickness before Patrick
was born.

c. There are only very few other people with Patrick's problem.

6. Some animals slow down their body's processes and lower their
temperature during the winter when food is not available. These
animals are

a. fake hibernators.

b real hibernators.

c. narcoleptics.

d. REM sleepers.

A veterinarian told Tom that his dog had narcolepsy. The veterinarian
new this because the dog fell asleep uncontrollably and

a. had a problem with his blood system.

b. had a bad case of insomnia.

c. the dog's mother had narcolepsy.

d. had too much N.A. in its body.

Which of the following would be true of a fake hibernator?

It .would be a cold blooded animal.

b. It would lower'its body temperature a great deal.

c. It would sleep to decrease its need for food.

d. It would slow doWn chemical rea ions in its body.

143
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School

Group

T1

13°
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Compare and contrast modelling with peer pressure as ways that

influence how you behave around other people.

136
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In helping you to feel better about yourself, how are stopping

your thoughts and keeping yourself busy the same'and different?

147
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Describe the similarities and differences between reinforcement

and shaping in training a pet.

148



Babbling and crying are.tw-.0 ways that babies communicate with

other people. How are these two ways to communicate alike and

different?

149



School

Croup

Carol is teased a lot about the wart on her hand. One Way she
can get the kids to stop teasing her is to

a. use peer pressure -to motivate the kids.

b. not pay any attention when the kids tease her.

c. make sure the kids know that teasing makes her sad.

2. Andy's 5-year old sister was playing with clay. Andy first
made a ball out of it, then rolled it thin like spaghetti. His
ulster cried because she thought Andy stole some of her clay

a. Andy could stop her crying by breaking the spaghetti-shape
in

b. Andy's sister would stop crying if Andy told her that he hadn't
stolen any Clay.

__c.__Andy=sboald_rernilthe_clay_into a ball. and_ show his
sister,that no clay disappeared to convince her.

d. Andy probably can't convince her that no clay disappeared
matter what he says or does.

Phil wants to stop his dog from misbehaving. If.he punished the
dog whenever he misbehaves, Phil might

a. reinforce him when he is quiet.

b. do something that the,dog doesn't like.

c. shape the dog by talking to him.

d. take him for walks after dinner.

4. Dr. Newton had just bought a baby dolphin for the acquarium's
water show. To make sure that the dolphin grew up to be--,as

smart as possible, Dr. Newton should

let it play with other dolphins only a few-hours a day.

b. motivate the dolphin to learn by keeping it hungry.

c. be sure the dolphin stays in excellent health.

d. keep the dolphin away from all the other dolphins.



5. Tim really hates to wash his parent's car every weekend. If he
decided to get this job done by giving himself an extra piece of
pie, when should he eat. the pie?

a. Just before washing the car.

b. The Thursday or Friday before a weekend.

c. Right after washing the carf

d. Afte Ainner on Mondays or Tuesdays.

6. Some people act like the people around them because other kids
directly influence what they do. This is called

a. peer pressure

b. modelling.

c. thought stopping.

d. shaping.

When babies communicate, one of their reasons is to get attention.

If another reason is simply to enjoy themselves, babies are

a. articulating.

b. exploring.

c. exercising.

d. ;babbling.

Kevin isa big basketball fan. He had arranged for his bigger
brother to take him to the university basketball game on Fridays,

but only if Kevin finished his math homework in Friday's study

. period. Kevin is

having his brother motivate:him.

b. making use of peer pressUre.

c.. shaping his bigger brother'S behav_or,

d. using math homework as a reward.

9. Some people not become embarrassed because they have pictures in

their minds of doing things reahe procedure they are
using is

a. biofeedback training.

b. imagining about themselves.

c thought stopping.

d. relaxation thinking.
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10. Bryan's dog digs up the neighbour's garden. Be gets there
crawling under the fence. If Bryan put a board across the
bottom of the fence, he would be

a. .shaping the dog's misbehavior.

b. punishing the dog's misbehavior

c. reinforcing-the dog's misbehavior-

d. stopping the dog's misbehavior.

11. When Marty would get really upset about -her piano lessons, she
would yell in-her mind, "enough". This would probably

a. help-her make a mental image of playing well.

b. make her less embarrassed if she played poorly.

c.' atop her from thinking about playing poorly,

d. not help her very much when she played.

12. Infants often cry to get attention. Another major reason they
- cry is to

more_oxygen,

b. exercise their throat.

e. improve digestion.

.d. clean their eyes.

Some people are very good listeners and kids think that these

people

a. know that modelling doesn't change people's be avior.

b.

c.

indicate they-are paying -attention to us by what they say.

are able to stop worrying about things.

don't allow peer. pressure -to bother them.

14. Bev wanted her _

reward whenever
by using

to sit on-her lap, so she gave the cat a
sat on her lap. Bev was training her. pet

a. control.

b. shaping.

c. punishment.

d. reinforcement.

153-
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15. Don has learned a psychological strategy. First, he makes
his legs really tense, then makes them loose. Next, he tightens
his arm muscles, then lets them be really floppy. The psychological
strategy is called

a relaxation therapy.

h. biofeedback.

c. reinforcement.

d. self motivation.

16. Before every softball game, Melody used to get very nervous
that she might not play as well as her Dad wanted. Which of
the following would probably help her calth down?

a. Trying to figure out for herself the main thing she did
wrong last game. t

b. Asking her brother to tell her the main thing she did wrong
last. game.

c. Oiling her glove, taping up her bat, and ironing her uniform.

d. Going to the ball field long before the game starts

17. Mike is six years old. He can't keep two things in mind at
once. Which of the following also will probably be true. -of
Mike?

a Re won't be able to be reinforced.

,b. He can't understand another person's problems.

c. He is easily convinced that-he sees things differently than
adults.

d. He can-learn really quickly by making mental pictures
how things relate.

18. Linda has-learned to make the temperature in her hand rise and
fall by watching a laboratory machine that showed her the
temperature. Biofeedback like this is useful for

a. non- verbal co mmunicatiOn.

b,---eetrolling reinforcement.

c.,,motivation.

d. reducing tension.
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19. Nancy was usually teased for bringing peanut butter sandwiches to
lunch every day. One day, Gloria and Nancy traded a half sandwich
at lunch. 'Nancy maid, "Hey - I'm really glad you like peanut butter.
Rave some cake,'too." After a couple of days of trading, the other
kidi would probably

a. not tease Nancy.

b. bring peanut butter for lunch.

c. ignore what Nancy and Gloria ate.

L, tease Gloria instead of Nancy.

20. All the kids in the neighborhood think that John's father is very
friendly because he smiles and looks directly at you when you talk
to him. John's father is good at

a. non -verbal listening skills.

b. - motivating himself.

e. verbal listening skills.

d. seeing things from other people's point of view.

21. Dawn wants to feel at ease instead. of being embarassed when she
has to talk in front of class.. One way-thecan-helv-hergelf-is--
to

a. say good things aboutherse

b. keep busy doing other things.

c. have other people motivate her.

d. not worry about peer pressure.

her mind.

22. If Jack wanted to use shaping to teach dog something, he would

a. do something that his dog does not like.

b. prevent the dog from doing the wrong things.

c. reward behaviors that become more like'what he wants the dog
to learn.

make sure that the dog's mother was smart.
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23. Larry thinks that his dog's puppies will be
is smart, the puppies' diet is good, and Tarry

a. gives the puppies baths.

b. is a good teacher.

c. loves the puppies.

d. reads books about dogs.

because his dog

24. George's little brother started to throw rocks at birds after
he saw George do it. George's little brother has learned by

a. understanding the way things look.

b. being reinforced.

c. non-verbal communication skills.

d. observing other people.

156.
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APPENDTX E

Scoring Keys for Hultiple-choice and Essay Tests,

Studies II and III
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Slee Multi 1e-Cho1ce Answer Log.

Item Correct Answer

1 C

2

4

5

6

7

8

,5147

S

A

p

A

S

C



Psycholosy Multiple ChoiceAnswer Key

It Correct Answe Item Correct An

1 B 13 13,

2 D 14 D

3 B 15 .A

4 C 16

5 C 17 B

6 A 18 D

7 D 19 A

8
A 20 A

9 B 21 A

10 B 22 C

11 C 23 B

12 A 24 D
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ESSAY SCORING STUDIES II

General Note_ on Scoria

Each essay was read from beginning to end and then systematically

searched for each individual score. Errors in grammar and spelling
did not result in the loss of points if the meaning was clear. The

examples given are illustrative but not exhaustive of responses

students wrote in the studies.

Scores One and Two: Attribute Retrieval

One point wasigiven for each attribute stated in he answer.

Paraphrases were accepted if the meaning was unaltered. An

attribute stated as a very specific-example was not given credit

here, but was given credit In score five -- examples of

incidental information.

Score Three: Similarity Specified

2 To receive full credit the answer has to make specific reference

to sameness or similarity, i.e., "they both", or "are the sane-
because", or "and so does" and state the correct, shared

attribute.

If-the shared characteristic was correctly identified,. ut the

similarity was not specifically referred to, one point was

awaiddd.

If sameness was referredtd but the correct attribute was

omitted or an incorrect attribute was substituted, one point

was given. \

0 If no attempt was made to note a similarity or state the
shared attribute and link it to both concepts, no points were

awarded.

Score Four: Difference Specified\

To receive full credit the answer had to make specific reference
to difference, name one.. or both, concepts,' and associate the

correct attribute with each concept.
\

-

2 If one or both concepts were named and correctly Inked with
the attributes,,but no specific reference was made to differen

two points were_awarded. \

\ 1

1 1

_If neither concept was the differing attributes were

stated, one point was awarded '.

!

A -

If difference was spetifically eferred to but one or more

incorrect attributes were given or no attributes were given,

one point was awarded.

If no attempt. was made to refer t difference or state the

dissimilar attributes, no points ere given.

1 61 149



Score Five: Examples of Incidental Information

One point was awarded for each example or item of incidental
information correctly stated.

Score Six: Interchange Across Function

Each time a similarity was referred to as difference,'or an
unshared attribute was stated as a similarity, one point was
given. ,(Note: In the calculation of the total score,'these
points were subtracted.)

Score Seven: Interchange Across Concepts

If an attribute unique to one concept was stated to be an
attribute shared with the other concept, one point was given.
(Note: In the calculation of the total score, these points
were subtracted.
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SLEEP ESSAY ONE Describe the similarities and differences between
hypersomnia and narcolepsy.

Scores One and Two Attribute Re -level

Concept Attribute

A. Narcolepsy believed to be
_inherited within
families

Examples

1 - is inherited in the family

- is inherited from family

- passed down in the family

- usually paS2od':down from
your mother or father

- is inherited

- comes from the family line

- runs in the family

- when you take after a
relative

0 - no reference to the above
attribute

your whole family has it

very specific reference
receives 'example' credit
(see criterion 5), i.e.,
John's mother-had it

Hypersomnia often caused by a 1 - caused by a problem in
problem with other your body
systems of the body

1 a

163

- caused by something wrong
somewhere in your body

0 - specific system or gland
mentioned receives 'example'
credit (see criterion 5)

- it affects the body

- related with the
structure of your body

- no reference to the above
attribute



shared: (attack of) 1 can't control your
sleeping

uncontrolled - fall asleep almost
sleeping any time

0 - make you sleep

- too much sleep

- sickness to do with
sleep

asleep very fast

- no reference to the
above attribute

- fall asleep right away

make you very tired

- they attack your sleep

Score Three - Similarity Specified

2 - Narcolepsy and hypersomnia are the same because they are an
attack of uncontrolled sleeping.

They are both an attack of uncontrolled sleeping.

Narcolepsy is an attack of uncontrolled sleeping and so is
hypersomnia.

- In both, you fall asleep almost any

1 - Narcolepsy is an attack of sleeping. Hypersomnia is an attack of

sleeping.

- They are both the same (no attribute or incorrect attribute).

Narcolepsy is inherited and is an attack of uncontrolled sleeping
Hypersomnia is a result of something wrong with another system of
the body and is an attack of uncontrolled sleeping.

0 - No attempt to note a similarity.

Narcolepsy is the same because it is Inherited but hypersomnia is
caused by a probler with another system in the body.
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Score Fours Difference Specified

3 - They are different because narcolepsy is inherited and/but
hypersomnig is caused by a problem with another system of the body.

- Narcolepsy is inherited but hypersomnia is caused by a problem some-

where in your body.

- They are different because narcolepsy is inherited but the other
is caused by a problem somewhere in your body.

2 - They are different because one is inherited and one is caused by a

problem in another part of your body.

- One is inherited and one is a problem_ in another part of your

body.'

Narcolepsy is inherited and hypersomnia is caused by a problem in

another system.

Narcolepsy is inherited and is an attack of uncontrolled sleeping.

Hypersomnia is a result of something wrong with another system of

-the body and is an attack of uncontrolled sleeping.

Narcolepsy is an attack of uncontrolled sleeping and hypersomnia-

is caused by a problem with another system of the body.

They are different because ... (no attributes, only dine attribute,

one or more incorrect attributes.)

0 - No attempt to point out the difference.

Narcolepsy is the same because it is inherited but hypers _a is

caused by a'problem with another system in the body.

Score Five - Examples or Incidental Information

1 - For each example or piece of incidental information included,

one point was awarded.

Ndrcolepsy is an illness.

- When you have narcolepsy, you fall asleep if you get excited.

0 - No reference to any examples or incidental information.

N.B. 16 the example alaz zo thwtoughty dezcAibed az to inctude

4e6ekence to att4ibutez, zinitanitiez, and diiieteneez, utedit

moo. given tiok Scones t, 2, 3, and 4, as appAoptiate.
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Score Six - Interchange across function

1 - They are similar because they are both inherited.

- They are different because one is an uncontrolled attack of

sleep and the other isn't.

0 - No interchange of similarity and/or difference.

Score Seven - Interchange across concepts

1 Hypersomnia is inherited.

Narcolepsy is caused by a problem in a system of your body.

0 - No interchange of attributes across concepts.
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SLEEP ESSAY TWO; Compare and contrast fake hibernation and t
hibernation

Attribute Retrieval

Attribute

Sc

Concept

A. True or real
hibernation

B. Fake hiber-
nation

body processes slow
down to very.low
levels,

keep body tem-
perature at usual

167

Examples

ue

1 - body level goes down

temperature is low

,

- lowers your body level

body temperature and
breathing level almost
stops completely

- body temperature
doesn't stay level

- when an animal leaves
its body temperature

- body slows down to a
low level

- body temperature
changes

- heart beat and
breathing slow down

slows down the body

0 - no reference to the
above attribute

- it is different

- blood pressure stays
the -same

1 - body temperature.
stays ,the same

- your:tempo is high

- blood temperature
stays the tame-
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Concept Attribute Examples

your temperature is
high

- keeps body level at
the same pulse

- body temperature
- doesn't go down

body level is normal

staying at the same
body heat

o - body pressures' are
normal

- blood pressure stays
. the same

- no reference to the
above:attribute

body preAsuieis 10W-

- body temperature
increases

shared: helps animals 1 - solves the - problem of

survive-periods when food durThgvinter
food is. Sdaree

keep,you asleep at the
times when there is
no food,

168

hibernations because
food is scarce

- go into long sleep
because it isn't a
good time of year
for food

- both are when food
is scarce

going through
hibernation so you
don't eat



Ties
1 - help you survive

out eating

0 - sleep during a long
period

- supply the animal with
food

- both are a type of
hibernation

- it's easier to survive

- have to do with
hibernation

- a type of hibernation-

- both are sleeping

- no reference to the
above attribute

Score Three - Similarity Specified

2 - Fake and true hibernation are the same because they both help
animals:survive periods when food is scarce.

- Hibernation helps -animals survive periods when food is scarce.

- They both help animals survive when ther9 is little food.
- .

- Fake hibernation helps the=animal get through winter with little
food and so does true hibernation.

1 - Fake hibernation helps animals through times when they can't find

food. True hibernation helpB animals through times when they
can't find fo.od.

They are both the'same (no attribute or incorrect attribute_

- True hibernation sloWs down body functions and makes animals
sleep fpt long peridds of time. Fake hibernation keeps your
bodily functions normal and also makes animals sleep for long
periods of time.

No attempt to note a-similarity.

- Fake hibernation is the same because temperature stays the same

but in true hibernation your temperature drops.

4
1
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Score Four - Difference Specified

3 - They are different because in fake hibernation the body temperature
remains normal but in true hibernation body processes slow down.

- In fake hibernation body temperature remains high but in-true
hibernation it is low.

The differences are that one slows down the systems and body

temperature drops and fake is when everything stays normal.

2 - They are different.because in one the body temperature goes down

and in the other it stays the same.

One is when the animal's temperature stays the same and the other

is when it gets lower.

- True hibernation slows down body functions and makes animals sleep
for long periods of time. Fake hibernation keeps your bodily
functions normal and also makes animals sleep for long periods of

time.

- True hibernation is when body processes slow down and fake
hibernation is when body temperature stays normal.

1 - Fake hibernation helps animals when food is low and true hibernation

slows down body processes.

They are different because -o attributes, only one attribute,

or incorrect attributes.)

0 No attempt to point out a difference

Fake hibernation is the same because temperature stays the same

but in true hibernation your temperature drops.

Score Five 7 Examples or Incidental Information

1 - For each example,or piece of incidental information included,

one point was awarded;

Some fake hibernators are the bear, -skunk and racoon.

- When a snail or a snake goes under ground in the winter.

When four to twenty skunks:go into a burrow and cuddle up for

therest of the winter.

Fake hibernators are usually warm-blooded but true hibernators

are usually cold bloodech

- Wake up.di ing fake hibernation but stay in deep sleep during

true hibernation.
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- Rest for a long time.

They live off their bodies.

What animals do in the winter.

en an animal sleeps throughthe winter time.

Sleep during long periods - a deep sleep.

- Animals live on stored fat.

0 - No a ples or incidental information included in answer.

Food provided from around the body.

to sleep.

Periods of sleep.

N.B. 16 the exam e u 40 thoxoughty due /abed a4 to inetude
Aeietenee to atttibate4, e4, and dii6e/Lenee4, audit
=4 given 604 Seo4e6 1, 2, and 4, a4 appkopAiate.

Score_Six Interchange across function

1 - They are similar because body processes sic

- Hibernation slows .d body functi

- They are different becauag one helps animals survive when there
is no food and the other is when the animal's temperature stays

same.

- Fake hibernation is the same because temperature stays the same
but in true hibernation your temperature drops,

O - No interchange where a shared attribute is called _ difference
or a difference attribute is called a similarity.

Score Seven - Interchange across concepts

1 - True hibernation is when the body erature stays the same.

Fake hibernation,is when body processes slow down a lot..

True hibernation could sometimes be when the animal saves food
in a tree or wherever it hibernates.

O - No interchange of attributes across concepts
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PSCYHOLOGY ESSAY ON- Compare and contrast modelling with peer
pressure as ways that Influence how you
behave around other people.

Scores One and Two - Attribute Retrieval

Concep

Modelling

tribu e Exam les

by observing others 1 - seeing other people

172

you watch others

- imitate your friends
by just looking

- you observe other people

- you see what other
people do

0 - showing off

- you don't know anybody
that well

- caused by people around
you

- misnaming the concept
'influence how you
behave with others"

- you get ideas,

- misnaming concept
"contrast madellin

,,

- you want something
of someone else

usually tnrns o_ perfect.

is when your pulse rate
changes

misnaming the concept
"modelling with peer
pressure

- you don
hipered up

et all



ales

someone is bothering
you just 'ignore them

- no mention of the above
attribute

B. Peer pressure friends have direct 1 -,your friends urge to
influence on you

173 61

- other people influence -
you and tell you what
to do

- under other people's
control

- people make you do
something

- your friends force you

- people tell you what to
do ,

- someone might push you
into doing it

- your friends do it and
keep wanting you to do

0 - when you showw off to
make friends

- it usually_hapkeith
somebody you know

- the way you talk and the
way you act

- when someone makes fun
of you so'then you want
the same thing as them

- when you tell someone to
reward you when you do it

- if you don't like to do
amething, you should do

it and then give yourself
a treat after you,are done;



Examples

0 - how you behave when
people are around you

can usually hurt someone

- when your pulse rate
stays the same

people pressuring you

when you have others
helping you and you
behave by yourself better
when you are by yourself

- attribute mentioned but
not concept, i.e., "people
encourage you"

isn't what you want
do

- when you have to do
something for group
relations

no mention of.above
attribute

shared: causes you 1 - change what you do
to Change

- you try to do the same

174

tell you what to do

- have people do something

when you do something

follow someone else's
ways

- you end up doing what
yOur friends do

- so you follow

- change the way you do
things



1 - make ou follow the group

chang_ yourself

you try o act like
someone

0 - no mentio of the above
attribute

- effect how =ou act

caused by pe.ple around
you

- both relate t your
friends

help you stop tour hab_

preventing you
getting picked

make you feel a arrassed

shows that you ar friendly
toward other peop

7 you are supposed to act
intelligent

Score Three - Similarity Specified

2 Modelling and peer,p essure are the same because they cause you
to change.

They both cause you to change.

Modelling changes h you behave and so does peer pressure.

- In both you cange the way you act.

I - In modelling you Pact different fro 'before. In peer pressure

you change the way you act.

- They are both the same (no attribute or incorrect attribute)-

No attempt to note a similarity.

- Modelling is the same, because you match others but peer pressure
is when friends influence you..
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Score Four - Difference Specified

They are different because with modelling seeing other people
changes you and with peer pressure your friends urge-you to
change.

- With modelling you imitate your friends by just looking but with
peer pressure your friends force you.

They are different because with peer pressure, your friends tell
you to change and with the other seeing others changes you.

- They are different because one is when you watch how others do
things and the other is when friends make you do something.

- One is when people force you and the other is when you watch
people.

Modelling is when you see what others do and peer pressure
when your friends urge you.

1 - Modelling is when you change and peer pressure is when people
tell you what to do.

- They are different because ... (no attributes, only one attribute,
or one or more incorrect attributes).

0 - No attempt to point out the difference.

Score Five - Examples or Incidental Information

1 - when you see someone hold-his fork a certain way

- when you see someone else dress different

when you see What othe kids-play

- change your attitude

- change your dressing style

Some of them start to smoke and they start pressuring you into
trying a little puff , -

0 -.No exam_ oh xyz. in6ohmation inctuded in a

N. B. 76 the example aaz 40 thohou-
teSetence to attAibates,
cheat six z given SOA Scohe6

dezoLibed az to inctude
ez, and di66e/tencez,
and 4, az app4o



Score Six - Interchange Across Function

1 - They are similar because you are doing something people want

you to do.

- In modelling you kind of copy someone but in peer pressure
someone might push you into doing.

0 - No interchange of similarity and/or difference.

Score Seven - Interchange Across Concepts

1 - Modelling -is when you have something different than someone
else does so they bug you and then you want the same thing

as them.

- Peer pressor is when you see how someone else does

0 - No interchange of attributes across concepts.
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PSYCHOLOGY ESSAY TWO: In helping you to feel better about yourself,
how are stopping your thoughts and keeping
busy the same and different?

Scores One and Attribute Retrieval

Concept Attribute Example

Stopping your use a thought 1 - mind says stop
thoughts to stop a thought

think about something else

- thinking of something else
while you start thinking
of your trouble

use your mind

thinking of something better

- think of something positive

blocking a thought by
mind control

when you get id of
everything in your mind

you don't think about your
thoughts so you stop them

has to do with your brain.

B. Keeping use activity to 1 - when=you do something
yourself busy stop worry to get .rid of the

awful thoughts

occupying yourself so you
don't think about it

do an action. to forget

- concentrate on whatever
you're doing

- doing something that
interests you

try to ignore something
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Examples

0 - makes you think about
something else

- a movement which occu
outside the mind

shared - something 1 - both keep your mind off
you can do to the subject which is
stop worr bothering you

keep you from thinking
things you don't want to
think

- take your Mind off
something stressing

- make thoughts which you
don't want to remember
go away

0 - so you will forget what
is wrong

- to keep your mind off
other things

- to help you relax

- doing it to forget

- have to do with worrying

- help you with problems

Score Three - Similarity Specified

2 - Stopping your thoughts and keeping yourself busy'are both something
- you can do to stop worry.

Both keep your mind off the subject you dOn't want to think about.

- Stopping- your thoughts helps you to stop worrying and so does the
other one.

1- Stopping your thoughts and keeping yourself busy are the same
because they help you with your problems.

- You can stop worrying by keeping yourself busy. Stopping your
thoughts helps you to not worry.

0 - No reference to similarity.
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Score "our Difference Specified

3 They are different because with stopping your thoughts you
literally stop them and say-something like, "This is silly, I

shouldn't be worrying. With keeping yourself busy you do some-
thing to take your mind off your stress.

- One is when your mind says stop and the other is when you
something to stop from worrying.

1 - Keeping yourself busy is when you try to ignore something but when

you stop your thoughts,. you think about something else in your

mind.

If you stop your thoughts, you stop worrying but. when you keep

yourself busy you take up a hobby or something so the activity
stops you from thinking.

No reference to difference.

Score Five - Examples or incidental Information

1 - "Yell stop."

- Say something like, "This is silly. I shouldn't be worrying."

You do something like taking up a hobby.

- It's like changing the subject.

0 - No incidental information or examples.

the exam e a zo thonoughey due/tit:led az to include A: ctence

/to a. rt. bu..te4, 4.intitaAitia, and di66etence4, ctedit alaz gtven

A Sco /tc 1, 2, a, and 4, az appaopkiate.

Score Six - interchange across function

1 They are the same because you think of what you're doing. and

nothing else.

- Stop your thoughts and keeping yourself busy-are similar because
in both you have to think thoughts to stop thoughts.

fi

Score Seven - Interchange across concepts

1 - In keeping yourself busy you think about some other thought so -

you won't think about the bad thought.

0 - No interchange.
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PSYCHOLO ESSAY E:

Criteria

Concept

A. Reinforcement

B. Shaping

Describe the similarities and dilfferences
between reinforcement and shaping in
training a pet.

- Attribute Retrieval

Attribute

giving a reward
after your pet
does something

Examples

1 - rewarding at the end

- give the pet something
every time he does it

- teach it all in otve
step with a reward

- reward your pet for
doing what you had in
mind

0 - give a reward

no reference to this
attribute

ewarding behaviors 1 -
which are closer
and closer to the
behavior you want
to teach

reward little by little

7 give your pet the reward
in steps

reward the pret every
time he does something
referring to the-task
he is to accomplish

teaching th
steps

pet in

reward for different
stages of what you
had in mind

- getting closer
to.the desired behavior
(reward mentioned as
shared attribute)

and close

0 - slowly for each time

- shaping is, bit by bit

4 r%
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Attribute Example

0 - gradually making the
pet do something

train it bit by bit

don't do it all at once

try to get it closer to
make it correct

taking your pet step by
step to teach him tricks
(no mention of reward)

shared: will result 1 - make your pet do the
in the behavior action more
happening more often

both change the pets
behavior

0 - learn a trick

- help pet learn

reward your pet

both are for training
your, pet

- stop your pet from
doing bad things

- make animals behave

teach him to do good
things

- make your pet respond
to what he is told to
do

Score Three - Similarity Specified

2 - They both make your pet do the action more.

- Reinforcement and shaping are the same because they make your
pet-do what you want more often, -

- Shaping is when you train your pet to do what you want more
often and so is reinforcement.
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1 - Reinforcement makes your pee do the right thing more often.
Shaping makes him do it more often too.

- Reinforcement and shaping are the same because - Idon t know.

They are both .the same because they have to do with pets.

- In shaping you reward your pet when he is doing what you want
more often, but you train him in little steps. In reinforcement
you train him to do what you want more often by giving him a
treat when he knows the whole trick.

0 - You can both reward after doing it.

Score Four - Differenc _peafied

3 - In reinforcement you jive the treat to your pet once he has
done the whole trick but shaping you give your pet a treat for
every part he does.

- They are different because reinforcement is when you give your
pet a present after he does what you like but shaping is a
reward for different stages of what you had in mind.

- In shaping you give your pet the
other you reward him at the end

-eward in steps, but in the
the whole trick.

2 - They are different-because one is when you reward the pet eve
time he does something referring to the task but the other is
when you teach it all in one step with a reward'after.

- One is rewards all through the training for each step and the
other is a reward after the trick is learned.

Reinforcement is when you reward your pet at the end of the
trick and shaping is.when you award him for each step.

1 - Reinforcement is when you give a reward so the behavior will
happen more often and shaping is when you do it-in steps.

- .Reinforcement and shaping are different because ... no attributes,
only one attribute or one or more incorrect attributes

No attempt to point out a difference.

- A statement which is so confused as to the attributes and the
concepts Of'shaping and'reinforcement*that an attempt at speci
a difference is not evident.
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Score Five - _pies or Incidental Info-: ion

1 - learn a trick

- help pet learn

reward your pet

- give them treats to encourage them

teach your manners

- give their dog a dog biscuit

- do something your pet likes when he has done the desired
behavior

0 Reinforcement means when you tell the dog to heel or sit.

Training is making it not poo on the rug.

N.B. Ire ex_ _ thco_oughty dezcAihed cis to inctude
_ence to attkibutez, e6, and .di66ekenceo,

waz given Scouz-1, 2, and 4, az app/Lopaiate.

Score Interchange across function

1 The similarities of the two are that you do things little by
little.

- They are similar because they both try to train a pet by getting
closer to the correct trick.

Score Seven - Interchange across concepts

I - Reinforcement you give them something for trying and shaping
you give it them for doing it exactly right.

- In shaping you award your pet with something after it has -
finished.

- Reinforcement is teaching your pet one step at a time.

- In reinforcement you reward them each time they do what they
were supposed to and in shaping, maybe you will reward them
just once.
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PSYCHOLOGY ESSAY FOUR: Babbling and crying are two ways that
babies communicate with other people.
How are these two ways to communicate
alike apd different?

Scores and Two - Attribute Retrieval

COncept

A. Babbling

Crying

Attribute Examples

often done for fun 1 - for enjoyment

a happy mood

- they like it

baby thinks something
is funny

0 - talking

when the baby is
excited

can help baby get 1 - to catch breath
extra air to
breathe - it needs more air

-.'help the child breathe
freely

to get more oxygen

helps baby breathe
properly

to clear their throats
with. more air

- when you cry, you could
be letting air out

- crying is a way a baby
breathes

0 - an unhappy mood
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t fun

in crying, you often lose
your breath

- used .to annoy the parents



lea

shared: sometimes 1 someone might think
used to get
attention from
parents - to get attention

- they want attention

- both draw attention

it's calling them

- trying to tell you
something

both are attention
grabbers

both are done when they
get attention

- both are ways
communicate

might be trying to say
your name or something

- try to talk to you

- wants something

Score Three - Similarity Specified

Babbling and crying are the same because they are sometimes
used to get attention from parents.

They both are used to get atten from parents.

Babbling is used to get attention and so is crying.

- They both cry to get attention.

1 = Babbling -is when a baby laughts to get attention but crying
is when a baby cries to get attention.

- They are alike because they are ways to communicate.

- No attempt to note similarity.
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Score Four - Difference Specified

3 - The difference is that babbling is often done for fun but crying
can help the baby get extra air to breathe.

- Babbling is often done for fun but crying can help the baby get
extra air to breathe.

- The difference-is that one is done for fun and crying.can help
the baby get extra air to breathe.

2 - They ate different because one is often done for fun but the
other can help the baby get extra air to breathe.

- One is often used to help the baby get extra air and the

other is done for fun.

- Crying is used to get extra air to breathe and babbling
done for fun.

- Crying is used to get attention and to help the baby get extra
Air to breathe. Babbling is used to get attention and is done
for fun.

In babbling, you do it to get attention but in crying the
baby often gets extra air to breathe.

They are different because (no attributes, only ona attribute,
or one or more incorrect attributes.)

- They are different because babbling is saying something like
gaga or googoo and crying is-getting a breath of air.:

- They are different because they both sound and mean opposite
things.

0 - No attempt tb point out the difference.

- Crying is the same because It is used to get extra air to breathe
but babbling is done for fun.

Score Five - Examples or. Incidental Information

2 - Crying is done for food and diaper change.

- Crying is when the baby is Burt or had a scary dream.

1 - When a baby is babbling ga-ga or goo-goo.

- Babbling is making ounds.
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When they cry they might be trying to tell you something like

their diapers are wet or something.

- The baby was excited (and needed more air.)

- Babbling is talking.

- Babbling is done to learn how to talk.

noises a baby makes.

- just trying to say something.

Crying is when something is irritating him/her.

if they need something.

if there is something wrong.

get picked up.

- Crying is usually done when the baby is sad.

when a baby might want someone

- Both are ways of expressing feelings.

0 - Both sound and mean opposite Ings.

play with.

N- g. 16 the exam e so thotoughty dezcAibed a to:inctud
ence to atttadtes, z..&1Uatitiez, and di6lieten&Z,

credit tta4 given Sot Scone. 7, 2, and 4, a. anotopAiate.

Score S Interchange across function

1 - When babies cry they want attention but when people talk. it is

different.

Babbling is when babies talk for fun and crying is when they
want something.

0 - Babbling is when they want attention.. Crying is when'they want

extra air.

Score Seven - Interchange across concepts

1 - They are different because they increase the breathing supply.
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APPENDIX F

ICR Aptitude and Achievement Measures

for Clan A, Study IV
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Instruct Student IS-ICR Attitude Test Research Assistants

Replay the videotape on your machine with the cueing sheet so that you

know exactly where to stop each segment. During the playback to the
teacher, you might want to change meter readings on the cueing sheet
(where necessary) so they will reflect your machine and the actual play-

back sequence for the aptitude test.

2. Make sure that you hit the s_-top button at all segments. Do not use the

pause button.

4. Make sure that you have two playback monitors and all of the necessary

cables to make them work. Use the monitors in black-andwhite' mode,

even if they are color. We do not want some of the classes to see color
and some black-and-white for the aptitude test. fi

4. Set the monitors up so that all of the students in the class have clear

vision of one of the monitors.and are close enough to hear the audio

clearly:. Move desks if necessary. Use the practice item-to ensure
that all students can see and hear the tape.

. Read "Set Induction". Practice this several times before administration
so that you can do it fluently.

6. Pass out the forms and have the students complete the identifying infor-

mation Read the instructions on the front page aloud while the students

read silently. Read slowly. Do the practice item and ask if there are

any questions. If there is any-confusion, do the practice item _a second

time. However, do not getinvolved iria. discussion of what happened on

the practice tapes.'

For playback, you will have to position yourself so, that you can see a

TV screen and the VTR, but make sure that you are not obstructing any-

one's line of vision.-

Make sure that every student has finished answering each question before

continuing.

9. Stop the tape at the last item and pick up the tests ediately, before

turning. off any machines or rewinding the-tape.

10. If students ask whether they will "get their answers back," tell them

!re 'will try to do this if and when we and their teacher have time. This

is a stall -- we will not be able to.tell them anything about the aptitude

test until after the study is completed.,
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Induction Before Handing_ptitude Test FormsInduc

your teacher is teaching a lesson, he/she wants you to be thinking

in certain ways. For example, sometimes he/she might want you to remember

something, sometimes he/she might want you to practice somct-hit c- in your mind,

)1- so he/she might want you to think of a new way to solve a problem.

am interested in finding out how students understand how their teachers

/ant them to think.

been videotaping this class for the last two weeks, and will be

;hewing you one of those videotapes about hearing. I will stop the video-

ape sometimes and ask you h teacher might have wanted you to be

pinking at that time. Some of the questions.might seem a bit hard, but I

ant you to try your best to answer them. It is very important tome that

ou answer each question and do your very best on each one..
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Mr. Forrester Name

Class A Grade

-This is like -a regular multiple-choice test. We will show vou

last Wednesday's lesson about hearing on the TV. We will stop the

videotape sometimes. When we stop the videotape, read the choices

for the question number I will, say. The choices describe differen

ways that Mr., Forrester might have wanted you to be thinking right at

the place where we stopped the tape. Choose the answer .that YOU

think is right. Make sure you answer every ques-tion. Check the line

next to to your Choi. Please look at me as soon as you have answered

the question so I will know when we can start the tape again.

Now, watch the television and I will show a very short bit of

teaching. When the tape fs 'over, look at the example below and check

the-line next to your choice.

1. Now did this teacher want you to think NOW?

Figure out the rule.

Memorize the sentence.

Make up an ,example like this one.

Sometimes I will play a couple of minutes of tape before

stopping it again; sometimes I will play only 5 or 10 seconds. P--

very close attention to the videotape at all times that it is on.

Now, I will play the tape. When I stop it, check the line next.

to the way you think this teacher wanted you to think right at the

place I stopped the tape.
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. Forrest In itude est_

How does Mr. Forrester want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Try to remember something lrinar,ticular.

Check to see it you understand what you have learn-
D. Listen carefully to what the next students say.

Forrester want you to think now?

Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
Think what is the same about the terms and a diagram.

D. Pay close attention to the very next thing.

does Mr. Forrester want you to think now?

A. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
B. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answer.
C. Sav this idea once or twice in your mind.
D. Check to see if vou understand what you have learned.

How does -Forrester want you to think now?

A. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
B. Check to see if you understand what you have learned&
C. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
D. Try to remember something in particular.

How does Mr. Forrester want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
R. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
C. Think what is the same about the term and a sound.
D. Pay close attention to the very next thing.

How loes .Mr. Forrester want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
C. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.
D. Try to-remember something in particular.

How does Mr. Forrester want you to th now"'-

A. Remember the key parts of an idea and usethem to get an answer.
B. Try to remember something in particular.
C. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.
D. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
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How dopes

A.

D.

Tess ter vrsn to think n9cw?

Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
Try to remember something in particular.
Say this idea once or twice in your mind.

How does Mr. Forrester you to think now?

A. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an ans era
B. Think what is th'e same about the term and a diagram.
C. Try to remember something in particular.
D. Check to see If you understand what you have learned.

does Mr. Forrester want you to think now?

A. Say _this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
C. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.

11. How does Mr. Forrester wait you-to think now?

A. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
B. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.
C. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.

12 How does Mr. Forrester;wsnt you to think now?

A. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
B. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an,answer.
C. Try to remember something in particular.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram..

11. How does . Forrester want'you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
C. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
ii Check to see if you understand what you have learned.

14. How does Mme. Forrester want yoU to think now?

A. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answe
B. Try to remembe- something in particular.
C. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
D. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.

15. How does Mr. Forrester want you to think now?

r

Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answer.
Pay plose attention to the very next tl;ing-
Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
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.
How does Mr. Forrester want you to think now?

A. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
R. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.
C. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
D. Try to remember something in particular.

How does Mr. Forrester want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice n your mind.

B. Think what is the same about-the term and a diagram.
C. Figure what is the same and different about the two ideas.
D. Check to See if you understand what you have learned.

1. How does Mr. Forrester want vou to think now?

A. Remember the key pa. rts of an idea and use them to. get an answer.
Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.

C. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
D. Try to remember something in particular.

How does Mr Forrester want you to think now?

A. Pav close attention to the very next thing.
B. Remember the kev parts of an idea and use them to get an answer.
C.- Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.

How does Mr Forrester want you to think now?

A. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
B. Try to remember something in particular.
C. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
D. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
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F- rreste - Class A

tit de Test - Answer Kez

Item Correct hnswer Item Correct

1 A 11 A

2 12

13

4 a 14

A 15 A

6 D 16 C

7 D 17

18 A

9 C 19

10 S 20
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achievement Test Hearin : Notes Teach

The test is in two parts. The first part (labeled Hearing Part I the
Q.

Hearing

involved answers, either essays or complexupper left) requires long

recall ite The second part (labeled Hearing Part II in the upper left)

includes multiple choice and/or matching items. The tests must be adminis-

red in order so that the multiple choice and matching items do riot provide

intormation to the students that v can use to answer the complex questions.

Please hand our Part I and give the students up to twenty (20) minutes to

complete it. We are sure this is ample time. When each student is finished

with cart I, have him/her hand it in and give him/her Part II. The total

test time should be a maximum of thirty -five (35) minutes, so students who

-he full twenty (20) minutes for Part I will have fifteen (15) r
1 UtaS

for Part II. Obviously, students who finish Part I early will have more

time for Part II. n any case, thirty -five (35) minutes will be ample.

Please do not answ- any questions stude

test. All you should say

may ask about the content of

"Just4_hnswcr as best as you can. 7 Spelling

and gra a- do not count on Part I (a i'least for our needs). Make sure that

al I the identifying information for each student is completed on the first

page of both parts of the test.

Give both parts of the completed tests to your research assistant and

make arrangements with him/her for their return to you.

198
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Hearing Fart I Name

Mr. Forrester Grade

Class A Division

Here are some short essay questions about the material in the unit on
hearing. Try to answer each one as well as you can You will have 20
minutes to answer Part I. If you finish early, hand in Part I and you
will be given Part II.

Use three technical terms to describe differences in the sounds made
by.a bass drum and a kitten mewing. What does', each term mean?

199 180



As sound travels th rough the ear, what pa
and what does each part do?

200

the ear are involved



Forrester - Class A

HEARING Essa One: Model Answer

tfise three technical terms to describe differences in the sounds made by
a bass drum and a kitten mewing. What does each term mean?

Concept

Statement of:

1. volume

pitch

3. timbre

Definition of

4. volume

5. pitch

6. timbre

Distinction of:

Ideal Answer

volume

pitch

timbre

loudness of sound

highness or lowness of sound

quality of sound

Points

1

7. volume in kittens
and bass drum

drums louder than kitten

S. pitch in kittens
and bass drum

drum is 'owes than kitten

9. timbre in kittens the quality of sound of a kitten
and bass drum mewing is squeaky whereas a bass

concept

Statement of:

drum makes a booming sound

Examples from Essays

1. volume No further responses given.

2. pitch No further responses given.

timbre No further responses given.

Definition of

4. volume

5.

soft or loud

loud, quiet

high, low

201. 18

1

Points Awarded



-e

nistinction of:

quality or personality

to but different instrument

in kittens the kitten is softer; quieter
and bass drums

pitch in kittens
and bass drums

timbre in kittens
and bass drums

the tt ens' gig h is higher

the kittens make squeaky sOunds; the
drum goes boom, boom

1

0

1

1

1



Forrester Class A

HEARING Essay mode

As sound travels through the ear, what parts of the ear are involved and

what does each part do?

Concept

Statement of

1. eardrum

2. hammer

Examp Points

1

3. anvil 1

4. stirrup 1

S. cochlea 1

- 6. auditory nerve 1

7. brain 1

Concept

Statement of function:

1. eardrum picksup pound

collects sound

Examples from Essays.'

vibrates and jiggles, passing .

Sound to bones

changes Sound'into waves

2. bones passes sound to cochlea

vibrate

wiggle

3. cochlea passes Sound onto nerve while
changing it to electricity

makes vibrations get bigger

used for balance

203

Points Awarded

1

1



y nerve

bra in _

carries sound to the brain

carries message to the brain

goes to brain

attached to cochlea

understands the message

understands the sound

picks up the sound

204
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ng Fart II Name

Mr. Forrester Grade

Class A Division

Here are some multiple- choice questions about the hearing unit. Try to
answer, each question as well as you can by filling in the blank with the correct

response. If you don't know the answer to a question, mals_y2Lirbestg.
Be sure to have an answer for question.

You'll have 15 minutes to answer Part lt. If you finish early, hand in

your paper.

This diagram labels parts of the ear.

What is

e)

2. What do decibels measure?

a) clarity
b) loudness
c). vibrations
d) range

205



An echo is a sound that is

a)

b)
c)

d)

reflected;
shortened;
lengthened;
magnified.

Which term refets to loudness?

pitch;
b) wavelength ;,
ei,s direction;

d) 'volute.

Fi2.1 in theblanic with the letter of the term that best matches
the function described.

It understands sound messages. A.- brain.
B. eardrum

It changes-vibrations into electtieal energy. C. nerve
D. cochlea
E.- muscleIt carries sound - messages..

6. This diagram shors what happens to a sound message. What

Timbre-refers to the

a) distance sound travels;
b) movements of the eardrum;
c) quality of, sound;
Vii) 'vibrations of the bones in the ear.
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F Clas A'

HEARING Multiple-Choi e Test

Answer Ke

Its Cor ct Answer

6

7

cochlea

earn /um

,auditory nerve

canals that control
selfpovement

anvil z s i 12

Item

A

207

ec

muscle action

13 synapse

14



i'ortestet7 Cla- A

-)

HEARING 115altiple7Choice Test
om EachLesson

ITEMS:

L -S.S 0 N

4

lb

6a

-66

ITEMS:-

HEARING Essay TeS
Items from Each Less nfrom

-L E S'S,0 N'S

2 2.
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Vision Part

Mr. Forrester

Class A

Name

Grade

Division

Here are some short essay questions about the material in the unit

on vision. Try to iswer each one as well as you can. You will

3iave 20 minutes to-adewer Part I. If you fivish early, hand in

Part I and you will be given Pare II.

'Name all of the part-
one does.

the human eye and describe what each



,

2. Name three (3 ways that an artist can show depth in a painting.
Tell how each way shows d'epth.



dHow Are, reflection and
Give. an example. of ,etidac,71

allAA H ©w are they different?



rrester - Class .A

Name all

'Concepts

Statement c

-

VISION qssa- One: Model Answer
4 .

e parts of the` human eys and de cribewhat each one does.

1. eyelid protects,eyeball

corne4- protects the eyeball

3. pupil allows light through

4. iris adjusts amount of light

lens foduses

clear fluid allows light

lna

optic nerve transmits image'to-the brain

Concepts

1. .eyelid protects, cornea

imprints image

Hugh to retina

-Examples frovOlssays

pupil

covers cornea -1

. protects the,pupil

like.a Window

lets.light.come in

a hole in your eye tc let the

picture through''

receives 15.4ht rayS

lets you see

_4 iris makes pupil bigger or seller

is a muscle around the pupil

helps focus

2l2

189

Points for_ Points for.

Statement, Function

1 1

1

1

Points A arded

1

1

.1

0

0



lens foouses'the. p ure'

. clear fluid

lets light in

there so we 'can see properly

keeps eye in ball shape

it magnifies the picture

protects the inside of the eye

7. retina is where the picture is turned upside'
down

8. optic nerve is a nervelgoing to the brain-.

changes light to electricity and
carries it to the brain

takes idea to the brain

'1.

1



Vision Fart II

Mr. Forrester,

Name

Grade

Division

Here are some multiple- choice questions about the vision unit. '.Try to answer
'yeah question as well at you can by filling in the blank with the correct
responte. If-you don't know the answer to e'question, makeyour best guess.
Be sure to have an answer for every question.

You'lljlave 15 minutes to answer Part II. If you finish early, hand'in your
paper.

Which one is-not a cue for distance for a person with only one eye?

a) height in plane
b) overlap
c) parallax
d) shadow

When you'look out.the windows of this classroom you can,see many
objects clearly. This is'because the glass of the windoW is

a) .opaqUe.
b) transluscent.
c) transparent.
d) reflective. .

'Whir h of the fallowing

a) waves are reflected
b) frequency varies
c) -pitch is- co-natant

d) light is changed to sound

necessary for 'ra

4. A headlight on a car is most like a

a) ,single convex mirr
b) single concave mirr
c) double concave mirror_
d) double convex mirror.

5. The tree appears close than the house because

a) JA perspective,
b)' of parallax.

it is smaller,
of the "el-Ledo!'

to work?



. A owl _h- see better at night than a home. i because

s) its retina is flatter .
b) its byes are set farther apart.
c) its pupils can dilate mote

flits optic nerve transmits better

Which arrow
letter.

med the image in the eye? Check the appropriate

C

Fill in the blank with the letter
the part of the eye.

-Vide

opening

cable

diaphra--_

The lens pictured to the-right is:

a) dingle concave
b) double.convex.

double concave
single convexd)

e term that et matches

Eye

a). retina
b) eyelid
0 iris

'd) cleak fluid'
e) pupil.
f) optic nerve



10. Whes rays of light, pas

a). reflected:
b) lengthehedi
c) refracted'.
d) shortened-.

M air to water,-tne rays are

11. ohey bees see flowers di ff.rently than do people.. What kind of
light can they-S-de that humans cannot

a) infrared
b) ultraviolet
c) very, bright
d) indigo light

12. You:are,oh a golf course. A blur basses` through your field of /

vision. You think'rt is.a golf ball,' thoughlt could really be
;something else like a.bird. Tag -is an example of

'a) set.
b) visual memory,
c) overlaP.
d) figure & ground'.

13. Radiotelescopes are mostly us'ed to.

b)

/c)
4)

filter ultraviolet rayg-for telescopes.
dendmessages to sater1i.4es.
see the colours of distant planets.
collect Sound waves from spvid.t.
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Mr.Forrester = Cla

:Item

VISION ZMult iple-choice Test
Answer Key

Correct Answe

a

Item Correct Ane# er

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

217

.204

A



Mr. Forrester - Class A

VISION Multiple-Choice Test
Items from Each Lesson

L E SS 0 N S

1 2 4

ITEMS:: 12 .8a 1

8b 5

8c

7

10

9

11

_VISION Essay Test
Items rom Each Lesson

L E'S S 0 N S

2 3

ITEMS: 1 2
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Ecology Part I

Mr. Forrester.

Name

Grade

Division

Hpre are some short.essay questions about the material in the unit on ecology.

Try to answer eadh=one as well as you can. You will have 20 minutes to

answer Part I. If you finish early, hand in Part I and you will be given

Part II:

1. Explain the term 'adaptation.
and give an-example of each.

ibe the two kinds of adaptation



2. The amount of energy moving through a food chain changes._ Name the
stages of a typical food chain. Explain what happens to energy as it
moves through the food chain. (Be sure to give scientific terms in
your answer.)

220



3. Tell .what "interdependence" meads. Give two examples of interdependence

and tell how they work.

221
2 0 b



Tes Class A
_

ECOLOGY a de

Explain the term ' adaptation', ,Lescribe the two kinds of adaptation and

give An example of-each.

Concept 4

1. definitian of
adaptation

2. increase in
survival

kinds of change:
behavioral

4.- physical

Ex= is

1) change

5. explanation of change

behavioral

an organismdoes

6. explanation of change in an organism's appearance
physical

7. ,example of 1

behavioral
change

example of
physical change

Concepts Exam les from Essays.

1. definition of no matching responses

adaptation
- change

2.' increase in no-matching responses
survival

kinds of
change:
behavioral

4. physical

no matching responses

no matching respons

explanation of matching respons
behavioral

222
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Points

Points Awarded



6. explanation no matching responses
of physical

example of
behavioral
change

behave

example pf no matching responses
physical cha

223

1



Forrester - Class

ECOLOGY Essa Model Answer

The'amount of energy moving through a food chain change8. Name the stages.

of a typical food chain. Explain what happens to energy as it moves through
the food chain.

Concepts

Statement of

1. sun

2. producer 1

primary consumer 1

4. secondary consumer 1

'5. decomposer 1

Energy, loss due tc

-. heat lass

7. growth 1

8. stored 1 -

9. muscle action 1

Concepts

1. sun

2. producer

primary consumer

4. secondary con-
sumer

5. decomposer

heat loss

7. growth

S. stored

9. Muscle action

Exam2les from Essays

no.matchift, responses'

no matching respollses

consumer

no matching responses

no'matching responses

no matching responses

no matching responses

into fat bank

no matching responses
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Mr. Forrester - Class A

ECOLOGY Essay Three: Model Answer

.Tell what "interdependence"
-and tell.how they work.

means. 6ive two examples

Concepts

1. definition .of interdependence

pie of A & B (interdependent

example of C & D (interdependent

4. explanation of

explanation of

nation of

explanation of

Concepts.

1.

how A affects B

how B affects A

hOw C affects D

how D affects C

definition of
interdependence

example .of A&B

example of CLD

4 explanation of
how A affects B

explanation of
how B affects A

explanation of
how C affects D

explanation of
how D affects C

pair

pair)

Examples from Essays

two th ngs helping each other

of interdependencf

work' g ogether in two different
ways

when two objects depend on
each other

.

cows rely on clover

animals need other animals

no matching responses

no matchingfesponses

no matching responses

no matching responses

no matching responses

1._

Points

1

1

.1

Points Awarded

0



Ecology Part II

Forrester

ClaSs t.

Name

Grade

Division

Here are some multiple-choice questions about the ecology unit. Try to

answer each questiOn as well as you can by filling in the blank with the

Correct. response. Aifeyou don't know the answer to a question, make you'

best guess-. Be-sute to have an answer for every question.

4

You'll have 15 minutes to anewer,p
your paper.

If you finish early, hand in

1.. Which of the following is an example of interdependence ?.

a)- a plant-using sunlight
b) a bird migrating
c) cows fertilizing plants they eat
d) squirrels building nests in trees
.

Temperature is determined by the altitude th_ an ecosystem and

by the ecosystem's

a) amount of carbon dioxide.
b) latitude.
c) longitude
d) amount of anis ure.

If a living thing makes its own food, it is called

a) a producer.
b) a 1st order con _r.

c) a decomposer.
d) prey.

4. The climate of an ecosystem has two basic parts. What

these two parts?

soil type; temperature
b) moisture, temperature
c) soil type; 'moisture
d) ,altitude, 'cemperature

5. A bird gets energy from eating sunflower seeds. Later, a at gets

energy from eating the bird. These events make up

a) a predator-prey relationship.
b) a food chain-

an ecosystem.
d) 'a biome -.-
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A tr a just before it is chopped down contains what kind of energy?

a) heat energy'
b) mechanical energy
c) potential energy
d)' kinetic energy

7. Which would explain a doubling of the moles in Manley Park?

a) an increase in death rate
lb) an increase in the number,of.foxes in Stanley Park

c) decomposers becoming more efficient
d) an increase in the birth rate of moles

When an ecologist stpdies several species of plants that live

in the same area, he is studying

a) an ecosystem.
!b) a community.
c) populations.

- d) foOd webs.

9. If carbon dioxide were taken away from the atmosplie e which living

thing would experience problems first?

. a) first order consumers
b) producers
c) decomposers
d) second order consumers

10. The specific area in which a population of swallows lives is

Called its ,

a) community.-
b) environment.
c) ecosystem
d) habitat.

11. Name one way that energy ost in the ecosystem.

12. Which is not part of the nitrogen cycle?

a) upheavals in the earth's crust
b) rain falling through the atmosphere
c) the activities of decomposers
d) the activities of green plants



13. 'Immigration of a swarm of bees into a park-would result in

a) an increase in the bee population
b) a decrease in predators of bees.
c) an increase in diseases that kill bees.

d) a change in the energy flow.

14. When whales'eat very small animals, they are participating in a

15.

a) predator-prey relationship.
b) good-bad relationship.
c) benefit - no difference relationship.
d) mutual benefit relationship.

A complex relationship involving many plants and animals that

feed on each other is called a

a) feeding relationship .
b) habitat.
-c) food chain.
d) food web.

16. There are black squirrels and grey_aguirrels in a certain area.

They /Live in the same trees and eat the same food. This is an

example of what kind of relationship?

a) predator'-prey
b) mutual benefit.
c) competitive
d) benefit-no difference

17. What is the main of decomposers in the ecosystem?

a) they create energy
b) they return heat to the environment
c) they recycle matter'from dead things for use by other things

d) :they- decrease the mineral supply in the environment

18. Lichen that grows on racks is really made up on two living things.

The first one makes sap that the second one eats, while the

second one collects water for the first one. This is an example

of what kind of relationship?

a) mutual benefit
b) predator-prey
el benefit-no" difference
d) competitive

fi

19. When a robin eats blueberries, the robin is call

a) producer.
b) decomposer.
c) consumer.
d) predator.
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20. Through which of the following does the - greatest amount of

energy flow?

a)- producers
b) 2nd order consumers
c) 1st order consumers
A) . decomposers

21. A collection of populations of different, species that depend on
each_other_and_live=in_the_same_area is called_a

community-
. b population.
c) riood-web.

d) habitat.

-- 22. When animals like racoons changed their diet to include human=
garbage so they could live in areas *here towns had developed,

the raccoons had

a) mutated.
b) adapted.
c) evolved.
d) migrated.'

23. Which of the following is a good example of an ecological community?

a) 'whales, frogs, lizards, and seaweed

b) deer, berry bushes, Wolves, and bacteria'

e) moss, cactus, rabbits and salmon

d) pine trees, salamanders, spiders-and porpoises

energy that flows in the ecosystem moves in a very important way.

This-energy moves from

a) consumers to producers and back again.

b) sun-to decomposers = ,

c) plants to prod- -era.
d) producers to insumers.
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Mr. Forrester Class A

ECOLOGY Multi le-Choice Test

Item

A

7

10

11 growth fat/storage,
Muscle action

12

230

Item Correct Anpwer

i3 A

14 4 A

15

16

17

19 A

19

20

21

22

23

24

A

A

D



Forrester - Class A

ECOLOGY Multirae-Ghoice Test
Items from Each Lesson

LESSONS

ITEMS: 16T 3T - 20 17T 1ST 13 10T 2T

14T 19T 24T 9 1 7T 21T 22T

18 6 I1T 12T ST ST 23 4

Note: T means that the content in the item was tagged with
an instructional stimulus during the lesson.

2

ECOLOGY Essay Test
Items from Each Lesson .

LESSO'NS
3 4 7

2



Forrester - Class A

Concepts

ECOLOGY: Lesson One

'1. competitive relationships
2. mutual benefit'

benefit-no difference
predator -prey relationship
ecosystem

6. lationship.

ECOLOGY: Lesson Two

1. ecosystem
2. energy conversion in plants

energy conversion
4. Potential energy
5. kinetic energy
6. .consumers
7. producers
S. photosynthesis
9. chlorophyll

10. energy

ECOLOGY: Lesson T

1.- unidirectional flow of energy
2. energy loss to heat-St growth
3. energy loss through.ecosySteM

ECOLOGY: on Four

1. producers
2. consumers
3. decomposers
4. carbon cycle
5. nitrogen cycle

ECOLOGY: Lesson Five

1. food chain
2. food web
3. interdependence

ECOLOGY: Lesson Six

1. reasons for increase in
populations

2- definition of populations
3. reasons for decrease in

populations

Number of Times Number of Times
Concept was Taught Concept was Tagged

2

2

1

1

3

2

1

1

1
1
1

1

.

1

1

1

1

1

1 1

2

2 1

1 1

1 1

- 1

1 1

-1

2

2

1

2

1



Mr. Forrester - Class A

Concepts

ECOLOGY: Lesson Seven

1. interdependence
habitat _

3. definition of communities
4. changes in communities

ECOLOGY: Lesson Eight

1. climate - major influence
in ecosystem

2. temperature - latitude and
altitude
another main factor in the
ecosystem is soil type

4_ adaptation t definition
5. adaptation *physical
6. adaptation - behavioral
7. ecosystem has living and

non-living components

Number of Times
Concept ova Taught Concept was Tagged

1

Number of T me

2

A
1

2

-1

j

1

1

1

1



V

APPENDIX G

ICR Aptitude' and Achievement Measures

for Class B Study IV

235

221



Note: Three sheets cannon to all'classes participating in

the project not duplicated here. They can be

"A3f found in Appendix F and are titled:

(1) Instrxac
Testimg

for Student IS-ICR Aptitude
Research Assistants

Iriduction Before Handing Out Aptitude
Test Forms

(3) Achle-Niernent Tests for Hearing:
Teachers

236,
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Mr. Dixon

Class A

This

Name

Grade

like a regular multiple-col ce test. We will siziow you

last- Wedne d-,ay's lesson about hearing -on the TV. We will stomp the

videotape sometimes. When we atop the videotape, read the eftoices__
for the ques- tion number I will sax. Ti e choices describe die-ferent

ways that Mr - Dixon might have wanted 37- u to be thinking right at the
place where ewe stopped the tape. Choose' the answer that rOU -think is

right. Make- sure vou answer every quetittni. Cheek the line next to

your choice. Please look at me as soon as you have answered the

o will know when we can str-t, thestape again.

New, waWtch the television and I will show a very short hs./A of

teaching. Wiltl-ien the tape is over, look at the example below _.nd check

the line nextrt to your choice.

1. Wow did phis teacher want you to thaink NOW?

Piur e out the rule.

7.imorize the sentence.

up an example like thim one.

Somcti play a couple of minutes of tape before

stopping it again; sometimes I will pl-my only 5. or 10 seconds- - Pay

very close attention to the videotape .t all times that it la on.

Now, will .play the tape., When r atop it, check the li -1.e next

the way yr -p think, this teacher wantft

place I stepped the tape.

237

au to think right thia :
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How does Mr. Dixon want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twi ce in your find.
B. ry to remember- something in parties)]
C. Check- to see if you understand what you have
D. Listen carefully to what the next- students say.

learned,

How does Mr. Dixon want you to think now?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Say this idea once or twice in your remind.

Figure out what is the same and diffrent about the tw o ideas.
Think what is the same about _ the teerrms and a diagram.

Pay elose attention to the very next thing.

How does Mr. Dixon want you to think now?

A. Pigure out what is the same and different about the twro ideas.
B. Remember the key parts of an idea aj1 use them to get an answer
C. Say this idea once or twice in your =rind.
D. Check to see if' you understand _whit y-ou have learned.

LI . How does Mr. Dixon want you to think now?.

A. Listen carefully to what the next _stt=tdents say.
B. Check to see if you understand what y---ou have learned.
C. Pay close attention to the very next thing.

D. Try to remember. something in eartietll_ar.

How does Mr. Dikon want you to think now?

Say this idea once or twice in your rend.
Listen carefully to what the next at=dents say.
Think what is the same about the tefrm and a sound.

D. _Pay close_ attention Ito the very next thing.

does Mr. Dixon want you to think now?

A.
B.
C.
D.

'Say this idea once or twice in your rmind.
Figure out what is the same and i rent, about the tin ideas.
Check to.see if you understand what }..you have learned.
Try to remember- something in partiouWar.

How- does Mr. Dixon want you to think now?

A.. Remember the key parts of an idea
B. Try to remember something in part
C. Check tosie it you understand
D. Listen carefully to what the next

238
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S. How does Mr. Dixon want you to think now?

A. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
B. Think what is the same ab6ut the term and a diagram.

Try to remember something in particular.
Say this idea once or twice in your mind.

9. How does Mr. Dixon want you to think now?

A. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answer
B. Think what is_the_same about_the term -and a diagram.
C. Try to remember something in particular.
D. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.

.10. How does Mr. Dixon want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
C. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.

11. How does Mr. Dixon want you to think now?

A. Figure out what is same and different about the two ideas.
B. Check to see if you understand what you, have learned.
C. Listen carefully to what the next'students say.
D. Think what is the same hbout the term and a diagram.

1 .-How-does Mr. Dixon want you to think now?

A. Pay'closeattention to the very next thing.
B. Remember the key parts- of an idea and use them to get an answer
C. Try to remember something in-particular.
D. Think what is the same about the. -term and a diagram.

13. How does Mr. Dixon want you to think

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. 'Pay close attention to the very next thing,
C. 'Figure out what is= the same and different about the.two ideas.
D. Check-to,see if you understand what you have learned.

14. How does Mr. Dixon want you to think now?

A. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answer
B. Try to remember somethipg in particular.
C. Listen carefully to what the next students
D. Figure out what is the same and different about the two. ideas.

5 How does Mr.-Dixon want you to think now?

A. Figure out what is the same and different about,the two idea
B. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an'answer
C. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
D. SaV this idea once or twice in your mind.

239 225



16. How doe

A.
B.

C.
D.

nr----

17. -How does

Mr. Dixon want you to think now?

Pay close attention to the very next thing.
Check to see if you-understand what you have learned.
Think what is the sate about the term and a diagram.
Try to remember something in particular.

Mr. Dixon want you to think now?

---A-----Saythisideaonceor7twice- in yourmind.
B. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
C. Figure what is the same and different about the two idea

'D. Check.to see if you understand what you have learned.

18. How does M_. Dixon-want you to think now?

A. Remember the key-parts of an idea and use them to get an answer
B. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
C. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
D. Try ,to remember,something in particular.

19. How does . Dixon want you to think now?

A. -Pay close attention to the very next thing.
B. Remember the key parts qr an idea and use them-to get an answer
C. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram

20 How does Mr. Dixon want you to think now?

we.==ff.

A.
B.
C.

D.

Listen carefully to what the next students say.
Try to remember something in particular. .

Think what As the same about the term 'and a diagram.
FigUre out what is the same and different about the two ideas.



Dixon Class B

A itude De5tr Msw r Ke

1

2

_ Correct Answer

11

12

3 13 B

4 14 A

15

16 A

7 17

C 18

C 19

10 A 20

2 7



Hearing Fart I Name

Mr.Dixon Grade

Class B Division

--Here-are-some-short-essay-questions-about-the-materiai-in-the-unit-on-hearIng---
Try to answer each cane -as well as you can. You will have 20 (twenty) minutes

to answer Part I. If you finish early, hand in Part I-and you will be given

Part II.

1. Use three ) technical terms to describe differences in the sounds made
by a bass drum and a kitten mewing. What does each term mean?,

242

22&



Give two examples of what= might happen to a, small child who did not
have a startle response, How might the child behave differently if
he/she had a startle reoponse?

243
22-9



Mr. Dixon - Class B

assay One: Mode

Use three (3) technical. terms to describe differences in the sounds made
by a bass drum and a kitten mewing. What does each term mean?

Concept

Statement of

1. pitch

2. volume

3. timbre

Definition of

4. pitch

5. volume

6. timbre

Distinction between

7. pitch in bass
drum and kitten

volume in bass
drum and kitten

9. timbre in bass
drum and kitten.

Concept

pitch

2. volume

timbre

'pitch

5. volume

ideal Answer

highness or lowness of sound

loudness of sound

quality of sound

bass low pitch; kitten - high
pitch

the drum is most likely louder
'than the, kitten

a kitten mewing is a totally different
sound than a ba drum:

Examples from Essays

treble

loud and:low

high or low talking about music

high or low

loudness or quietness

244

230

Poixits

1

1

1

1

PointsAwarded



timbre one sound is stronger than the other -
which means pitch

7, pitch in bass
drum and kitten

volume in bass
drum and kitten

9. timbre in bass
drum and kitten

245

231



Dixon - Class

HEARING Essa

Give two examples of what might happen to-a small child who did not have a

- startle resPonse. Sow might the child behave differently if he/she had a

startle response?

Ideal Answer

Statement of:

1. First example a if he heard a loud sound, he would
child's action with not know how to react.

out startle response.

2. Second' example
child's action with-
out startle response.

3. Example 1 of child's
different behaviork
with startle response..

4. Example 2r:of child's
behavior with.
startle response.

No correct response given.

S/he would run out of the way.

No correct response given.-.

S. Definition of startle Startle response is -your reaction

response. to a sound.

Concept ExamOles from Essays

1. First example of
child's action with-
out startle response.

2. Second example of
child's action with-
but startle response.

-Points

1

1

ints Awarded

He,would not react as fast, would
not jump if a book dropped.

The child would most likely be deaf.

S/he would probably get hurt.

3. 'Example 1 of child's Nothing really would happen s/he

different behaviors had 'a startled response.

h startla response.

4. Example 2 of ,child's S/he would go and help whoever was

behavior with ih trouble.

startle response.

Definition of startle
response.

hdr examples given.

246



Hearing Part II

Mr. Dixon

Class B

Name

Grade

Division

Here are some multiple-choice questions about the-hearing unit. Try to
answer each question as well as you-can by filling in the blank with the

correct response'. If you don't know the answer to a question, make your
best guess. Be sure to have an answer for every question.

You'll have 15 minutes to answer Part II. If you finish early, hand
your paper.

1. Pitch tells us when someone 4

a) plays a high note instead of a low note.
b) plays hid instrument too loudly.
c) plays=the wrong instrument.
d) rings a bell too soon.

2. When we hear a familiar jingle, such as "You deserve a break
," we know what comes next because oftoday at

a) auditory memory.
b) auditory reflex.
o) patterning.
) the control cente

a) collect' _

b), tranamkoi vibirations _o, (bones.
balance.c crntrol balance.
-und to the

en 4 book is dropped on the_ floor, we hear _a sound because

a) the dustachian tubes react to sound waves in the air.
-h) the book and,the,floor are both solid objects.
c) air is forced between the book and floor at great
d) vibrations in the air are picked_up_by the ears.

does the cochlea do in the hearing system?

a) It identifies echo sounds.
b) It passes sound to the eardrum.
c) It helps transmitsaund to,the brain.

,d) It makes the euapchian tube vibrate.

,247-



6. Timbre refers to the

a) distance a sound travels.
b) movements ref the. eardrum`-
c) vibrations of the small bones
d) quality of sound.

7. After sound makes the eardrum vibrate, where does it go next?

a) outer ear
b) small bones
c) auditory nerve
d) semi-circular canal

8. What do decibels measure?

a) clarity
b) 'vibration
c) range
,d) loudness

9. What happens to molecules in the air when sound goes from a drum
to-the ear? They

a) _move from the drum to your ear.
b) bump into one another moving back and forth
c) scatter allover_ the plac6.
d) stay still and the sound travels around them.

10. Whith term refers" to loudness?

a1 volume
By pitch
'1 Wavelength'
d)' direction

Which of the following sounds would likely cause a startle response?

b)

c)

d)

piano player playsothe wrong note at a concert
a student beside you drops his pencil
the fire alarm goes off during silent reading period
your mother calls yoU in for'dinner

12. What part of t<& ear collects sound waves?

a) cochlea .c dustachian tube
b) outer ear .d) brain

248
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Mr. Dixon - Class B

BEARING Multiple-Choice Test

Answer Key

Item Correct Answer Item Correct Answer

1 A 7 B

2 A 8 D

C 9 B

4 D 10 A

C 11 C

6 D 12

j

249



Mx. Dixon Class_13

ITEMS:

HEARING Multiple-Choice Test
Items from Each Lesson

LESSONS
1 2

2 4

5 4 2

7 6 11

12 -10 9

HEARING Essay Test
Items from Each Lesson

L E S'S 0 N S

-

250

236



Vision- .Part I Name

Mr. Dixon Grade

Class B

Here are some short essay questions about the material in the:unit

on vision. Try to answer each one as well as you can. You will have

20 minutes to answer Part I. If you finish early, hand in Part I

and you will be given Part II.

1. Name all the parts of the human eye and describe what each one

does.

251 237



2. Name three (3) ways that an artist Can show that one thing is further
away from another in a painting. Tell how each way shows this.

252



3. In each box write the name of a different kind of lens. (You should

have a total of four (4) lenses.) Draw a picture of each lens in its box.

Example:

prism

picture of lens

name of lens

253 239



Mr. Dixon - Class B

VISION Essay One: Model Answer

the parts of the human eye and describe what each one does.

pon_c_tpt

1. statement of lens

2. function of lens

3. statement of retina

4. function of retina

5. statement of optic
nerve

6. fUnction of optic
nerve

7= statement of iris

Ideal Answer Points

focuses the 5 ria

catches light and makes a picture

sends the picture to your brain

.8. function of iris directs how much light goes in
your eye

9. statement of cornea

10. function of cornea contains the eye

npet Examples from Essays

2. function of lens a part in your eye that sends
light to the retina

used for focusing

4. function of retina it's like a film in the eye

a muscle around your eyeball

6. function of optic
nerve

8. function of iris

10. function of cornea

NOTE:

1

Points Awarded

0

your eye remembers what it-sees 0

connects-eye to Drain 1

to help direct light

lets in how much light the eye needs '1

protects and contains the eye

tip of the eye

0

titer response was acceptable for items 1, 3, 6, 7 and'.

254



Dixon - Class B

VISION Essay Two: Model_Answer

Name ways that an artist can show that one thing is farther away
from another in a painting. Tell how each ways shows this.

Concept

1. statement of overlap

2. overlap shows

statement of size

4. size shows

statement of
height in plane

height in plane
shows

1. statement of overlap

2. overlap shows

statement of size

4. s shows

Ideal Answer. Points

one object that overlaps another
makes it look in front of it

things that are higher
farther away

Ex pies from_Essays Points Awarded

overlap - the back one is farther 1

cover something up and makes it
look bigger

something that's closer overlaps
,another thing that's farther

behind each other

smaller,

put the bigger thing in frdnt and
smaller in back

.thd size of a thing'oan show you
a bit

5. statement of height height and plane
in plane

level (with a diagram.or explanation)

6. height in plane shows,- things higher are farther behind

thing look biggerPand farther

255 241
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Dixon - Class 9

Ess de e r

h each box write the name of a different kind of-lens.
otal of four (4) lenses.) Draw a picture of each lens

:xample:

:cqicept

statement of concave

picture of concave

statement of double
concave

prism

Ideal Answer

1, 3, 5, 7, 9 --
be used (though
essential, e.g.

(You should have a
in its box.

picture of 1

name of lens

exact words must
spelling is not
ooncav concave
complex convex)

2, 4, 60 8, 1p acceptable dia-
grams are shown below

I. picture of double

-
cave:con

=
concave

statement of convex

picture of convex

statement of double
convex

picture of double
convex

statement of convex/
concave

). picture of convex/
concave

convex:

I( O(

DD 1) 0)
double .concave:

A

double convex:

1)
concave/cOnvex: ),)

Points

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

maximum score of 8 (any combination of the above to give
a maximum of 6 points)

;011Cept_

statement of concave

statement of double
concave

Examples from Essays

one-sided conbave

double cave

256
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Vision Part II

Mr. Dixon

Class

Name

Grade

Meke'are some multiple-choice questions about the vision unit. Try to answer

each question as well as can by filling in the blank with the correct

response. If you don't kr.cw the answer to a question, make your best guess.

Be sure to have an answer for every question.

You'll have 15 minutes to answer Part II. If you finish early, hand in your

paper.

1. When a moth on a log is difficult to see becaus

the background, the term that describes this is

a) overlap-
b) autokinetic effect
c) retinal disparity.
d) camouflage .

blends with

2. How could you draw the picture of the plane using a monOcular cue

to show that the jet is closer than the clouds.

a) cover a cloud with part of the jet

b) draw the sun below the jet
c) draw the-jet smaller
d) cover the jet with part of a cloud

3. A lens that is flat on one side and curves inward on the other

side is called

a) convex ,

b) double concave.
c) double Convex.
d) concave ,

What does a lens of an eye do?

a) regulates the amount of light
b) focuses an Image
c) reflects light
d) passes the image to the brain

5. When you are looking at a picture the part t stands out is called

a) ground.
b) illuSion.-
c) figure.
d) set .

257 243



Place the letter of the term describing part of the eye in the
blank next to the tel-ht for the part of the camera which matches it..

a) cornea
b) brain
c) lens
d) optic nerve
e) retina
f) iris

7. Refraction is when light

a) disappears.
b) changes colour.
c) bends
d) bounces off an object.

diaphragm

television

audio-visual cable

S. Which prefix means two things to see with

a).=_mono
b) multi
c) pares

d) bi

9. A magnifying. glass is an

a) double convex
b) concave
c) double concave
d) convex

ample of what kind of lens?

Autokinetic-effect occurs when

a) something appears to move when it really is still.
b) the eye is moving 0 .

c) one eye sees a-slightly different picture than the other.
d)' light =lies very quickly,

11. Parallax means

a) the inverted image appears correct to the brain.
b) 'muscles in the eye adjust the focal point within the eyeball,
c) the eyeball moves to follow a moving object_
d) that each eye creates a different image of the same object.'

r

12. The band of colour
called

produced when light passes through a prism

a) an inversion of light.
b) a reflectio- of light.
c) a spectrum
d) an illusion-,

253



i3 When you look at this plc re, you know that tree #2 is behind

tree #1 because of

a) visual memory.
b) a monocular cue.
-0) parallax.=
(J) set .

259
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Mr. Dixon - Class B

VISION Multi-le-Choice Test

Answef Kdy

Item C_ erect Answer Item Correc

2 A 9

D 10

B 11

5 C 12

6 a 13

7

260

D

er



Dixon - Class B

1

ITEM_ 6a

ITEMS:

4

VISION Mu1tiple-Choice Test
Items from Each Lesson

L E S S 0-N S
2 3 4 5

2

11 5 7

13 10

12

6

VISION Essay Test
Items from Each Lesson

LESSONS
1

2

261
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Ecology Part

Mr. Dixon

- Class B

Name

Grade

Division

Here are some short essay questions about the material in the unitgon ecology
Try to answer each one as well as you can. You will have 20 minutes to
answer Part I. If you finish early, hand in Part l and you will be given
Part II.

1. what are three- factors which affect a biome? How does each factor have
it's effect?

262
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Draw and label- the parts c
each part.

a simple food chain. Give an example of

263

249



s ecological succession? Give an example and describe the
stages and the factors that influence the succession.

264
250



Dixon - Clas

_ECOLOGY Essa One: Model Answer

What are three factors which affect a biome? How does each factor have

its effect?

Concept Ideal Answer Points

Factors affecting biome

1. statement of climate

2. statement of soil

3. .statement of man

4. effects of climate Too much sun andnot enough raid
would dry up the land.

effects of soil No correct response submitted.

6. -effects of man

FOricept

Factors affecting beme

Putting chemicals or garbage in
river, pond, etc., kills so many
animals or fish.

1

1

1

1

Examples from Essays Points Awarded

1. statement of climate weather

3.

the 3 effects are the water and
the sand

air - we breathe it

statement of soil if there is too much rain or sun
it is too wet or too dry

desert

,dirtstatement cf man

4. effects of climate

plants grow in it

t doesn't have water in the desert

the insect eats the plants if there
is nothing to eat

5. affects of soil pollution

6. effects of man no further responses
r 0

265.
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0



Mr, Dixon - Class B

ECOLOGY Essay del _swer

Draw and label the parts of a simple food chain. Give an example of each
part..

Concept Ideal Answer Points

Label

1. producer

2. consumer 1

consumer 2

4. decomposer

Example of

5. producer

6. consumer 1

7. consumer 2

8. decomposer

Concept

Label

1. producer

2. consumer 1

3. consumer' 2

decomposer

Example of

5. producer

6. consumer 1

7. consumer 2

8. decomposer

1

1

1

Plant 1

insects eat plants 1

birds or frogs eat insects

remains- turn into soil

Examples from Esser Points Awarded

Wo further responses given.

No further responses given.

No further responses given.

No further responses given.

sun feeds plants

fly

throw away garbage

bug eats plant

insects,

pig-eats garbage

hawk eats snake

we eat pig

man kills hawk

boil the carrot

cats die

manure - then start over

owl turns to compo

266
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Mr. Dixon - Class B

What is ecological
and the factors that'influence

ECOLOGY Essay Threet Model Answer

succession? Give an example and describe the
succession._

Ideal AnConcept

1. definition of Ecological succession is change
succession in a thing and its surroundings.

stage 1 it can start out as a lake

3. stage 2 grass and bushes grow

4. stage 3 trees and animals

Factors affecting chan -e-
succession

5. climate

6. soil

man

ncept

definition of
succession

2. stage 1

3. stage 2

stage 3

Factors affecting
change-succession

5. climate

soil'

7. man

stages

Points

1

1

water hotness or coldness

you have dirt 1

pollution smoke, air, gases 1

Examples from Essays Points Awarded

succession is like life changing 1

at is that food chains build up 0

to make the world better 0

a desert might change ... 1

sand dunes have.less sand and
more bugs' 0

plants 0

desert could turn into.forests if
there is water underneath

trees grow and it becomes a forest 1

No other responses given.

No other responses given.

No other responses given.
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Ecology Part II Name

Di Grade

Class B Division

Here are some multiple-choice questions about the ecology unit. Try to

answer each question as well as you can by filling in the blank with the

correct response. If you don't know the answer to a question, make your

best uuess. Be sure to have an answer for every question.

You'll have 15 minutes to answer Part II. If you finish early, hand in

your paper.

1. If a living thing makes its own food, it is called

a) a producer.
b) a 1st order consumer.
c) a decompoSer.
d) prey.

2. The climate of an ecosystem
these two parts?

a) soil type; temperature
b) moisture, temperature
c) soil type, moisture
d) altitude, temperature

-basic parts. t are

A bird gets energy from eating sunflower seeds. Later, a cat gets

energy from eating the bird. These events make up,

a) a predator-prey relationship.
b) a food chain.
c) an ecosystem.
d) a biome.

4. Immigration of a s rm of bees into a park would result in

a) an increase in the bee population.
b) a decrease in predators of bees.
c) an increase in diseases that kill bees.

d) a change in the energy flow.

en whales eat very small animals, they are participating In a

a) predator-prey relationship.
b) ,good-bad relationship.
c) benefit-no difference relationship.
d) mutual benefit relationship.
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A complex relationship involving many plants and animals that
feed on each other is called a

a) feeding relationship.
b) habitat.
c) food chain.
d) food web.

7. What is the main role of decomposers in the e system

a) they create energy
b) they return heat to the environment
c) they recycle matter from dead things for use by other things
d) they decrease the mineral supply in the environment

8. When a robin eats blueberries, the robin is called a

a) producer.
b) decomposer.
c) Consumer.
d) predator.

9. A collection of populations of different species that depend on
each other and live in the same area is called a

community.
b) population.
c) food web.
d) habitat.

- 10. Which of the following is a good example of an ecological community?

a) whales, frogs, lizards, and seaweed
b) deer, berry bushes, wolves and bacteria

moss, cactus, rabbits and salmon
d) pine trees, salamanders, spiders and porpoises

11. Energy that flows in the ecosystem moves in a very =per a way.
This energy moves from

a) consumers to producers and back again.
b) sun 'to decomposers.
c) plants to producers.
d) producers to'conSumers,

_1 When the types of plants in an environment change from small shrubs .

to large trees over a hundred years, the process is called ,-

a) equilibrium
b) population advancement.
c) succession .
d) regeneration .
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The climax stage is when

a) the climate is most extreme.
b) there are mostly green plants.
c) there are the most consumers.
d) the vegetation does not change over time.

14. Which of the following is an example of a biome?

a) a dead tree
b) a pond in a rain forest
c) a community of rabbits
d) the world's,coniferovs forests

15. Which 'of these would be a man made influence of succession?

a) fire caused by lightning
b) Immigration of predators into the meadow
c) a long dry.spell
d) introduction of irrigation

15. Frogs eat insects. When humans spray insects and the frogs die,
this is an example of

a) ripple effect.
b) conservation .
c) succession .
d) evolution .

17. Ecology is the study of the relationship betwe

a) people and animals.
b) plants and animals.
c) living and nonliving things .
d) the flow of energy in an environment.

18. what factor causes succession ±v stop in the desert biome?

a) altitude
b) climate
c) climax vegetation
d)- ,latitude

19. Which of these is an example of an ecosystem?

.a) air Currents
b) a flood
c) the ocean
d) a man studying insects

20. One thing that trees add to the environment is

a) oxygen
b) minerals. d) energy.

c) carbon dioxide
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The term which refers to the earth, its living things and its
atmosphere is

a) environmen
b) ecosphere.
c) biome.
d) community.

Which phrase means the same as 'the earth has all its own raw

materials except the sun's energy'?

a) The earth conserves energy.
b) The earth is ecological.
c) The earth is in aquilibrium.
d) The earth is a closed system.

23. Which one of the following is a toxic material?

a) decomposer
b) clorophyli
c) insect spray
d) dead grass

2%. The careful use of natural resources by humans is called

b)

c)

d)

exploitation.
ecology.
conservation.
science.
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Mr. Dixon - Class S

1

ECOLOGY Multiple-Choice Test
Items from Each Lesson

LESS C NS
3 4 6 7

ITEMS: . 17 1 3T 5 I2T 2T 4

19 7 ST 9T 13T 14T 16 '422T

20T 11T ST 10 18 15 -2-a----- _24

ITEMS:

21

Note: T means
with an i

the content in the item --s t gge
uctional stimulus during les-on.

ECOLOGY Essay Test
Items from Each Lesson

1 2
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Rixon - Class B

Concepts
Number of Times Number of Times
Concept was Taught Concept was Tagged

ECOLOGY- Lesson One

1. ecology
2. ecosystem
3. environment
4. relationship
5. oxygen
6. What a tree gives to

its environment.
7. What a tree takes

from its environment.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

ECOLOGY: Lesson Two

1. energy 2

2. energy flow 1

3. energy pyramid 1

4. producers 1

5. decomposers 1

6. food chain 1

7. chlorophyll 1

ECOLOGY: Lesson Three

1. food web
2. producers 4

3. consumers 3

4. decomposers 2

5. predator-prey relationship 2

6. energy flow 1

7. dependence 1

8. populations 1

ECOLOGY: Lesson Four

1. community 2

2. temperature 2

3. environmental factors 1

4. climate and soil 1

5. hibernation 1

6. balance of nature 1 1

ECOLOGY: Lesson FiVe

1. Succession 1 1

2. succes4on stages 1 1

3. climax vegetation 1 1
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Mr. Dixon --Class

Concepts

ECOLOGY:

1. biore
2. -climate
3. weather
4. soil types
5. factors affecting biome
6. Arctic biome
7. man's effect biome_

ECOLOGY: Lesson Seven

1. pollution
2. pollutants
3. balance of nature
4. ripple effect
5. examples of pollution
6_ toxic material
7. effects-of pollution
8. sound pollution
9. air pollution

ECOLOGY: Lesson Eight

Number of Time
Concept was Taught

2

2

1.

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1. ecological. responsibility 2

2. conservation
3. earth is a.olosed system 2

4. ecosphere 1.

5. atmosphere
6. gravity 1

life-supporting gases' 1
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APPENDIX ii

ICR Aptitude and Achievement Measurqe

for Classes C, 0, and E, Study IV
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Note: Three shdets common to all classes participating in

the project are not duplicated here. They can be

found in Appendix F and are titled:

(1) Instructions for Student IS-ICR Aptitude

Testing for Research' Assistants

(2) Set Induction BefcK, Handing Out Aptitude

Test Forms

(3) Achievement Tests for Bearing: Notes for

Teachers
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es on ICR 6ttitude a,nd Achievement u_ for Classes and E

Because one teacher, Mrs. Christy, taught each of classes C, D,

and E, economies were sometimes possible in constructing measures

of achievement that wire valid reflections of the curricula taught

in the separate classeas. Listed below, in the order that they appear

in this Appendix, are the measures that are common and idiosyncratic-

among the three classes and measures that were idiosyncratic touch

class. Common items care included only once in this Appendix.

ICR Aptitude Test and Answer Key

Hearing Unit
Essay Test and Model Answers
Multiple-choice Test and
Answer Key
Items from each les s

Vision Unit
Essay TeSt and Modea Answers
Multiple-choice Test and

Answer Key
IteMs from each leszson

Eco gY Unit
Essay Test and Modea Answers
Multiple-choice Tes, AnSwer
/ Key and Concepts Taught

and Tagged
Items from each lesson

279
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idiosyncratic for each class

common across

common across
common across

common across

co_eon across
common across

classes C, D, and E

classes C, D, and E
classes C, D, and E

classes C, D, and E

classes C, U, and E
classes C, D, and E

common across classes C, D, and E

idiosyncratic for each class
idiosyncratic for each class



Mrs. Christy Name

Class C Grade

This is like a regular multiple-choice test.- We will .show vou

last Wednesday's lesson about hearing on the TV. We will stop the

videotape sometimes. When we stop the.v deotape, read -the choices

Tor the question number I will say. The choices describe different

ways that Mrs. Christy might have wanted YOU to be thinking right

the place where we stopped the tape. Choose the answer that YOU

think is right. Make sure you answer every question. Check the line

next to your choice. Please look at me as soon as you have answered

the question so I will know when we can' start the tape again.

Now,. watch the television and I will show a very short bit of

teaching.-7- When the tape is Over, look at the example below and check

the line next to your choice.

How .did this teacher want VOU to think NOW',

Figure out the rule..

Memorize the sentence.

Make up an example like this one.

Sometimes I will playa couple of minutes of tape before

stopping again; sometimes I-will play only 5 or- 10 seconds. Pay

very close attentiOnto,the-videotape at all times that it is on.

Now, I will play the tape. When I stop it, check the line next

to the way you think this,teacher wanted you to think right at the

.place stopped the tane.
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rs. Ch- A-titude Test

HoW does Mrs. Christy want you think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Try to remember something in particular.
C. Check to see if you understand what YOU have learned.
D. Listen carefully to what the nexietudents say.

How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Figure out what is the same:and different about the two ideas.
C. Think what is the same about the terms and a diagram.
D. Pay close attention to the very next thing.

How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Figure out what is the same and d ffere_ about the-tWo ideas.
B. Remember the key parts-of an idea and use them to get an answer
C. 'Say this idea once. or twice in Your mind.
D. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.

How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
B. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.
C. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
D. Try to remember something in particular.

. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Listen care -fully to what the next students say.-

Think what is the same about the term and a sound.
Pay close attention-to the very neX hing,

How doe . Christy want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
_B. Figure out what is the same and different about, the tWo ideas.
C. Cheek to see if you understand what you have learned.
D. Try to remember something in particular.

How does Mrs. Christy want yOu to think now?

A. Remember the key parts of an idea and use:them-to get an answer
Try 'to remember something in particular.
'Check to see if you underAand what you have learned.

L. Listeh carefully to whatthe next studentS say.
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How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
B. Think what is, the same about the term and a diagram.
C. Try to remember something in particular.
D. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.

How does Mrs. -Christy want you to think now?

A. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answer
B. Think what is the-same about the term and a diagram.
C. Try to remember something in particular.
D. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.

10. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
C. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a-diagram.

11. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
B. Check to see if you understand what you-have learned.
C. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.

12. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Pay,close attention to the very next thing..
B. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answer
C. Try to remember something in particular.
IL- Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.

13. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Say,this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Pay close-attention to the very next thing.
C. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
D. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.

111. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Remember the key parts of an -idea and use them to get an answer
B. Try to remember something in particular...
C. Listen carefully to what -the- next students say.
D. Figure what is the same and different about. the two Ideas.

How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Figure Iput what is the same and different about the w ideas.
B. Remember the key parts of an idea and use theM to get an .answer
C. Pay close attention to the'yery next thing.
D. Say this -idea once or twice in your mind.
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16. How does Mrs. Christy want vou to think now?

A. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
B. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.
C. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
D. Try to remember something in particular.

17. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
C. Figure what is the same and different about the two ideas.
D. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.

18. How does Mrs. Christy want you to:think now?

A; Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answer
B. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
C. Pay close attention to the very next thing.-
D. Try to remember something in particular.

19. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
B. Remember the key parts of an idea'and use them to get an answer
C. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.

20. How does Mrs. Christy,want you to think now?

A. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
B. Try to remember something in particular.
C. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
D. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
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Mss. C is - Class

Item

A-titude Tes _Answ r_Iey

ItsCorrect Answer

1 B 11

2

A 13

4 14

5 A 15

A 16

7 B 17

D 18

19

10 20
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Mrs. Christy Name

Class D Grade

This is like a regular multiple-choice test. We will show you

last Wednesday's lesson about' hearing on the TV. We will stop the

videotape sometimes. When we ston the videotape, read the-choices

for the question number I will say. The choices describe different

ways that Mrs. Christy might have wanted you to he thinking right at

the place where we stopped the tape. Choose the answer that YOU

think in right. Make sure you answer every question. Check the line

next your choice. Please look at me as sore as you hgve answered

the question so I will know when we can start the tape again.

Now, watch the television and I will show a very short bit of

teaching. When the tape is over, look at the example below and check

the line next to your chOice.

-1. Now did this teacher t you to think NOW?.

Figure out the rule.

Memorize the sentence.

Make up an example like this one.

Sometimes I w I play a couple of minutes of tape before

stopping it again; sometimes I will play only 9 or 10 seconds. Pay

very close attention to the videotape at all times that it is on.

Now, will play the tape. When I stop it, check the line next

to the way you think this teacher wanted you to think right at the

place I stopped the tape..
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y'- Class D TS-TCR Aptitude

How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
D. Try to remember something in particular.
C. Check to see if you understand what yoii have learned.
D. Listen carefully to what the next students say.

How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. .Sav this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Figure out what is -the same and different' about the two ideas.
C. Think what is the same about the terms and a 4iagram.
D. Pay close attention to the very next.thing.

A

How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Figure out what is the same and different about he two.ideas.
B. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get ananswer
C. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
D. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.

How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
B. Check to see. if you understand what you have learned.
C. Pay close attentiir to.the very next thing.
D. Try to remember something in partidular.

How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
C. Think what is the same about the term and a sound.
D. Pay close attention to the very next thing.

How clods Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Say this-idea once or twice in your mind.
B.' Figure out what-is the same and different about the two ideas.
C. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.
D. Try to remember something in particular.

How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answer
B. Try to remember something in particular.
C. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.
D. Listen carefully to what the next students.say.
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9. How does Mrs. Christy w74-!t you to think now?

A. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
B. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
C. Try to remember something in particular.
D. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.

How does Mrs. Chri nt you to think now?

A. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answer
B. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
C.' Try to remember something in particular.
D. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.

10. How does Mr_: Christy want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Pay close atte to the very next thing.
C. Listen carefully to what the next students.say.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.

11. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
B. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.
C. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram-

12. How does Mrs. Christy Want you to think now?

A. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
B. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answer
C. Try to remember Something in particUlar.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.

19. How does. Christy want you to think now?

A. Say this.idea once or twice in your mind.
B. .Pay close attention to the very next thing.
C. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
D. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.

14 How does Mrs. Christy want You to think now?

A. Remember the key carts of an idea and use them to get an answer
B. Try to remember something in ,particular.
C. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
D. Figure out what is the same and different about the two

15. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Figure out what is the-same and different about the two ideasi
B. 'Remember the key parts of an idea' -and use them to get an answer
C. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
D. Say this idea once or twice in. your mind.
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How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
B. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.
C. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
D. Try to remember something in particular'.

How does Mrs..Christy want you to think now?

Say this- idea once or twice in your mind.
Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.-.
Figure what is the same and different ab ut the two Ideas.

D. Check to see if you understand what you Lave learned.

does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answer
B. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
C. Pay clOse attention to the very next thing.
D. Try to remember something in particular.

How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now

A. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
B. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answer
C. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.

0. How does Mrs. Christy ant you to think no

A. Listen carefully to what the next students sa-
B. Try to remember something in particular.
C. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
D. Figure-out what is the sameanddifferent about the two ideaS.



Cbr_isty Class D

Aptitude Test AnswAnswer Key

Tte Correct Answer Item Correct An swer

18 11

2 12 A

D 13

4 A 14

5 0 15

A 16 D

7 A 17 D

18

9 19 A

10 D 20
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isty Name

Class E Grade

This is like a regular multiple - choice test. We will show you

last Wednesday's lesson about hearing on the TV. We will stop the

videotape sometimes. When w ,stoo the videotape, read the choices

for the question number I will say. The choices describe differt<It

s that Mrs. Christy might have wanted you to be thinking -iglt at

the place where we stopped the tape. Choose the answer that YOU

think is right. Make sure you an6wer every question. Check the line

next to your choice. Please k at me as soon as you have answered

the question so I will know when we can start the tape again.

Now, watch the television and I will show a very short bit of

teaching. When the tape is over, lock at the example below and check

the line next to your choice.

1. How did this teacher want you to think NOW?

Figure out the rule.

Memorize the sentence.

Make up an example like this one.

Sometimes I will play a couple of minutes of tape before
. .

stopping it again; sometimes .I will play only 5 or lOseconds.' Pay

very close attention to the videotape at all times that it is'on.

Now, I will play the tape. When -I stop it, check the linernext

to the way` you think this teacher wanted you to thinkright at the

place I stopped the tape.
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Mrs. sty's Class F TS-ICR A t tude Test

How does Mrs. Christy want You to think ndw?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Try to remember something in particular.
C. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.
D. Listen carefully to what the next students say.

How does Mrs. Christy want ycu to think now?.

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
a. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
C. Think what is the same about the-terms and a diagram.
D. Pay close attention to the very next thing.

3. How does Mrs. Christy want You to think now?

D.

Figure out 4-hat is the same and different about the two ideas.
Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answer
Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
Check to see if you understand what yod have learned.

4. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Listen carefully to what the next 'students say.
B. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.
C. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
D. Try to remember something in particular.

How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Listen carefUlly to what the next students say.
C. Think what is the same about the term and a sound.
D. Pay close attention to the very next thing.

How does Mrs. Christy waneYou to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind;'
B. Figure out what is the same and different about-the two ideas
C. Check to see if you understand what-you have learned.
D. try to remember something in particular.

How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Remember the key parts of,an idea and-use them to get an answer
B. Try to remember something_in particular
C. Check to se4S you understand whet you have learned._
P. Listen carefully to what thejleit students say.



How does Mrs.- Ch-
ir

v want you to think now?

A. Figure` out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
B. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
C. Try to remember something in particular.
D. Say this idea once or twice in Your mind.

How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an answer
B. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
C. Try to remember something in particular.
D. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.

10. How does Christy want vou to think now?-

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
C. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.

11. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Figure out what is the same and different about the two ideas.
B. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.
C. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.

12. Ho-.does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Pay close attention to the very next thing.,
Be Remember the key parts of an'idea and use them to get an answer
C. Try to-remember something in particular.
D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.

13. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.
B. Pay close attention to the very next thing. .

C. Figure out-what is the same and different about the two ideas.
D. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.

14. How does Mrs; thrigty want you to'think now?
3

A% Remember the key parts of an idea and us6 them to get an answer
B. Try to remember something in particular.
C. Listen carefully to what the next students say.
D.' Figure out-what is the same and-different about the two ideas.

15. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Figure out -what is the same and different about the two ideas.

B. Remember the ke parts of an idea and use them to get an answer

C. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
D. Say this idea once%or twice in your mind.

292
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16. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Pay close attention to the very next thing.
B. Ch-eck to see if you understand what you have learned.

C. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
A? D. Try to remember something in particular.

17. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.

B. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.
C. Figure what is the same and different about the two Ideas.
D. Check to see if you understand what you have learned.-

184 How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Remember the 14%.7 parts of an idea and use them
B. Figure out what is the same and different abou

-C. Fay close attention to the very next thing.
D. Try to remember something in particular.

1c1. How does . Christy want you to think now?

an answer
o ideas.

A. Pay close attention to the very next thing.

B. Remember the key parts of an idea and use them to get an an

C. Say this idea once or twice in your mind.

D. Think what is the same about the term and a diagram.

20. How does Mrs. Christy want you to think now?

A. Listen carefully to what the next students say-
B. ,Try to remember something in particular.
C. Think What is the same about the term and a diagram.
D. Figure out what is the same and different about the

293
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Item Answe r Item Co ect AnsWer

11 A

12

A 13 D

4 14

5 A 15

6 16

7 17

8 D 18

9 D 19

10 20
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Hearing Part I Name

Christy

Class C,D,E

Grade

Division

Here are some short essay questions about the material in the unit on hearing.

Try to answer each one as well as you can You will have 20 (twenty) minutes

to answer Fart I. If you finish early, hand in Part I and you will be given

Part II,

Name three different things that could cause people to become deaf.
and describe how each affects parts of the hearing system.

295



2. alDra- as waves

hi4h volume

pat rchni

a)

at show high s=aid low vol e.

low volume

i different about these two sound waves?

ound waves that show high and lo w pitch.

high gtch

WaVe

to pig h

technical wo6a@11s what is d erent out these two sound

5?

296

281



Christy - Classes C, D,

HEARING Essay One: Model Answer

Name three different things that could cause people to become deaf and

describe how each affects parts of the hearing system.

Statement
the 5 causes

loud noises

b. di

heredity

4= struck on the
head

Points Points

Effect Cause Effect

prevent vibratiohs

high fever 1

prevent vibrations 1 1

damage to the cerebellum could
prevent message being inter-
preted

damage _ to any prevent vibrations 1 1

part of the ear

Concept 7_ C

1. loud noises

disease

hexed

Examples from Essays

hear loud noises over a long
-period of time

alot of=noise could break the
hammer or damage the other
bones

the mumps could cause high
fever and high fever affects
your hearing

sometimes people are deaf be-.
cause they inherit it from their
parents or relatives

when your parents are deaf and
they had you

4. struck on the o a person could be struck or
head the head and break-the hammer

or anvil

it yoU got hit 6n the head
injure a part of your ear,
could cause a slow deafness

Points Awarded
for Cause



anacje to any
vibratE-_ng part

212.11.= ects

I- loud n=,ises

cliseaS

notedi=y

44 struck

dead

on the

7amage to a.n
part o the ear

another way is that all three
of the ossicles could get
damaged and couldn't send
sound waves through the ear

Points Awarded
Examples from Essays for Cause

if one of your bones have
not produced properly that
could cause it not to vibrate
and it will make you hear
distorted sounds

damage to the cerebellum could
have an effect on y r b _in
receiving the message

if the hammer is not vibrating
properly, then the anvil will
not work then it can't go to
other parts with the right
information to the brain

you could have a ruptured ear-
drum which if it doesn't vibrate
then the three bones will not,,
so you can't hear

Unacceptable Answers

1

1

1

1

Points Awarder

an illness for the same pres-
sure in the ear and out or
not the same pressure builds
up:and effects some part of the
ear 0

if one of the sound holes gets
stuck 0

another way is that it might
get really badly clogged with
wax in one ear ana they are not
able to get it out

298
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Mrs. Christy

HEARING Essay Two: Model Answer

Draw sound waves that show high and low volume.

Diagram

a) high volume

low volume

technical word
which tells what
is different
about these two
sound waves

Examples

Christy - Classes C, D E

intens

Draw sound waves that show high and low pitcl.

Diagram

high pitch

low pitch

technical word
which tells what
is diffekent
'about these two
sound waves

Examples

frequency

29928

Points

1

1

1

1

1



Hearing Part II

Mrs. Christy

Class C,D,E

Name

Grade

Division

Here are some questions about the hearing unit. Try to answer each question
as best as you can by filling in the blank with the orrect response. If you
don't know the answer to a question, E21512111Lbest guess. -Be sure to have
an answer for everyxluestion.

You will have 15 (fifteen) minutes :0 answer these questions. if you finish
early, hand in your paper.

This diagram labels parts of the. ear.

What is

C.

D.

300



The function of the hair and wax of the outer ear i to

a) alert the ear to incoming sounds.
b) prevent dust from entering the ear
c) funnel sound waves-onto the eardrum.
d) prevent loud sounds from damaging the ear.

Which term refers to loudness?

a) pitch
b) wavelength
c) volume
d) direction

The number

a) frequency,
b) amplitude.
c)' volume.

,

d) intensity.

cycles per second in a wave of sound is called its

Which of, the following refers to timbre?

a) -the distahce a sound travels
b) the quality ,pf sound
c) the difference in -the loudness of notes
d) -the hhight of a sound-wave

r-

Which diagram shows sound - waves -with the lowest pitch?

b)



1 1 city of 'sound refers to its

a) speed.
b) frequency-
c) loudness
d) length

When Jill's teacher says, "Class, clear your desk," the studen
get up to go for lunch. This is an example of a

a) rflex
b) startle response.
c) learned response
d) unlearned code.

9 When a book is dropped on the floor, we hear a sound because the

a). air is made to vibrate-when the book hits the floor.
b) Eustachian tubes react to sound waves in,the air.
c) book amplifies the sound.
d) book and the floor were both solid o _ts,

10. The ,unit used to measure the volume ound

a) hertt.
b) waves,
c) calories.
d) decibels.

11. Which of the following could cause you to lose your hearing
permanently?

a) a cold
b) eustachia tube
c) ear wax

mumps

302 28



Mrs. stv C se 0

HEARING

Correct Answer

pinna

-;"

,eustachian tube

cochlea

anvil, stirs 2

A

303

Item

7

0

ii

Co ct Answer

B

A

.D



1

Classes C, D & E

ING Multiple-Choice Test
tee from each lesson

L'ES§ONS
2

ITEMS:

id

7

10

11

HEARING Essay That
Items from Each Lesson

LESSONS
1-2 3-4
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Vision Part I 'Name

Mrs. Christy. Grad

Class C,D,E Divisien

Here are some short essay questions about the material in'the unit on-vision.

Try to answer each'one as well as you can; YoU will have 20 minutes to

answer Part I. If you finish'early, hand in Part I and you will be given

Part II.

Name all the pArts of the human-eye and desor e what each one does.

305 290



in each box, write the name of a different kind
picture of that lens.

. Example:
-prism

ans

.sns 4



DefXne nearsightedness and farsightednes and name a lens that would

ffcorrect each problem.
a

$



Classes C,.$ D, E

VISION -One: Model s e

`Name all the parts of the human -e an

_Statement of

1) muscles ',moves the eye

2) `retina imprints image

3) pupil

4) iris

Function

5) optic nerve

6) lens

) cornea

Concepts

describe what each one_ _

Point o

Statement

allows aight to enter 'eye

muscle that allows-light to
enter, eye

transmits message

focuses, image

protects theeyeb- 1

the brain

Pointe for

1

1

paints for Points for

'Statement of EnaelEE5IMEMEa Statement Function

1) muscles help to move your eye ,

ina

-pupil

allow the .eye to move freely

work in pairs

make theeye blink'

shows the picture of the
object being looked at

images are sent to it and
then turned right side up

0

protectL the-fluid

retina is whatsends the. -.

image'. the brain

pupil_getS bigget or smaller,
depending On how much light
there is

1

1

0

Li



c79,ot.in

,47.4 _ heT S' you .see

ode that-you
trom

9ptib netVe

lens

7) cornea

es-pupil

_ 1,..ight so r,t will

:41,rough

oolortti4part of the eye and
thGte is a pupil. in the
middle of it

'takeS message to. the brain

sends the images to the brain

a nerve that travels from your
eye.to yOur brain - itmakes
the biain move the muscles in
your eye

refracts light to the retina

makes the light -bend-so it will
reach the retina

gives protection for the eye

is to protect the,eye and help
you see better .

the outer part of your ey.eithat
protects from dirt coming in

.clear part, lets light in

the transparent part of the
eye 'which has no blood vessels

invisible layer that -coxers the
eyeball and sclera

1

0



Scoring Manual
concept muscles
for eyelid.

4

- Concepts

1) eyelid

VISION Essay -One Model Answer
-

n_
_

he same for Class' C, = s Clases,D and. E, except that the
was replaced with the oncept eyelid. Below are examples

. Examples from Essays

protects the eye from damage like.
strong light or to moisten your
eye by closing

protects the eye

310
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Mrs. kris 7 Classes_ C, D, E

VISION ESSez Two: Model_%pswer

each box, write the name of a different kind of lens and draw a picture
of that lens..

Statement of

Single Convex

Single Concave

uble Convex

Diagram
Points for Points for
Statement' Diagram

1

1



Mrs. Christy - Classes C, D, E

Statement of

Nearsightedness

VISION Essa- Three: ModellT.AE

Definition

The lightifocuses
short of the.
retina.

ins to Points for Points
Correct Definition-, Lens

concave

Farsig edness The light focuses'
beyond the retina, convex

concepts_

Nearsightedness

Examples froth Essays

when the object focuses before
the retina

when the focus of the object.4
that is being looked at is
focused in front of the retina 1

Points for Points for
Definition 'Lens

-.. light does not quite
,reach the retina

cannot sae near

Lens
0

concave.

Convex-.

Farsightedness when the image is focused
behind the retina-7-

LenS-

when the light focuses past
the retina

.

cannot see fat

... when you can't-see any
faraway so that you haveYto.
see something very close

convex

0

1

1.

concave

312



Vision Part II

N.christy

Class C,D#E

Here are sdme.Auestions about

as best as you can by filling

Name

Grade

Division

the 'vision unit. Try

in the blank with the

to answer each questi6n

c or rect response,

you don't know the answer to a question mak2x011313_

have an answer for every question.

VOU will have 15 (fifteen): minute

- early hand' in your paper.

to answer thethese questions.

1. Fill In the blank with the let

the part of the camera.

film

shutter

diaphram

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.

surtOto

.0

you finish

of the tern, that best matches

optic nerve
retina
eyelid
pupil
eyeball

The band of colors produced when light passes through

is called,

a)

b)
c)

an illusion.
a spectrUm.
a reflection.

d) an inversion.

The -optic nerve-

b)

c)
.d)

moves `the eyeball to focus on different objects.

reflects light to the -retina.

refracts light'to the cornea.
sendi Message's from the retina.to the brain.

Pr

If you put a pencil in a glass of water and look dawn along-the

pencil into the water; the pencil seems to bend at the water line.

This bending of light rays is knOwn as.

-a magnification.
b) reflection.
c) radiation.
d) refraction.

_



A moth on a log is difficult to see because it blends with the
background. The term Chit describes this is

a) Camouflage.
b) overlap: 1

c) retinal disparity.
d) optical illusion.

6. Blinking cleans your eye by

a) sprepding oil froth the back of the
b) moving all the dirtto the bottom..
c) squeezing aut.a tear to wash it
d) shutting out light.

7. When you lo ok into a:mirror, what you really see

a) \e'virtuel%image.
b) a reversed image..

an 'inverted image.
d) a concave image.

8. li*mirage is caused:by

'colorblindness.
b) reflection.
c) an eye 4efbct.
d) refraction.

.'

eyelid.

The place where all the rays come togethe'r on.the retina to foLlu
an image is called the

a) .focus.
b) spectrum.
c) blind spot.
d) impression.

10. The lens pictured to the right is

a) single concave.
b) single convex.
c) double concave.
d) double convex.

11. A periscope allows us to see around and over obstacles by using

a) prisms.
b) lights.
c) mirrors.
d) diaphrams.

314



12. A lens that separates --Avelengths-of fight into a color spectr'

a) spheric
b) convex.
c) concave.
d) prismatic.

13. Ifyou suddenly get a piec
is called

a) a voluntary reaction:
b)1 a reflex.
c) a focusing action:
d) an acquiredbehaVdour.

of dust in' your eye and blink, thip
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Classes

VISION Multi le-Choice Test

Anst..-Ter Key

Correct Answer

C

A

B

A

316

301

It
- -®

13

ect Answer

A



Mrs. Christy - Class C, D, E

Vision Multiple-Choice Test
Items from each lesson

IT :: 5 la

lb

lc

LESSON

4- 2

10

ITEMS:

V?Ision Essay Test
Items from each lesson

L E S S 0 N-

3 - 4

317

302



Ecology -Part I Name

Mrs. Christy

Class C, D,' E

Grade

Here are some short essay questions about the material in. the unit

on ecology., Try to answer each one as well as you can. You will have

70 minutes far Fart I. If ou finish early, hand in Part I and you

will be given Fart II.

Define an ecological relationship. How are commensalism and

mutualism similar and different? Give an example of each

318

303



Describe the steps ©f photos h-sis.



Stat& two advantages and two disadvantages of using ,so
energy in Burnaby.

320

30

ar



s. Christy Classes C,

ECOLOGY del

Define an ecological relationship. How are commensalism and mutualism sim'-
lar and different? Give an example, of each.

Concepts

1. ecological
relationships

2.

commensalism;
mutualism

similarity

commenSalibm;
-mutualism.
- difference'

5. example of
commensalism

6. example of
mutualism

Concepts

1. ecological
relationship

commensalism
- similarity

commensalism;
mutualism
- differences

Ideal Answer

two partners

b) one affects the ether

both have two partners

partners help. each other;
one is helped, the other is neither
helped nor harmed

remora fish and shark

and flower

Exam les-from Essays

an ecOlOgical relationship is
something that Must have two
partners and each must affect
the other in someway

-ecological relationship is the
relationship between one living
thing te- another living thing

an ethological relationship is When
two living things are friends and
they -are not enemies

both have two 'partners-

two partners and no one gets hurt

In Commensalism one helps the other
to. survive. -'In mutualism both help
earn other'to survive.

321

-Points

1,

1

1

Points Awar

.1

1-`



In commensalism one is helped, the
other is not harmed,and-in mutualism
both are helped, neither are harmed.

Mutualism means that partners help
each other and neither are harmeC
Commensalism is animals, one trying
to kill and eat the other.

5. commensalism remora fish & shark

F

mutualism

lynx and rabbit

owl and fish'

dog and w

flower and lbee

squirrel and chipmunk

322

1



isty Classes C, 0, E

ECOLOGY Essay mac= Model Answer

Describe the steps of photosynthesis.

Concept Steps

phdtosynthesis sun

Vii) leaf

chlorophyll

d) carbon dioxide

transpiration

.starches and carbohydrates

Concept

a) sun

b) leaf

Points

1

1

1

1

Examples from Essays P 'n -1AVarded

plant takes sun's energy

not mentioned

-diagram of leaf

not mentioned

chlorophyll' plant uses chlorophyll

chlorophyll

-rot mentioned

d) carbon plant takes in carbon dioxide
dioxide

not mentioned,

transpiration plant giv off oxygen

plant expels oxygen

plant exhales

not mentioned

starches and
carbohydrates

nlant uses energy to make food

not mentioned

.323

0

0

1

0

0

1

0



-s. Christy - Classes C, DL E

ECOLOGY Essa Three: Model Answer

State two advautages and two disadvantages of using solar energy in Burnaby.

Concept

Solar Energy:

advantages

disadvantages

Concept

Solar Energy:

advantages

clean

_ ficient
(reusable).

disadvantages

1. requires a
large storage
area

sun is variable
In the winter

3. expensive

Concept

advantages

Ideal Answer

1.. clean

`2.- efficient (reusable)

requires large storage area

2. sunlight variable in Vancouver

pensive

Examples from Esse

solar energy's advantages are
that it is 'clean

the advantages are that it can
be used over and over again

you need a lot of
the electricity

one disadvantage for
is'you need lots of
the tanks

to store

olar energy
OM to store

we don t have enough sun
winter

the

Po

one of the disadvantages of solar
,energy is that it costs a lot of money

the disadvantage is that it is costly

UnaCce table Answers

your electricity bill will be down

324

9

Points

1

Awarded

1



disadvantages

one advantage of having solar energy
is that we have a gocid hot summer

a disadvantage of solar energy is
that it might take longer.to work

you could get too much of it and it
could do some damage

325

0

0



Ecology Part II

Mrs. Christy

Class C

Name

Grade

Here are some questions about the ,ecology uniet. Try to answer each question
as bdSt as you can by filling in the blank with the'correct response. If you
don't know the answer to a question, Lnakeour. He sure to have
an answer for every question.

You will have 15 (fifteen) minutes to answer hese questions. If you finish
early; -hand in your paper.

1. The deer on Burnaby mountain eat leaves and grass They can be
called

a)- producers.
:b) herbivores.
c) predators,
d) carnivores.

2. Carbon dioxide is made up of carbon and oxygen. This is an example of

'a) a cYble.
1 b) an element.

c) a relationship.
d) a compound.

The material from which coal is formed is

a) rocks-
b)

c) plants.
d) shells.

4. Tapeworms live in the,intestines.Of host animals and live on the
nutrients of their hosts. This is an example of what kind of
relationship?

a) mutualism
b) amensalism
c) commensalism
d), competitive

5. Black squirrels and brown squirrels live in Stanley Park. They
live in the same trees and eat the same food. This is an example
of what kind of relationship7

). competitive
b) mutualism
c) commensalism
d) predAlon

326
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All living things include which the following el en

a). nitrogen, dioxide, calcium, hydrogen
b) nitrogen, carbon, chlorophyll, oxygen
c) nitrogen, carbon; oxygen, hydrogen
d) nitrogen, chlorophyll, calcium, carbon

7. A collection of populations that depend on each other and live
in the same area is called a

a) population.
b) community.
c) _food web.
d) habitat.

8. The chemical made by plants to use in photosynthesis is

carbon dioxide.
carbohydrates.
chlorophyll_
oxygen.

b)

c)

d)
A

9. Which of the following is a non - renewable source of energy?

a) wood
b) wind
c) oil
d) water

10. Which of the following is the definition of an ecological
relationship?

two partners and each affects the other
'a collection of things which are living and nonliving
interacting populations in one area
partners living in the same community but not related to each
other

11. A large land area which has the same kind of climate and soil
is called

a) a community.
b) a population.
c) an ecosystem.
d) a biome.

12. Nodules on bean plants contain

a) 'second-order consumers
b) nitrogen fixing bacteria.
c) chlorophyll.
d) scavengers.

13. Energy that is active and moving is called

kinetic.
chlorophyll

b) potential.
-d1 chemical.

327
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14. What do decomposers do in the ecosyst

They release matter from dead organisms for uSeby other

organisms.
b). They use heat in the environment.

c) They return energy to the environment for use by the producers.

d) They decrease the mineral supply in the environment.

15. Mosses and reindeer live in which biome?

a) tundra
b) grassland
c) deciduous forest
d) rain forest

16. The science of ecology mainly explores the

a) ways to conserve energy.
b) probleft of pollution and overpopulation.

c) relationshi PS between living and non-living things.

d) nature of living things.

17. A brown bear eats berries, field
description of a brown;bear is a

a) multi -level consumer.
b) scavenger.
c) decomposer.
d) herbivore.

honey and fish. The best

18. A complex relationship involving many plants and animal4

feed on each other is called a foo

a) chain.
b) web.
c) habitat.
d) relationship.

19. 'Hydrogen is example of a/an

a) element. ,

b) molecule.
c) starch.
d) compound_

20. The sun is an excellent source of energy because i

a) recycled.
b) radiant.
0 large.
d)' renewable-

328



21. The energy producers in all food chains

a) animals that contain chlorophyll.
b) small scavenge
c) bacteria.
d) green plants.

224 Lichen that grows on rocks is really-made up of two living

things, The first one makes sap that the second one eats, whi

the second one collects water for the first one. This is an

.example of what kind of relationship?

a) predation
b) commensalism
c) cOmpetitive
d) mutualism

23. The materials from which oil is formed are

a) rocks and shells.
b) plants and animals,

c) plants and-rocks.
d) animals and rocks.

24. Two of the advantages f solar energy are that=it is

a) clean and non-renewable.
b) clean- and efficient.

P)
renewable and easily stored.

d) efficient and easily stored.

329



- Class C

ECOLOGY Multi le-Choice Test

Correct Axiswer

2

3

4

6

7

3_O A

13_

12

330

Item

13

14

15

16

17

is
19

20

21

22

23

24

315

correctIII Answer

A

A

C

A

D

D

D

B



Mrs. Christy - Class C-

Conce ts

ECOLOGY: Lesson One

-cology
2. community
3. atmosphere
4. hydrosphere
5. lithosphere
6. biosphere

Number of Times
concept was Taught

1

1

1

1

1

7. all living things fade up
of elements
a) nitrogen 2

b) carbon 2

-0) oxygen 2

d) hydrogen 2

ecological relationships
- definition 2

a) neutralism 1

b) commensalism 1

c) mutualism 1

d) amengalism 1

- predation' 1

parasitism 1

competitive 1

ECOLO Lesson Two

Number of Times_

saa2vLtLami

1. ecology = 1

2. ecological relationships
definition

a): amensalism 1

b) mutualism 1

3. ecologist 1

4. ecosystem' 1 1

5. cycles 1 1

6. potential energy 1 1

7. kinetic energy 1 1

ECOLOGY: Lesson Three

1. potential energy
2. kinetic energy

photosynthesis
a) leaf
b) chlorophyll
c) carbon dioxide
d) transpiration
e) carbohydrates

4. plants as producers

2

2

1

2

1

2



_Christy - Class

Concepts
Number (of Times Number of l'7 4no9

Conee,t was -t was

5. consumers 2 1

6. herbivores 1 1

7. carnivores 1 1

ECOLOGY: Lesson Four

1. consumers
2: scavengers
3. decomposers 2

4. compounds 1

5. elements 1

6. carbon cycle 1

7. nitrogen cycle 1

B. food chain
9. water cycle

10. oxygen cycle

ECOLOGY: Lesson Five,

1

1

1. kinetic energy 1 1

2. potdntial energy 1 1

3. renewable resources 2

4. non-renewable resources 2

5. coal formed by dead plants 1 1

6. oil formed by dead plants
and animals , 1 1

7. food web 1 1

S. food'chain 1 1

ECOLOGY: Lesson Six

1. renewable resources 1 1

2. non-renewable resources 1 1

3. solar energy
a) advantages 1 1

b) disadvantages 2 2

food web
biomes
a) tuftara 1 1

b) coniferous 1 1

c) deciduous 1

d) rain forest 1 1
e) grassland 1

f) desert 1

332



Ecology Part II Name

Mrs. Christy Grade

Class D

Here are some questions about the ecology unit. Try to answer each question
as best as you can by filling in the blank with the correct response. If you
don!.t know the answer-to a question, make your best guess. Be sure to hate
an answer for every question.

You will have 15 minutes to answer these questions. If you finish early,
hand in your paper.

Black squirrels and brown squirrels live in Stanley Park. They
live in the same trees and -eat the same food. This is an example
of what }and of relationship?

a) mutualism
b) competitive
c) predation
d) commensalism

2. When whales eat microscopic animals, they are pirticipating in
.what kind of a relationship?

a) predation
b) mutualism
c) commensalism
d) competitive

Nodules on bean plants contain

a) chlorophyll.
b) second-order consumers.
c) .nitrogen fixing bacteria.
(3) scavengers.

4.' The Material from which coal is formed is

a) rocks.
-b) animals.
d) shells.
d) plants.

A complex relationship involving_ many plants and animals that feed
on each other is called a food

a) habitat.
b) web.

c) chain.
d) relationship.
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All living things include which of the following elements?

a) nitrogen, carbon, chlorophyll, oxygen
b) nitrogen, carbon, oxygen, hydrogen
c), nitrogen, dioxide, calcium, hydrogen
d) nitrogen, chlorophyll, calcium, carbdn

7. Two of the advantages of solar energy are that it is

a) clean and efficient.
b) renewable and easily stored.
c) clean and non-renewable.
d) efficient and easily stored.

A collection of populations that depend on each other and live

in the same Berea is called a

a) community.
b) food web.
c) habitat.
d) population.

9. The waste product of photosynthesis is

a) carbon.
'b) oxygen.
c) hydrogen.
d) nitrogen.

10. The energy producers in all food chains are

a) bacteria:\
b)- small scavengers.
c) green plants
d) animals that 'contain chlorophyll. .===

11. Which of the following is a good example of an ecological coin unity?

a) deer, berry bushes, wolves and bacteria
b) whales, frogs, lizards and seaweed
c) moss, cactus", rabbits and salmon
d) pine trees, salamanders, spiders and porpoises.

12. In Deer Lake,Clarge globs of floating algae would stop sunlight from
reaching many small water plants that some -fish, ate. This would have

a large effect on

a) energy flow from producers to consumers .
b) matter'cycles for water and carbon.
c) predation relationships between frogs and insects,

,d) the role of decomposers in the ecosystem_



13. What do decompose

15.

_ do in the ecosystem?.

a) They decreaSe the mineral supply in the environment.
b) They release matter from dead organisms for use by other

organisms.
c) Theyuse heat in t _ environment.
d) They return energy to the environment for use by the

producers.

Bydrogen-is an example f a/an

a) element.
b) starch.
c) molecule.
d) compound.

Energy that is active and moving is called

'a) potential.
b) kinetic-
c) chlorophyll-
d) chemical .

16. Lichen that grows pn rocks is really made up of two living things.
The.first one makes sap that the second one eats, while the
second one collects water for the first one. This is an example
of what kind-of relationship?

a) predation
b) mutualism
c) competitive
d) commensalism

17. The deer on Burnaby Mountain eat leaves and grass. They can be
called

a) producers.
b) predators.
c) herbivores..
d) carnivores.

18. A large land area which has the-same kind of climate and soil
is called

a) a population.
b) a biome.
cl an.ecosystem.
d) a community.

19. The chemical made by plants'to use in photosynthesis is

a) carbohydrates;
b) -chlorophyll.
c) carbon dioxide.
d) oxygen.-



20. Suppose a blueberry bush used sunlight to make food for itself,
and stored the food in its blueberries. A robin flies up and
lands on the bush and eats the blueberries. The robin would
be an exemple of a

a) decomposer.
b) predatiur.
c) producer.
d) consumer.

21. The science of ecology mainly explores the

problems of pollution and verpopulation.
b) ways to conserve energy.
c) nature of living things.
d) relationships between living and non-living things.

22: A bird eats sunflower seeds from a garden. Later, a cat eats
the.bird. Both events make up

a) a predation relationship.
b) a food chain.
c) an ecosystem.
d) a biome.

23. One of the steps of the oxygen cycle is

a) respiration.
b) oxidation.
o) carbonation.
d) precipitation:

24., Which of the following is the definition
relationship? ,

an ecological

d) partners living, in the same community_ but not related to
each other

b) interacting populations in one area
c) two partners and each affects the other
d) a collection of things which are living and non - living
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Mrs. Christy - Class D

Concepts

ECOLOGY: Lesson One

INer of Times Number of Times
Concept was Taught Crowa 'fagged

1. ecology
2. community 1

3. all living things -made
up of elements
a) nitrogen
b) carbon
C) oxygen
d) hydrogen

E _LOGY: Lesson Two

1. ecological relationships
- definition
a) neutralism
b) commensalism
c) mutualism
d) competitive
e) amensalism

ECOLOGY: Lesson Three

1. ecology
2. ecologist
3. ecosystem
4. kinetic energy
5. potential energy
6. photosynthesis

a) leaf
b) chlorophyll
c) carbon dioxide
d) transpiration
e) carbohydrates

7. plants as producers of energy
8. consumers
9. herbivor_s

10. carniv es

ECOLOGY: L sSon Four

1. potential energy
2. kinetic energy
3. photosynthesis
4. scavengers

decompoSers
6. carbon-cycle
7. nitrogen cycle
8. elements
-9. compounds

1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1

1

'1



Mrshr - Class 0

Number of Times Number of Times
Concepts Concept was Taught Concept was Tagged

ECOLOGY: Lesson Five

1. carbon cycle* 1

2. calcium cycle 1

3. photosynthesis 1 1

4. transpiration 2 2-

5. plants as producers of energy 1

6. nitrogen cycle 1

7. compounds 2 2

8. elements 2 2

9. decomposers 1 1

10. scavengers 1 1

11.' potential energy 1 1

12. kinetic energy 1 1-
13. non,-renewable resources 2 1

14. renewable resources 1

15. coal formed by dead plants 1

ECOLOGY: Lesson Six

1. non-renewable resources 1

2. coal formed by dead plants 1

3. oil formed by dead plants
and animals

4. renewable resources
5. solar energy

a) advantages 2

b) disadvantages 2

6 biomes 1

a) tundra 1

b) coniferous 1

c) deciduous 1

d) rainforest 1

e) grassland 1

f) desert 1

7. food web 1

2

2-
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Ecmmology Part II

Mmnrs- Christy

C7lass E

Name

Grade

Sere are some aueAions about the unit. Try to answer each gu stie

as 2tbest as you can by filling in-the blank with the correct response. If y

don't know the answer to a question, make your best -ess. Be sure to have

an zanswer for everyquestion.

You will have 15 minutes to answer these questions. If you finish earlY,

hangmd in your paper.

1. The layer of air surrounding the earth is called the

a) biosphere.
b) hydrosphere.
c) lithosphere.
d) atmosphere.

The energy producers in all food chains are

a) green plants. .
b) animals that contain chlorophyll,
c) small scavengers.
d) bacteria.

3. The sun is an excellent source of energy because it is

a) radiant.
b) renewable.
c) recycled.
d) large.

4. A complex relationship involving many plants and animals that

feed on each other is called a food

a) relationship.
b) habitat.
c) web.
d) chain.

A collection of populations that depend on each other and live

in the same area is called a

a) food `web.

b) community.
c) habitat.
d) populati



6. Which of the'following is the definition c=pf an ecological

a

relationship?

a) two oartneks and each affects the otti-.=
b) partners living in the same comnunity but not related

to each other
interacting populations in one area
a collection of things which are livirag and nonliving

c)

d)

The waste product of photosynthesis

a)

b)

c)

d)

The

a)

b)
c)

d)

carbon.
nitrogen.
hydrogen.
oxygen.

materials from which oil is formed area

animals and rocks.
plants and rocks.
rocks and shells.
plants and animals.

'9. The deer on Burnaby MOunteineat leaves a
be called

10.

a)

b)
c)

d)

predators.
carnivores.
produceis.

rbivores.

Two

a)

b)

c)

rass. They can

of-the advantages of solar energy are that it is
.

renewable
efficient
clean and
clean and

and easily stored.
and easily stored.

efficient. .

4ion-reriewable.

11. Plants obtain, oxygen through

a)

b)
c)

d)

photoa9mthesis.
their leaves.
air.
Water.

An example of int nergy

the sun.,
the wind
sap in a maple ee..

a water fall.
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13. When whales eat microscopic animals, they
,what kind of a relationship?

a) competitive
b) oredatory
c) mutualistic
d) commensalistic

14. The science of ecology mainly explores the

participating in

a) nature of living things.-
b) relationships between living and non-living things.
0 problems of pollution and overpopulation.
d) ways to conserve energy.

15. The process of plants giving off oxygen into the air is called

a) oxydation.
b) precipitation.
c) transpiration.
d) respiration.

16. Which of the following is a non-renewable source of energy?

a) oil
b) wind
c wood
d) water

17. A large land area which has the same kind of climate and
soil, is called

a) an ecosystem.
b) a population.
0 a biome.:
d) a community.

18. Which of the following is a g od example of an ecolo ical'commun-
,

a) deer, berry bSshes, wolves-and bacteria
b) moss, cactus, rabbits and salmon
a) whales,. frogd, lizards and seaweed
d) pine trees, salamaAders, spiders and porpoises

-Energy that is active and moving is called

a)- chlorophyll.
b) potential.

.c) kinetic.
d) chemical.
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20. Black squirrels:and-brown squirrels live in Stanley Park. They
live in the'same trees and eat the=same food. This is an example
of what kind of relationship?

a) competitive
b) predatory
c) mutualistic
d) commensalistic

21. What do decomposers do in the ecosystem:

a) They use heat in the environment.
b) They release matter from dead organisms for use by, other

organisms.
c) They decrease the mineral supply in the eniaronment.
d) They return energy to the environment for use by theproducers.

22. BuppOse a blueberry bush used sunlight to make food for itself,
and stored the food in its blueberries. A robin flies 'up and
lands-on the-bush and-eats the blueberries. The robin would be-
an example of a

a) decomposer.
b) producer
c) consumer.
d) predator

23. The material from which coal is formed is

a) animals.
b) rocks.
c) plants.,
d) shells.

24. e _ch cal made by plants to `use in photosynthesis_ is

a) oxygen.
b) chlorophyll.
c) carbon dioxide.
d) carbohydrates.
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M s. Christer Class E

Concepts

ECOLOGY: Lesson One

ecology
2. community
3. atmosphere
4. hydrosphere
5. lithosphere
6. biosphere
7. all living things made

up of elements
a) nitrogen
b) carbon
c) oxygen
d) hydrogen
ecological relationships
- definition
a) neutralism
b) --commensalism
C) mutualism
d) amensalism
e) competitive

ECOLOGY: Lesson Two

1. ecology
2. ecologist
3. ecological relationships

- definition
a) mutualism
b) commensalism
c) amensalism

Number of Times Number of Times
Concept was Taught 'Concept was Tagged

1-
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

ecosystem 1

5. cycles 1

6. 'potential energy 1

;7. kinetic energy

ECOLOGY: Lesson Three

1. potential energy
2. kinetic energy
3. plant as producer
4. photosynthesis

a) leaf-
b) chlorophyll
c) carbon dioxide
d) transpiration

5. consumers
6. herbivores
7. carnivores

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

1



Christy - Class E

Concepts

ECOLOGY: Lesson Four

1, plants as producers
2. photosynthesis
3. kinetic energy
4, potential energy
5. decomposers
6. carbon cycle
7. oXygen cycle
B. water cycle
9. calcium cycle

10. hydrogen cycle

ECOLOGY: Lesson Five

Number of Times Number of Times
Concept was Taught Concept was Tag ed

1 1

1 1

1

1

a
1
1

1

1

1. potential-energy- 1 1

2. kinetic energy 1 1

3. photosynthesis 1

4. renewable energy 2 1

5. non - renewable energy 1

6. coal formed by dead plants 1 1

7. oil formed by dead plants
and animals

ECOLOGY: -Lesson Six:

renewable resources 1

solar energy
a) advantages 1

b) disadvantages 1

3. biomes .2 1

a) tundra 1 1

b) coniferous 1 1

c) deciduous 1 1

d) rain forest 1

e) grassland 1

community 1

food web 1
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Mrs. Christy Class C

ITEMS

ECOLOGY Multiple-Choice Test
Items from Each Lesson

2

LESSONS
3 4 5 6

5 4

16T 10T

7T 13T

6 22

1T

-18

21T

2T

12

14

19T

3T 11

9 15Tr

20 18

23T 24T

Note: T means that the content in the 'item was tagged
with an instructional stimulus during the lesson.

111L.DElEtz Clas C, D, & E

ITEM

ECOLOGY Essay Test
Items from Each Lesson

LESS
2

s
4: 6
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Mrs, Christi = Class D

ITEMS

Mrs Ch st

ECOLOGY Multiple-Choice Test
Items from Each Lesson

L E S S0 N S

11 22 .33 44 55 66

1= 10T 13

2 12T 14T

11 16 15T 17T

21 .24T 20 23

3 5T

4 7T

9T 18T

19T 22

Note: T means that the content,in the item was tagged
with an instructional stimulus during the lesson.

- Class E

ECOLOGY Multiple-Choice Test
Items from Each Lesson

LESSONS
2 3 4 5 6

ITEMS- 18 '6T 27' 7T 3T

1T 19 = 9T 22 16

13 14 2T 21T

20T 12 11T 15 -8T

10

17T

4

Note: T'means that the content in the item was tagged
with an instructional stimulus during the lesson.
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